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CoU.g1 Calendar

COLLEGE CALENDAR

Monday, 8:30-10:30-Matriculation and registration of Seniors.
10 :30-12 :30-Matriculation and registration of Juniors.
1 :30- 3 :00-Matriculation and registration of Sophomores.

1957
June 10

Monday, 8 :30 A. M.- Registration for first term
of Summer School.

July 4

Thursday-A holiday.

July 13

Saturday-First term ends.

September 17

Tuesday, 8 :30 A. M.-Oasses begin.

July 15

Monday, 8 :30 A. M.-Registration for second
term of Summer School.

September 23

M onday-1..ast day for class changes or late
registration.

August 17

Saturday-Second term ends.

October 11-12

September 8

Sunday, 3 :00 P. M.-Freshman and new studenll
report for Orientation Camp.

Friday and Saturday-Wofford-Citadel Football
Game at Orangeburg and
Founder's Day-Holidays.

Nov. 28-Dec. 1

Thanksgiving holidays.

Dec. lS-Jan. 1

Christmas holidays.

1951
January 2

Thursday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction is resumed.

January 15

Wednesday-Midyear examinations begin.

January

24

Friday, 2 :00 P. M.-Entering new students report for orientation.

January
January

27

Monday-Registration for second semester.

28

Tuesday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction begins.

September 9-10
September 11

Orientation Camp.

Wednesday, 10 :00 A. M.-Retum to campus.
Dormitories open to Freshmen and new students.
2 :30 P. M.-Placement tests for
all Freshmen and new students.

September 12

Thursday, 8 :30 A. M.-Testing program continued.
2:30 P. M.-Testing program continued.

September 13

September 14

Friday, 8 :30 A. M.-Meeting of Freshmen with
co~nselors and ROTC processmg.
2 :30 P. M.-Meeting of Freshmen with
co~nselors and ROTC processmg.
Saturday, 9 :00-12 :DO-Registration of Freshmen
and new students.

February 3

M onday-1..ast day for class changes or late
registration.

February 22

Saturday-Washington's Birthday holiday.

Mar. 4, 5, 6

Period of Religious Emphasis.

Mar. 30-April 6

Spring holidays.

May 22

Thursday-Final examinations begin.

May 31, June 1, 2 Saturday, Sunday, Monday-Commencement.
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COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Executive: Dwight F. Patterson, J. Owen Smith, Robert N. DuBose, Benjamin 0. Johnson, Roger Milliken, J. Grier Hudson,
James A. Chapman.
Fmance: Dwight F. Patterson, J . Grier Hudson, James A. Chapman,
Benjamin 0. Johnson, Frank Evans, Walter McLeod, Jr.,
Roger Milliken.
Grounds, Buildings, and College Activities: J. Grier Hudson, Melvin E. Derrick, T . J. Gasque, Thomas T. Traywick, T. C.
Cannon, Samuel M. Atkinson.
H01UWary Degrees: Ted Jones, Earle E. Glenn, W. Cantey Sprott,
Robert N. DuBose, McTyeire Gilbert, F. T . Cunningham.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
FRANCIS .PENDLETON GAINES, JR., A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
President
Wofford Campus
WALTER ~IRKLAND GREENE, A.B., A.M., M.A. Ph.D., LL.D Litt.D
President Emeritus
735 Springdale ~
PHILIP STANHOPE CovrnGTON, A.B., A.M.
Wofford Campas
Dean of the College
SAMUEL FRANK LocAN, A.B., A.M.
Wofford
Dean of Students and Director of Admissions
Campas
BATES LUPO SCOGGINS, A.B., A.M.
359 Amherst Dr.
Registrar
HAROLD STEPHEN SMITHYMAN
242 E. Oeveland St.
Bursar
HERBERT Hucxs, JR., A.B., A.M., B.A. in L.S.
Librarian
470 s. Hampton Drift
MARY SYDNOR DUPRE
662
Librarian Emeritus
Otis Boulevard
THOM~S KELLER COGSWELL

103 LaJc · Dr
Director of Public Relations and Al1tmni Affairs
ev1ew •

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
REESE EDWARDS GRIFFIN, A.B., B.D., A.M.
Rt. 3, Box 32
Director of Religious Activities
SAM ORR BLACK, M.D.
561 Sherwood Circle
Director of Student Health
SAM ORR BLACK, ]R., M.D.
392 E. Main St
College Physician
WILLIAM EARLE BUICE
Boiling Springs Road
Director of Food Services and Canteen
]ORN ROBERT CURRY
199 Evins St
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
THOMAS LEE HALL, JR.
199 Converse Circle
Assistant Director of Public Relations
SAMUEL ROBERT MOYER, A.B., A.M.
Hillcrest
Director of Music

JfdfflitJistrative Assistants Staff

9

]CC. EDWARD ROBERTSON, A.B.

103 Lansdale Drive

Bvsiness Manager of Athletics

WILLIAM WOODROW SCHEERER, B.S., A.M.
Director of Intramural Sports

2423 Wallace Ave.

ADMIN ISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
Rt. 5, Cedar Acres

lbs. ELIZABETH MrLU:R BLANTON
Secretary to the ROTC

Wofford Campus
BRITT, R.N.
College Nurse
lbs. EuzABETH CoLEMAN BRYANT
Pacolet, S. C.
Secretary to the Business Manager of Athletics

HIUN

u.

Miss DoRIS ANNE BURGESS
Secretary to the Busar
Miss SHIRLEY ANN CoBB
Secretary to the Registrar
lbs. ANNIE DANIEL
Hostess
Mu. MARY LouisE GAINES
Secretary to the Registrar

Reidville,

5 Brook St., Lyman, S. C.

Miss ANNE D. JoNES
Hostess
lbs. ELIZABETH BEAN lUNNEDY
Hostess
lbs. M:mIAM ENNIS RozEMAN
Secretary to the Dean of the College

lbs. HELEN BRANYON UPTON

s. c.

Carlisle Hall
192 W. Hampton Ave.
Greene Hall
Snyder Hall
724 Ridgedale Drive
732 Palmetto St.

Assistant Alumni Director

PASCHAL WALKER, A.B.
Athletic Trainer
lbs. SUMTER SMITH WINGFI.ELD, A.B.
Assistant Librarian
Miss EKMALA YouNG, A.B.
S1cretary to the President

WILLIAM

Box 4072, Station "B"

201 N. Park Drive

607 E. Main St.
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JOBN THOMAS DoBY, A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology

Ti-IE FACULTY
FRANCIS .PENDLETON GAINES, JR., A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
President and Professor of History
Wofford Campu
A.B.,_ U.ni.ve_rsity of Ari;Zona; A.M., .University
of V1rgm1a, Ph.D., Uruvers1ty of Virginia

A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Uruvers1ty of North Carolina

B.S., University of Montana

325 Rivermont Dr.

A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Wofford College;
Ph.D., University of North Carolina

Rt. 2, Sylvan Dr.

WALTD RAYMOND UONARD, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
John M. Reeves Professor o.f Biology
110 Pinetree Circle

A.B., Wo~ord. College; A.M., Columbia University;
Ph.D., Uruvers1ty of orth Carolina

WILLIAM PINCKNEY CAVIN, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry
Rt. 6, Kenmore Dr.
A.B., Wo~ord .College; A.M., Duke University;
Ph.D., Uruvers1ty of North Carolina

A.B., Tusculum College; A.M., Vanderbilt
University; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University

CARR LOFTIN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

JAK!S

349 Ammons Road

110 Overbrook Circle

B.S., Virginia Military Institute; M.S., University of
North Carolina; Ph. D., University of orth Carolina

SAxuu. RoBERT MoY:ER, A.B., A.M.
Professor of Art and Music

1785 Hillcrest Blvd.

A.B., Albright College; A.M., Wofford College

FRANKLIN NESBITT, A.B., B.D., A.M., Ph.D.
John M. Reeves Professor of Religion
411 Mills Ave.

CBARL:ES

A.~., U?iversity of North Carolina; A.M.,
Uruvers1ty of North Carolina

666 Palmetto St

A.B., Emo~y af!d Henry College; B.D.,
Emory Uruvers1ty; Ph.D., Duke University

A.B., Emory University; A.M., Duke University

A.B., Princeton University; A.M., Vanderbilt
University; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University

Professor of History

CHARLES EDWARD CAUTHE , A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 861 Glendalyn Ave.
l ohn M . Reeves Professor of History

PHILIP STANHOPE CoVINGTON, A.B., A.M.
Professor of English

WILLIAM BRIDGES HUNTER, JR., A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of E"glish
Connecticut Ave. Ext.

Lawis PINCKNEY JoNEs, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

A.B.! G.et.tysburg College ; A.M., University
of V1rgm1a; Ph.D., University of Virginia

LESTER HUBERT CoLLOMS, A.B., B.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy

136 Ponce de Leon

JosN QUITMAN HILL, B.S., B.A. ( Oxon.), M.A. ( Oxon.)
Professor of Mathematics
706 Hollywood St.

407 Lucerne Dme

A.B., Wofford College; A.M., University
of North Carolina

KENNETH DANl:EL CoATEs, A.B., A.M.
Professor of English

WILLIAM CHAPMAN HERBERT, A.B., A.M.
Emeritus Professor of Education

B.S., Wofford College; B.A., M.A., Oxford University

CoL. RAYMOND V1CT?~ BoTTo'.'ILY, B.S.
Rt. 4, Huntington Woods
Professor of Military Science and Tactics

ROBERT ARTHUR BR:ENT, A.B ., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of History and Government

A.B., Union College; M.S., University of
Wisconsin; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin

A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Columbia University

GEORGE CoTToN SMITH ADAMS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Romane~ La'!guages
425 S. Fairview Aft.

WILLIAM RAYMOND BOUR E, A.B., A.M.
Professor of Modern Languages

1565 White Oak St.

Wofford Campus

A.B., Wofford College; B.D., Emory University;
A.M., University of Chicago; Ph.D., University
of Chicago

Cl.AuNCE CLIFFORD NORTON, B.S., A.M., Ph.D., LL.D.
526 Gadsden Court
John M. Reeves Professor of Sociology and Government
B.S., Millsaps College; A.M., Emory University ; Ph.D.,
University of North Carolina; LL.D., Wofford College
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MclEVER PEGRAM, A.B., A.M.
Associate Professor of Mathematics
.ill>

RAYMOND AGNEW PATTERSON, A.B., A.M
Professor of Chemistry and Biology .

A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Duke University

A.B., Wofford College ; A.M., Wofford College

ns LuPO ScOGGJNS, A.B., A.M.

CHARLES SEMPLE PETTIS, B.S., M.S.
Professor of Physics

A.B., A.M., Wofford College

WILLIAM .LEONARD PUGH AB AM p h D Litt
. D
· .,
· ·
E mentus Professor of English
•

.,

•

.,

A.B., Parsons College . A M N th
University· Ph D H ' · ·• or western
L" tt D p '
· ·• arvard University .
1 · ., arsons College
'
•

.,

•

•

WILLIAM WOODROW SCHEERER, B.S., A.M.
Professor of Physical Education
B.~., M~phis

Uruvers1ty

ARCADrns .McSwArn TRAWICK, A.B., B.D. DD
Emeritus Professor of Religion
• · ·

A.B., University of Illinois;
M.S., University of Kentucky

JIAu.Y DoNALD DOBBS, A.B., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Biology

564 Drayton Ave.

COLEMAN .B. wALLER, A.B., A.M., Ph D
Emeritus Professor of Chemistry · ·

791 Rutledge St.

A.B., Franklin and Marshall College;
A.M., University of Chicago

Rt. 3, Box 32

RasB EI>wARDs GRIFFIN, A.B., B.D., A.M.
Assistant Professor of Religion

Franklin Hotel

A.B., B.D., A.M., Emory University

WILLIAK WALTER HALLIGAN, JR., A.B., A.M.
112 First Ave.
Assistant Professor of Education and Psychology

A.B., Vanderbilt University. B D V
. .
·• anderb1lt
University.• D ·D ·• w offord c'o1·1ege

722 Maple St

A.B., Hampden-Sydney College;
A.M., University of Virginia

l11DSON ROBERT Loo?.US, B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of English

A.B., Wofford College · AM V d .
University.' Ph ·D ·• V an'der·b·t"'
a!1 erb1lt
1 t Umversity

546 Drayton Ave.

B.S., Wofford College; M.A., Emory University

Wofford Campas
sychology

ROBERT Jo.RDAN CARNER, A.B., A.M., PhD
Associate Professor of Spanish and L~t.

~-~·
~·· University of Virginia;
· ., h.D., Harvard University

151 W. Lee St.

Assistant Professor of English

emson College

A.A.B., Uruyers1~y of Richmond;
M., Uruvers1ty of Virginia

A.B., A.M., University of Virginia

llaBDT Oswrn FRANTZ, A.B., A.M.

State College · A M Columb·
' · ·•
1a

SAMUEL s.KrnNER BRITT, JR., A.B., A.M
Associate J!rotessor of Educatio1i and p

7630 E . Main St.

Associate Professor of Ancient Languages

A.B., Emory University; M.S., Emory University

EDWARD HAMPTON SHULER B s
Emeritus Professor of App·z· . .1 M h
.126 E.
B S Cl
iea at ematics
· ·•

Joam SEcONDI, A.B., A.M.
WJU.IAK LovELL WILBUR, A.B., M.S.
Associate Professor of Economics

JOHNJ LEONARD
SALMON AB AM
h M
175 N F . .
o n . Reeves Professor of Foreign Lan u . atmew A'ft.
A.B., Centre College.• A.M ·• H arvar d U ruvers1ty
.
. g ages
I

359 Amherst Dr.

Associate Professor of History

Bf.S., .Unive.rsity of Wisconsin . M S U .
.
• · ·• ruvers1ty
o W1sconsm
I

307 W. Birnie St.
Gaffney, S. C.

480 N · Church St

A.B., Wofford College.• A ·M., Duke U ruvers1ty
.
.

CAr'rAIN PAUL GRADY WALKER, JR., B.S.A.
Apt. 5, 120 Crystal
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Springs
B.S.A., University of Georgia

in

SAMUEL FRANK LOGAN, A.B. A.M
Associate Professor of History.

CAPTAIN JAMES HENRY Russ£LL
Apt. 6, 118 Crystal Springs
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics

Wofford Campus

JAMBS ALBERT GILLESPIE
Instructor in Applied Mathematics
Bachelor of Industrial Engineering, Georgia
Institute of Technology

328 Meredith Circle
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FRED GLENN .
204
.
I ns tructor in Applied Mathenia.tics

w . Ari"ington,

t
""-\.JTI:ICI"

s
,

'

Bachelor of Engineering, Clemson College

EARL HAMES LAwsoN, A.B.
204 Spruce St U . S
I nstruc tor in
· B usiness
·
·• ruon, •
Administration
A.B., Wofford College

OLLEGE COMMITIEES*
- 1957

M INISTRATION

Mtlllitsi01~: The Dean, the Registrar, and the Dean of Students.

gv.e: The Dean, the Registrar, and the Dean of Students.
''line: J . T . Doby, S. S. Britt, Jr., S. R. Moyer.
(Student Members: Donnie Fowler, Fred DuBard.)
'dlltltdes: W. B. Hunter, Jr., G. C. S. Adams, E . H. Lawson.
e110larships: The Dean, the Registrar, and the Dean of Students.

FRANCIS ANDREW TROY, A.B., M .B.A.
Instructor in Mathenia.tics and
Business Administration
~·1ta=ord College; M.B.A., University

WILLIAM PASCHAL WALKER, A.B.
Instructor in Physical Education a11d
Assistant in Intercollegiate Athletics
A.B., Furman University

MASTER _SERGEANT ROBERT MILLARD FINLEY
Assistant in Military Science
16 Church St . Whitney, S• C.

Mtlisory Council: W. R. Bourne, J. Q. Hill, J . C. Loftin, R. A.
Patterson, C. S. Pettis.
..tltlttics and Physical Education: W. R. Leonard, S. S. Britt, Jr.,
W.W. Halligan, H. M . Pegram, J.E. Robertson, J. L. Salmon,
B. L Scoggins, C. T. Snidow, F. A. Troy.
Cwrittdum: P. S. Covington, W. R. Bourne, C. E . Cauthen, W. P.
Cavin, J. Q. Hill, W. B. Hunter, Jr., W. R. Leonard, C. F.
Nesbitt.

GradWJte Scholarships and Fellowships: K. D. Coates, L . H. Colloms,

MASTER .SERGEANT JOHN WILLIAM SUTPHIN
Assistant in Military Science
MASTER .SERGEANT EDWIN WOODROW WILSON
Assistant iti Military Science
SERGEAN.T Frn~T Cr.~.ss FRED WisE, JR.
Assistant in Military Science
CONLEY TRIGG SNIDOW, B.S.
Head Football Coach
B.S., Roanoke College

}AMES BRAKEFIELD, B.A., A.M.
Coach
B.A., Centre College of Kentucky·
A.M., College of William and Ma;y

WILLIAM CHARLES MCCARREN, A.B.
Coach
A.B., Emory and Henry College

JoEL EDWARD ROBERTSON, A.B.
Business Manager of Athletics
A.B., Wofford College

103 Lansdale Dr.

J. T. Doby, R. 0. Frantz, J . Q. Hill, J.C. Loftin, W. L. Wilbur.
80ff0f'MY Degrees: C. E. Cauthen, R. A. Patterson, J . L. Salmon.
LltlMres: G. C. S. Adams, R. A. Brent, R. J. Carner, K. D. Coates,
L. H . Colloms, H. D. Dobbs, W. W. Halligan, E. R. Loomis,
H. M. Pegram, W. W. Scheerer.
(Student Members: Frank Stanton, Richard Fredland, Robert
Penny, John E. Jones, Glenn Robertson. )
Library: L. P. Jones, W. R. Bourne, R. J. Carner, H . D. Dobbs,
R. 0 . Frantz, Herbert Hucks, E. R. Loomis, C. C. Norton,
C. S. Pettis.
Rtligioiu Activities: C. C. Norton, W. P. Cavin, R. E. Griffin,
Herbert Hucks, J. C. Loftin, C. F. Nesbitt, J. E. Robertson,
C. T . Snidow.
R. 0. T. C.: Col. R . V . Bottomly, Jr., P. S . Covington, S . F. Logan,
C. S. Pettis, Capt. J. H. Russell, W.W. Scheerer, B. L . Scoggins,
Capt. P. G. Walker.
Sltldntl Activities : S . F. Logan, J. A. Brakefield, R. A. Brent, R. E.
Griffin, L. P. Jones, W. C. McCarren, S. R. Moyer, R. A.
Patterson, W. P. Walker.
(Student Members: Joel Hand, Marcus Huff, Paul Wood.)

-rint name on committee (except Advisory Council) designates chairman.
Tbe President is es officio member of all committees.
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General Statement
DEGREES
Wofford College is the South Carolina
men.
The College grants the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor
of Science. The College also confers the honorary degrees of Doctor of Divinity, Doctor of Literature, and Doctor of Laws.
HISTORY
Rev. Benjamin Wofford, a local minister of the Methodist Epilcopal Church, South, died in the town of Spartanburg, S. C., December 2, 1850. He left in his will a legacy for one hundred thOUlllld
~oll~rs to the Sout~ Carolina Conference "for the purpose of establishing and endowmg a college for literary, classical, and scientific
education, to be located in my native district, Spartanburg." Oaehalf of the amount was to be laid aside as a permanent endowment.
A charter was given by the Legislature of South Carolina, December 6, 1851. Suitable buildings having been erected, a president and professors were elected November 24, 1853, and the Col·
lege was opened August 1, 1854. Since that time it has never been
suspended, though for a period during the Civil War it was not
above the grade of a classical school. At the close of the war college classes were again organized.
'
~he ~onation of Benjamin W?ff~rd was exceptionally large at
the time it was made. No Methodist m America had given so tarp

amount to religious or educational objects. The. wil~ of the
der was clear, so that no difficulty or doubt has ansen m carryout its few details.
Measures were taken immediately after the opening of the Colto add to the endowment, and they were meeting with a large
gratifying success when interrupted by the War Between the
, 1861-'65. In the general wreckage of the ~ar the endowwas swept away, leaving to the College only its. grounds and
• gs. The South Carolina Conference, however, liberally made
lftllllgeltD<ents to meet the emergency and, by an annual assessment,
the College from closing its doors. This assessment has ~een
d from time to time as the needs of the College required
ad bas become a fixed source of income. In the meantime, since
1870 efforts have been made to restore and add to the endowment,
and through the liberality of the people of the City of Spartanburg
and of the State, together with the generous cooperation of t?e
General Education Board, Mr. B. N. Duke, Mr. Andrew Carnegie,
ad Mr. S. Clay Williams, the resources and endowment have
lleadily increased.

AIMS OF THE COLLEGE
The aims of Wofford College are to place religion at the center
of its purpose as an institution and to create an atmosphere conamial to the development of a Christi~ P.hilosophy of ~ife. and a
Qiristian standard of conduct; to maintain high standa:d~ m literary,
clusical, and scientific education; to develop .a Christian lo~e. of
freedom and truth; to stimulate and develop mtellectual cunos1ty,
critical acumen, and creative imagination; and to render the greatest
ClllllltrUctive Christian service to the individual, to the state, to the
nation, and to the Church. Unto these ends shall the affairs of the
C.OUege always be administered.
LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS
The College is located in the City of Spartanburg, which, with
ID altitude of nearly 1,000 feet above sea level, possesses an unasually healthful and bracing climate. Sp~rtanburg. ha~ also been
long noted as a community with an exceptional social, intellectual,
and religious atmosphere. Though a modern commercial city, it still
retains the cultural advantages of a college community, offering from
time to time opportunities for hearing outstanding leaders of the
nation in the intellectual and artistic world.
The College campus consists of about sixty-five acres. It possesICI natural beauty and ample shade of pine, oak, and elm.
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BUILDINGS

This is the oldest building on the campus and was co pleted
1854. For. forty years it was the "College" and is sti;1 what
~tudents
of when they think of Woffo r d . A re h't
. thmk
.
1 ecturally
~s ~n .1mposmg structure of dignity and distinction, and few a~
ut!dmgs anyw~ere produce a finer impression. In this builA:....
the faculty offices, the chapel, and lecture rooms.
'"&15 are

DuPre Administration Building
One of the original colonial buildings designed for a fa
been completely renovated and equipped for a~
ttve offices: In this building are located offices of the PresiADean, Registrar, and Bursar.
.......,

~ome h~s

The John B. Cleveland Science Hall
The Science Hall, the generous gift of Mr. John B. Cleveland,
of the Class of 1869, was erected in 1904 and formally opened £
work at the commencement in June of that year. The building
three. lecture rooms and several laboratories for geology phv.t
chemistry, and electricity.
' .,-ca,

J!

Samuel Orr Black Science Hall
. This bui.ldi.ng, originally constructed in 1946 as an annex to the

~cienc~ Bu1ldmg, was completely renovated and considerably eaarged m 1953 through. the generosity of Dr. Samuel Orr Black. of

Spartanb~rg. It contains two chemistry laboratories, five bi"'-laboratones, three lecture rooms and several offices.

-w

The ~hitefoord Smith Library

~1 fts from Miss.Julia V. Smith and Mr. E. L Archer made
possible the college library named in honor of Miss Smith's father
who for many years wa~ Professor of English in the Coll e. i.;
1949, under the leadership of President Walter K Green ~ library was rebuilt and more than doubled in size Th
e, l'b
has sp .
d'
.
e new I rary
ac1ous rea '?g rooms, student carrells, a room for relics and
rare books, a music room, a projection room for visual educati
and stack rooms designed to accommodate 95 ()()() book
on,
'
s.
The James H. Carlisle Memorial Hall
This buil~ing is a dormitory with modern conveniences and bu
a roo~ capacity of 125 students. It was erected in 1911 w'th f els

~ontnbuted largely by the citizens of Spartanburg and w~ n~
m honor of ~r: James H. Carlisle, the third president of the College.. The building has been completely reconstructed in the · t ·
and is now a most attractive dormitory.
m enor

~.~,.... Hall

Snyder Hall is a dormitory with a room capacity of seventy-five
aadents. It is situated on the front campus facing North Church
Street. This dormitory is an attractive and comfortable building. It
• named for Dr. Henry Nelson Snyder, Wofford's fourth president.

.._, K. Greene Hall
This dormitory was completed in 1950. It is one of the most
attractive college dormitories in the South. In addition to rooms
for 150 students, the building has a spacious lounge, two parlors,
a recreation room, and rooms for the student council, student pubHcations, and other student organizations. It is named for Dr. Walter K. Greene, fifth president of the College.

llllP S. Black

Hall

This building, originally a part of the Wofford Fitting School,
was completely remodeled in 1953, and is now an attractive, modern
dormitory with a capacity of approximately forty-five students. Its
Dime commemorates the generosity to Wofford College of the late
Dr. Hugh S. Black, of Spartanburg.

11BitarJ Science Building
This building is located on the comer of Cleveland and North
Oaurch Streets. It is a commodious building affording offices, class
rooms, armory and storage for the College Army Reserve Officers
Training Corps.

1'e Andrewa Field Home
This building was made possible by the gift of Mr. Isaac Andrews, of Spartanburg. It is a spacious building, with ample facilities for all indoor sports, and has a seating capacity of twenty-five
hundred. The building is thoroughly modern, with adequate locken, showers, and offices. A subsequent gift by Mr. Andrews rellllted in a considerable addition to the building, including a large
intramural gymnasium, showers, dressing-rooms, offices, and a classIOOID.
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Stadium
In 1919~'20 the citiz~ns of Spartanburg raised approximately
$30,000.00, which was applied to the erection of a concrete grandstand and the gen~ral improve?1ent of the athletic grounds. ID
the fall of .1929, a gift by Mr. W illiam A. Law, of the Oass of 1883,
m~de possible ample and appropriate facilities for all outdoor athletic sports-steel and concrete grandstand football baseball t •
and ~rack ~el.ds-furnishing exceptional ~pportunities for '0
physical trammg.

U:

Planetarium
A gift from the Spartanburg County Foundation made the
yYofford College Planetarium possible. The planetarium is homed
m the Cleveland Scie?ce Hall and offers to the student of astronomy
an unusual opportunity for the study of celestial bodies.
Student Peraonnel Building
In 1956 one of the original faculty homes on the campus wu
completely remodeled, and now houses the offices of the Bunu
Reg1strar, and Dean of Students.
'
Fraternity Lodges
In 19?6 seven attractive lodges were opened for use by the
seven national fraternities on the campus. These frate 'ti
•
A~pha Sigma Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Ka;;~~;,:.;
Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Faculty and Staff Homes
Three colonial homes on the campus are occupied by adminiltrative officers of the College.
Veteran•' Apartmenb
Fo~r build ings, each c~nt.aining eight apartments, were completed m 1945- 46. These buildings afford living quarters for married
students, preference being given to veterans.
1

THE LIBRARY
'J'.he Library consists of approximately 58,000 volumes, not including pa~phlets an~ some unbound files of magazines. With 1
few ex~eptions, donations. of special collections have been incorporat~d in reg~lar .order with t~e general library. The donor of 1
special collection 1s, however, indicated by a label in each volume.
The book shelves are open to all students.
. Though the Library possesses a number of rare Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Century publications, and some works designed especial-

ly for advanced investigation, the great bulk consists of a practical
modem working library for undergraduates. Valuable bound newspaper files, particularly concerning Methodist history, are frequently
comulted by advanced students from other institutions.
The collections of the South Carolina Conference Historical Society, embracing a large amount of original manuscript material,
are kept as a distinct body, separately catalogued in the library
building.
The libraries of the Calhoun and Preston Literary Societies
were, a number of years ago, combined with the College library.
The special collection belonging to the Student Christian Association is also kept in the College library and administered under its
regulations. The library has been the recipient of many other
ftluable collections of books.
Biabop Duncan'• Library
The collection of 2,121 volumes, assembled by the late Bishop
W. W. Duncan during a long lifetime, was given to the College
at the time of his death in 1908. Being the working library of a
preacher, works bearing directly upon religion, theology, philosophy,
and ethics form a large part of the collection. Literature, history,
and biography are also well represented. The collection contains a
number of rare works and many presentation copies bearing the
autographs of authors.

Dr. Carlisle'• Library
The family of Doctor James H. Carlisle transferred to the College practically the entire contents of the library room in the former
president's house. A special room in the Whitefoord Smith Library Building is devoted to the Carlisle collection of 2,276 volumes.
Mathematics, theology, biography, and essays make up the larger
part of the collection.

The Dand Duncan Collection
Professor David Duncan was the first professor of classical languages at Wofford College. In 1879 he bequeathed his library to
the College. This is a collection of over 1,000 volumes of classical
literature, covering almost the whole field of Greek and Roman letters.
The Herman Baer Collection
Dr. Herman Baer, of Charleston, S. C., of the Class of 1858,
bequeathed to the College complete, bound sets of a number of
leading American magazines and reviews.
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The Warren DuPre Collection
Mr. Warren DuPre, of the Class of 1878, left a legacy of $500.00
to his Alma Mater. This was increased by a gift from his widow,
Mrs. Carrie Duncan DuPre, of $500.00, and the $1,000.00 was applied to the purchase of books to be known as the "Warren DuPit
Memorial Collection." The books so far purchased are chiefly ia
the field of modern American Literature and consist of aPJ>l'Qlimately 775 volumes. Later Mrs. DuPre added $1,000.00 aa ID
endowment,
tion annually.the interest on which is used to increase this collec-

The Robert T. Fletcher Collection
Robert T. Fletcher, of the Oass of 1916, lost his life as a soldier
of his country in France in 1918. The Sunday School Class of Pine
Grove Methodist Church, Marlboro County, of which he was a
member, collected a sum of money and sent it to his Alma Mater
in the form of a Memorial Fund. It was decided to use it u a
basis for starting a collection of books on various aspects of the Fint
World War, to be known as the "Robert T. Fletcher Collection."
The J . Thomaa Pate Library

In 1902, Rev. J. Thomas Pate, D.D., bequeathed his library
to the College. It is a collection of some 858 volumes of theological
and general literature. In 1943 the College received from Mn.
Alice G. Pate $4,758.59, as a memorial to her husband, to establilh
"The J. Thomas Pate Memorial Library Fund," an endowed fund,
the
income
from which is used for the purchase of books to be added
to this
library.

The Samuel Dibble Memorial Collection
Samuel Dibble, of the Oass of 1856, was the first graduate of
Wofford College. As a memorial to her father, Mrs. Agnes Dibble
Moss contributed the sum of $1 ,600.00 for books in the Department
of English Language and Literature-$500.00 to be used for the
immediate purchase of books, and $1,000.00 increased by other
funds,
to be set aside as an endowment for the purchase of additions
to the collection.
The A G. Rembert Memorial Collection
Dr. A. G. Rembert, of the Oass of 1884, was for nearly forty
years professor in the College. At his death in 1933, he left hia
library of approximately 3,000 volumes to the College. This is a
collection of books in the fields of psychology, philosophy, Greek
and Latin, and general literature.

Edwin D. Mouzon Collection Cl
f 1889 died in Char£ the ass o
,
Bishop
Edwin
~ou~~f
OH
bequeathed
his library of more
lotte North Carolina, m 1 · e t
t11an' 1,000 volumes to his Alma Ma er.

p.

n. E. Toland Hodges
Library
d H dges was

f
any years a trustee of
or m
.
The late E. Tolan
o
. t sted in education. In recogWofford College, a_nd was ~eW~~~r~r~ollege, his child~en, Edward
nition of his great interest m
and Miss Moida Winn Hodges,
P. Hodges, W. Cal~sbon H~t~~~ir distinguished father to the ;.o~
have presented the i r~ry
roximately 1,800 books, to w ic
lege. This library consists of app .
b his sons and daughters,
will be added, through annua~ gifts y
.
t and importance.
books of current interes
THE LYCEUM
"t of hearing men who loom
The Lyceum furnishes the opport~n~ ~h thought and action. It
large in the public ey; as le~der:u~entsoin refining their tastes an~
bas been of great service to t _e s fix d lement in the general edu
broadening their interests. It is a
e e
cational activities of Wofford.
E OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
ARMY RESERV
Officers' Training Corps
The Wofford unit of the -(\rmy Re~erv~e school year of 1919-'20
(senior Division) was estabhshedCduring ·n the National Defense
i
.
. gran t ed by Id
ongress
t ROTC
units m
the S ou th ·
under the authority
Act of 1916 and .is one of the ~lee: has the opportunity, th.rough
Any student entering Wofford .c~ g a Second Lieutenant m the
the ROTC of earning a comm~ss1~n ~~ is now designated a General
U S Army Reserve. The W o or u
y earn commissions in any
· ·
.
·
d graduates ma
·
C
Military
Science
umt,
an
M
d'
h of the Army except the
e ica1 Corps, Chaplams orps,
b
ranc
d
t General's Corps.
andEthe Judge A voca e
offord is entirely voluntary. Apat
W
· t ion
'
pri"or to final enrollment
nrollment in the ROTC
h ·cal exam.ma
plicants must pass a p ys1
Co
At the time of acceptance,
in either the Basic or Advanced
~~se. ears of age, and advan~ed
basic students must have reach~dt nty as second lieutenants pnor
students must qualify for appom me
to reaching 28 years of age.

Scope of Coune
.
·s a four-year course, but is
The Military Science Curriculumd i C urses of two years each.
divided into the Basic and Advance
o
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Both courses encompass
b. t
.
purely military subjects. ~h~e~~s~sa~le m ci~ilian. life as well•
same subjects a soldier would be a1ve o~rshe. prAunanJy takes up the
tniniTh e Advanced Course is I t.·. n m is rmy Basic ··--..
those applying will always be se ectived anl competitive and not aD
paid approximately $27 00
accepte .
d~ts so selected will be
~ontinue in the ROTC. fo;e;h month .for which t~ey will agree to
institution; to pursue the cour:/~mamder of .~eir course at the
the Secretary of the Army p
m ca~p trammg prescribed by
and from Summer Cam J.
aY_tTient will be made for travel to
men of the first grade ~~-~)g ~i~h {11e pay prescribed for enlisted
approximately $83.20 per mon~1twhi~=s than 4 months s~rvice of
~o accept appointment as a Reserve or R at camp. . They will agree
if such appointment is tendered and . f egular ~~1cer of the Army
of graduation, and subject to the or~er coi;un~ss1~ned at the time
Army, to serve on active du
o . t. e ecretary of the
Army for not less than two ~ as a co~1ss1oned officer in the
active duty for training f ( ) c~n~ecut1ve years or to serve Cll
sooner relieved of such ob~.r ~· peno ?f six (6) months, unle11
prescribed by th S
iga ion or discharged under regulatioaa
.
e ecretary of the Arm . th f
obligation is a prerequisite for th .
Y, . at ulfillment of tIUa
unless they are relieved of the e1~llp"a~uahon from the institution,
scribed by the Secreta of th s~o igations unde; regulations pretinues in full force anleffect ~ t~y and that this agreement coninstitution Such stude t
m e event they transfer to another
Advanced. Course Arm n~Oftee to apply for enrollment in the
maintained thereat.
y
at the new institution if a unit is

ROTC Activities
Besides classroom work the ROTC h
activities, such as the ROTC B d Rflas several extra-curricular
Instruments and music ar
~n , I e Team and Drill Team.
Band. The Rifle T
fi e f~rmshed for those interested in the
earn res m local stat
d
·
All necessary equipment is furnish d, A e .an national matches.
be made by those members makine . the mmor sports le.tter may
performs precision drills for athleticg t• .tt~m. The Drill Team
ac 1v1 ies and parades.
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terms of the contract, the student agrees to complete the basic course,
U enrolled therein; to enroll in and complete the advanced course
It the proper time, if accepted therefor; upon completion or termilltion of the course of instruction therein, to accept a commission,
ff tendered; to serve on active duty for a period of not less than
two years after receipt of such commission, subject to order by the
Secretary of the Army; and to remain a member of a Regular or
Raerve component of the Army until the sixth (6th) anniversary
of the receipt of his commission unless sooner terminated; or, if
the Army does not require his service on active duty in fufillm ent
of this obligation, to serve on active duty for training for a period
ol six (6) months after receipt of such commission and to remain
a member of a Reserve unit until the eighth (8th) anniversary of
nmpt of his commission.

EDUCATIONAL STANDING
Wofford College is a member of the Association of Methodist
Schools and Colleges, of the Association of American Colleges, of
the South Carolina College Conference, of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and of the Southern University
Conference.
PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY

The College was granted a Phi Beta Kappa Charter in August,

1940. The Wofford Chapter, known as Beta of South Carolina,
was installed in January, 1941. Eligibility for membership in the
Phi Beta Kappa Society is based upon scholarly achievements, high
character, and special extracurricular intellectual attainments.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
College life with its various interests offers opportunities for

the development and enrichment of the personality of the student,
for developing in him a sense of responsibility, for discovering his

capacity for leadership, and for helping him to realize the value

Draft Defermenta

of effective cooperative efforts toward common ends. The many

. .
Enrollment in the ROTC d
from Selective Service Th ~es fnot m itself .a.ct as a deferment
Tactics is authorized h~weve; ro . ess~; of Military Science and
a majority of those e~rolled whi~ s1fi ~eferment Contracts" with
their period of enrollment in RO~~w dem to be deferred during
obligations to the Government ft
fia~ h.complete their military
a er ms mg the course. Under

and various voluntary activities in which students engage are, there-

fore, not regarded as sidelines to the main purpose of the College, but as essential elements in this main purpose-the making
of dear-headed men of strong character, who know how to express
themselves intelligently and effectively in the practical affairs of
life. Insofar as they contribute to this important end, student activities are encouraged and sympathetically directed by the Faculty.
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RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES

Wofford College is a Christian College. For one hundred yanit has been the South Carolina Methodist College for men. It stri1tl
to create an atmosphere congenjal to the development of Christia
character, both by general influence and direct instruction and traiting. It insists that the members of the Faculty be men of appl'Oft4
religious character and that they cooperate sympathetically in JDaiD.
taining and developing the religious life of the campus. In tbe
matter of direct instruction it conducts departments of PhilosopbJ
and Religion, which offer courses of study in English Bible, Cliurcla
History, Methodism, Christian Education, Christian Thought, 11111
Prulosophy. In his own religious activities the student receives encouragement and guidance from the Faculty.
ATHLETICS, HEALTH, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Health
One of the requirements for admission is an acceptable medical certificate. Instruction in hygiene is given in the required counea
in physical education. Cases of minor illness are cared for under
the supervision of the Director of Student Health and the Resident
Nurse, while cases of serious illness are treated in the Mary Black
Clinic.

Physical Education
All students are required to take two years of physical educaticm
or the two years of the basic ROTC course. A sound body, as well
as a trained mind, is an essential part of the student's equipment,
not only for military service, but also for life as a whole. This~
gram of physical conditioning consists of calisthenics and other
exercises prescribed by the armed forces and athletic coaches. Thae
exercises give special attention to the vigorous, intensive use of large
muscles in order to increase the efficiency of such vital organs u
the heart, circulatory system, and respiratory and bony systems.

Intramural Sports
Provision is made for organization and participation of intra·
mural teams in various sports, including volley ball, softball, bueball, touch football, rifle contests, handball, paddle tennis, golf, pingpong, blitzball, track and field, and tennis. All students are urged
to participate in these sports because of their influence upon tbe
building of healthy bodies and the development of character.

• t e Athletica
lillllNllDelliA
.
hletics is recognized as an ·unA program of inte~colleg1ate at
unt of its educational values,

part of college. hfe, and, on acco d direction. The College
College gives to it encou~ag~m;n~ i~ercollegiate athletics. The
~n high amateu~ s~n ~~u~he~n Intercollegiate Athl~tic As1s a member o
e f
t the rules and requirements
'on, and its standards con orm o
this association.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

members of the

All former students of Wofford College are
Alumni Association.
.
known as The Living Endowmen.t,
Through an annual gtf~ p~an,
portunity to make their

members of the Assoc1~t1on have an op
loJa1tY to the College t~~ible. d .
ual meeting in Carlisle
The Alumni Association hol s its ann
Ball during Comrnencen:ieBnt l~ ~ki:n~.ublished periodically by the
The Wofford Alumni u e i
Ahunni Secretary.
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er and ability. Students are admitted to Wofford College by
of the following methods :

1. He must be a graduate of an accredited school and must submit sixteen acceptable units of secondary school subjects,
including four units in English and two in mathematics.
2. He must be recommended by his principal and/or guidance
counselor.
3. He must make a satisfactory score on an entrance examination. (See Entrance Examinations, page 30.)

u. ADMISSION

Admission to College
Applicants may quart f
d . .
i Y or a m1ss1on to the College as
hers of th F h

BY EXAMINATION

In cases of unusual merit, an applicant who presents fourteen
acceptable units for admission and is recommended by his principal,
but who is not a graduate of an accredited school, may qualify by
a superior score on the entrance examination and such other tests
u the college may prescribe.

mem-

;~:~~:~~::~1~~::~t::;~~:,~:~~~~~E;~:~~~ E

. ,
opm1on, are best qualified t 0 b fi
UIVllll:
ttona1 advantages which the C 11
ff
ene t from the educao ege o ers.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission to th C0 II
Committee on Adm' ·
W
e
ege should be made to the
.
iss1ons,
offord College S
b
Carolina. Application forms ·u b
• partan urg, South
of Admissions, Wofford Col~1
e sent on request by the Director
possible, the completed applic:~~~nSp~rtal~b';;g,. South Carolina. If
Committee on Admissions a
. s ou
e m the hands of the
date on which the applicant ~i:~:~mtotely follu~ mWonths prior to the
enro ID offord College.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Admission to Wofford Colle e . d
attainments, and character of thg IS !' ependent upon the ability,
furnish the Committee on Ad ~ ~pp icant. Each applicant must
work in secondary school or coll~~:s1~~s a c?rnglete !ecord of his
the personal information folder a~d saet~efquitre me?1cal certificate,
'
is ac ory evidence of good

m. HicH

ScHooL EQurvAuNcY CERTIFICATE

Candidates holding South Carolina State High School Certificates, or equivalent state high school certificates issued by other
ltates, are eligible for admission, provided they pass the entrance
examination and meet other requirements the college may specify.
Candidates who have qualified for a high school equivalency
diploma on the basis of the General Educational Development Tests
may apply for admission. The first step is to present an official
transcript of all high school work completed as well as an official
statement of the test scores received. Such candidates may still
be required to take the entrance examination.

IV.

TRANSFER FROM ANOTHER INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING

Candidates submitting evidence of studies successfully pursued

in another institution of higher learning are eligible for admission
with advanced standing, provided they are eligible for readmission

to the institution last attended and meet the regulations governing
readmission of students to Wofford College.
Applicants for admission who have attended other colleges must
aubmit complete records of all high school and college work to the
Committee on Admissions. Failure to submit such records may
constitute cause for dismissal from the college.
A student admitted with advanced standing will be given an
average grade of "C" on the semester hours transferred, provided
bis grades warrant it. Credit for work transferred will be deter-
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
The College Admissions Committee bases its decision on the
ICldemic record of the applicant, satisfactory evidence of good
c:llll'acter, ability to profit by the type of education offered by Wofford, and a satisfactory score on an entrance examination.
Applicants may select either the Academic Aptitude Test of the
South Carolina Entrance Examination Service, or the Scholastic
Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board. Both
English and Mathemaitics must be included in either program selected.

1'e Academic Aptitude Teat
The Academic Aptitude Test of the South Carolina Entrance
Examination Service is administered at numerous times and locations in South Carolina throughout spring, summer, and winter.
Fall information concerning this program may be obtained from
the Director of Admissions, Wofford College. The form should
lie returned to Wofford College with the required $10.00 fee.

.._..tic Aptitude Teat
The College Entrance Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude

Teat is administered five times each year in numerous centers over
the nation and in some foreign countries. Dates and centers are
Jilted in the Bulletin of Information which accompanies the exllDination application blank. To obtain Bulletin of Information and
eumination blank, write to : College Entrance Examination Board,
P. 0. Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. (Candidates from far western states should write to the College Entrance Examination Board,
Box 27896, Los Angeles 27, California.) Ask for an application
blank to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance
Examination Board.
This blank should be returned to the College Entrance Examination Board with a $14.00 fee. Information sent by the Board will
explain the nature of the test and will list the several centers in each
llate at which the test may be taken. The candidate should request
that the results of the test be sent to Wofford College.

REGISTRATION OF VETERANS
All Veterans
All subsistence and allowance checks are sent to the veterans
by the Veterans Administration, not by the college. Any preliminary
inquiries regarding nonreceipt of these checks, therefore, should
be made of the Veterans Administration.
All veterans must reach the objective authorized by the Veterans
Administration with the minimum number of semester hours re-
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quired. The Veterans Administration will not authorize tuitimt
payments for credits that are in excess of scholastic requiremeata.
All veterans must first receive acceptance for admission to Wofford College from the Committee on Admissions.

Public Law 550
A veteran who wishes to attend college under the educatioml
provisions of Public Law 550 (Korean GI Bill of Rights) should
apply to the Veterans Administration on VA Form 7-1990 for benefits. The veteran is strongly urged to seek the advice of his nearat
VA contact officer for assistance in completing this form. After
his application is processed, the veteran will receive a Certificate
for Education and Training, VA Form 7-1993, which should be
presented immediately to the Bursar of the college.
Under this law, a veteran pays his fees at the time of registration
but will receive a monthly allowance from the Veterans Adminiatration based on attendance and progress reports made by the college. It is the veteran's responsibility to see the Bursar at the end
of every month about these reports. The Office of the College Bursar may be consulted concerning extensions of payment of tuitioa.
Under this law, the Veterans Administration may approve only
one change of course ; therefore, a veteran should plan his program
of education with great care. If a veteran wishes help in Planninc
his education or in choosing his professional objective, he shoalcl
ask the Veterans Administration for educational and vocational
counseling on his application for benefits (VA Form 7-1990).

Public Lawa 16 and 894

"'°

A veteran desiring to register under either of these laws ii
quired to submit to the Veterans Administration a letter of acceptance from the college he wishes to attend. If he meets the requifeoo
ments for admission as well as the requirements of the Vetet'llll
Administration, he will be given an authorization for education, VA
Form 7-1905, which he must present to the Bursar at the time of
registration.

Veterana Counseling Service
Veterans are always welcome at the local office of the Vetet'llll
Administration located in the Montgomery Building in downtown
Spartanburg. The college bursar and registrar are also glad to
give assistance to veterans whenever possible.
Since interpretation of regulations governing veterans' benefits
is subject to change, veterans should keep in touch with the Vetet'llll
Administration.

SELECTIVE SERVICE
The college maintains close relationships with the Sel:ctive Service System and attempts to do all within its power to advise ~tudents
of the latest developments and interpretations and the special proTisions of the law relating to college students.
.
Many responsible educators and government officials have v01ced
the opinion that a student co~~emplating. enterin~ college should not
be deterred by impending m1htary service. So~e students may be
itted to finish, while those who are not w1l.l be well al~ng the
the bachelor's degree
entermg
service. _
Full-time students in good standmg may be ~ons1d~red for de
ferment b their local draft boards upon consideration of cl~ss
llanding
reported on S. S. Form 109) , results of the
Service College Qualification Test, and rela~ed d~ta compiled
the local board. Those who are called f?r mdu.ction .while ~at1s
flctorily pursuing a full-time cou.rse of .mstruction will receive .a
mandatory postponement of induction until the end of the. acade~mc
Jell", provided they have had no previous postponement of mduction.
Students desiring S. S. Form 109 sent to local boards should
consult the college registrar.

~toward

~efore

(~s

t~e

S~lective

?Y

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION CAM P
Incoming freshmen and new students are stron~ly urged to ~t
tend the three-day freshman orientation camp held m the mountams
nmr Spartanburg before registration in September. Complete details about the camp will be furnished freshmen and new students
IOllletime during August.
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Requirements for the Degree
Bachelor of Arts

oJ

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts are buecl
on a broad distribution of studies among the representative fields of
human culture and a concentration of studies within a special field.
The object of distribution is to give the student a general view of
our intellectual heritage and to broaden his outlook. The object of
concentration is to aid the student in acquiring comprehemm
knowledge and systematic training in a particular field of scholarly
achievement. These requirements are designed to guide studeldl
into the academic training desirable for their growth, and they an
basic to later study in the various professions.

Semest er Hours and Grades
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must complete
one hundred and twenty-six semester hours of work or the equiT·
alent, including six semester hours in either basic military science
or physical education.
In addition to the one hundred and twenty-six semester boan
of credit required for a degree, a student must maintain a c:crtaiD
average of excellence in his work. This standard is fixed by the
Quality Point System, which requires for graduation an average of
at least 1.80 quality points for all semester hours taken, includins
all semester hours taken in excess of the one hundred and twenty•
six required for a degree. For explanation of the quality point and
grading system see pages 93, 94.
A student, irrespective of his grade point ratio in precedinc
years, in order to be eligible for graduation, must complete the
work of the Senior year in residence at Wofford College with a
quality-point-to-semester-hour ratio of at least 2.00.
A student must have in his major and related work fields (combined) at least twice as many quality points as semester hours taken.
Degree at End of Summer Seaaion
A student who completes in summer session the work required
by the College for the Bachelor's degree will be granted the degree
at the end of that session.

REQUI REMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
English 1-2 and 51-52
Foreign Language
History 1-2
Mathematics
Natural Science
Philosophy 51
Religion 51, 52
Social Science
.
.
Basic Military Science or Physical Education
Major and Related Work
Free Electives to make a total of

Semester Hours

12
12

6
6
8
3
6
6
6
30-36
126

Lp.h 1-2 and 51-52, twelve semester hours.
These are the basic courses in English required of all students.

fenip Lansuagea, twelve semester hours.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion in college of the
leCODd year of one foreign language.

Hi1tarJ 1-2, six semester hours.
This is the basic course in history and is required of all students.

llath-natica, six semester hours.
This requirement may be met by completion of any two ~f the
following courses: Mathematics 1, 2, 3, or 4. Placement wi~l ~e
made on the bases of high school record, entrance tests, and mdi'riclual interest.

Natani Science, eight semester hours.

This requirement is satisfied by the c~mpletion of Biology 1-2,

Qiemistry 1-2, Chemistry 11-12, or Physics 51-52.
Plailoeopby 51, three semester hours.

.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Philosophy 51.

W.-, six semester hours.
Six semester hours are required in this department, and normally satisfied by completing Religion 51, 52. Transfer students admitted to the Junior or Senior classes, ho_wever, may .ta~e any of
the advanced courses on the advice and with the perm1ss1on of the
instructor.
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Social Science, six semester hours.
This req~irement is satisfied by the completion of three semester
hours each m any two of the following: Economics 51 · Government 51; Psychology 51; or Sociology 51.
'
Buie ~ilitary Science or Phyaical Education, six semester boon.
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of the required
work of t~e Freshman-Sophomore years in either department If
a student. is ~xcused from taking this requirement, he must substitute for 1t six semester hours of academic work.
Major _and Related Work, thirty to thirty-six semester hours.
Major and Re.lated Work consists of thirty to thirty-six semester
hours-:-at least e1g~teen semester hours in a subject group, twehe
of which must ~e m a major subject, and twelve semester houn
of rela~ed wor~ m one or more departments different from that of
the major subject. A course open primarily to Freshmen may not
count as part of t~e major and related work. Under no circumstance~ may a required course be used to satisfy the requiremenll
of maj?r and related work. The thirty to thirty-six semester hours
of major and related work must be completed with an average
grade of "C" or higher.
A student 'Yho desire~ to take more work in a single departn:ient than required. for his major may take a maximum of thirtys1x semester .hours m that department. Required Freshman couna
shall not be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit.
Free Electivea
In addition to the above, the student must elect sufficient courses
to complete the ~ne hundred and twenty-six semester hours necessary for graduation.
OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES
Students with superior preparation in any of the above-listed
courses are encour~ged (or may be required at the option of the
department) to omit any of them on which they demonstrate satisfactory profi_ciency in the judgment of the department concerned.
Students re!teved of such required courses must still take one hundred and twenty-six semester hours of course work in college
~ student who has tw_ice failed any semester of any of the
req~1red courses may, with the approval of his instructor and the
chairman of the . department in which the student is majoring, be
allo_wed to. substitute another semester in another course for one
basic required course.

above
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THE FRESHMAN YEAR
In the Freshman year the student should en:oll in Englis~,
foreign language, history, mathem~tics, natural. science, and basic
military science or physical education. Pre-medical students should
take Chemistry 11-12 in the Freshman year.
THE SOPHOMORE YEAR
In the Sophomore year the student should enroll i_n English,
philosophy, religion, and basic. military scie~ce or phy~1cal education. He should continue foreign language 1f that requirement has
not been satisfied. Pre-medical students should take biology, chemistry, or physics in the sophomore )'.ear. D~ring_ this. year the student has the choice of a few electives which give him the opportunity to explore his interest in other subjects.
MAJOR AND RELATED WORK
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for
the degree of Bachelor of Arts shall select, under the gui~ance of
a departmental adviser, his major and related work. It is often
advisable, especially in certain subjects, for the student to choose
bis major and related work at the close of the Freshman y~r.
Many students, however, will find i~ better to postpone a defin~te
decision until they have had opportunity to acquaint themselves w1t_h
the offerings of the various departments and to talk over their
general plans with advisers.
A Major and Related Work Form must be comple~ed b~ each
student, approved by the Chairman of_ the dep~rtment m which ~e
ia majoring, and filed with the Registrar pnor to the students
registration for the Junior class.
.
A student's major must be taken in one of the following subject-groups. His related work mus~ be ~aken i~ one or more departments different from that of his ma1or subject.
BIOLOGY
Prerequisite : Biology 1-2.
Major and Related Work
A major in Biology consists of at least nineteen semester hou:s.
Sixteen of these hours must be in laboratory courses and shall mdude Biology 51-52. In addition, all majors are re<_iuired to take
Biology 200 and Biology 202. The related work consist~ of at least
twelve hours in one or more departments related to Biology. The
related work is subject to the approval of the chairman of the
department.
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CHEMISTRY
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12.
Ma jor and Related Work
A major in chemistry consists of Chemistry 51, 52; Oiemistry
113-114 (preferably in this order) ; and at least eight additiOllll
hours in the department. The related work consists of twelve aemester hours in one or more departments related to chemistry.
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Prerequisite: Economics 51, 52.
Major and Related Work
A major consists of eighteen semester hours including Busine11
Administration 53, 54, and Economics 200. Business Administratim
120 may not be counted as a part of the eighteen hours required for
the major. The related work of twelve semester hours must be
taken in one or more departments related to economics and businea.
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Prerequisites: Psychology 51 for all other psychology counes
and the Teacher Education Program.
Major and Related Work
A major consists of nineteen semester hours which must be approved by the department, and which must include Psychology 132
and Education 200. The student may major in education, or in
psychology, or in education and psychology. Teacher candidates may
satisfy some of the professional education requirements of the State
Department of Education and the requirements for a major in education and psychology with the same courses. The twelve houn of
related work may conveniently be chosen from the area in which
the student prepares to teach. A major may likewise be obtained
in the teaching area, with courses in professional education as the
related work, where the major department permits. (For Teacher
Certification, sec pages 47-49.)
Major programs in psychology alone lead chiefly toward educational, clinical, and personnel psychology. Related work may be
in any department appropriate to the major field, and to the student's
aims.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Prerequisites: English 1-2 and English 51-52.
Major and Related Work
A major consists of eighteen semester hours, which must include
English 103-104, and English 200. The related work of twelve semester hours must be taken in one or more related departments.

Rlqtiirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Prerequisite: Fren?11-2 for French; German 1-2 for German;
Spanish 1-2 for Spanish.
and Relat~ Work
nsists of at least twelve semester
d six additional semester
A major in foreign languag~ co. h
hours in French, German or p~1s t anThe related work consists
hours in any one of the th;ee su 1ec ~ore departments related to
o( twelve semester hours m one or
foreign languages.
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GOVERNMENT
Prerequisite: Government 51.
and Related Wo~k
hours of advanced work
t 101 102 and 104.
A major consists of eighteen sem~ster
in the field of government, includinf ~~~m;~st be' in ~ne of the
The related work o.f twelve semes. er education psychology, socifollowing fields : history, economics,
,
ology, or religion.
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HISTORY
Preresquite: History 1, 2.

u-t- d Related Work
.
·
...,... an
.
t r hours which must mA major consists of de1~~eten s~s eCertain courses listed as
dude History 51, 52, an
. isdory rt e~ts may be used to fulfill
history but offered by . othe\ ;p~h::xtent of three semester hours
requirements f?fir the ma10~ o;/th~ Department of History.
and after spec1 c approv
h urs in one or
The related work consists of twelve semester o
more approved related departments.
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY
Prerequisite: Required Freshman Course.

u -t- and Related Work
.
b' t
....,...
.
f . ht
emester hours in this su 1ec
A major con~1sts o ~1gth ee:ti~ 200. The entire eighteen segroup, and must mcl?de a em. . or the student may take fifteen
mester hours m~y be~ ma:.hema~~~~ee semester hours in astronomy.
eanester hours tn mat ~ma icsf an 1
ester hours in one or more
The related work consists o twe ve sem
related departments.
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PHILOSOPHY
Prerequisite: Philosophy 51.

Major and Related Work
Eighteen semester hours are required for a major in philosophy,
The related work of twelve semester hours must be taken in one
or more departments related to philosophy. An interdepartmental
major is offered in philosophy and religion. The requirements for
such a major are eighteen semester hours above the departmental
prerequisites with a maximum of twelve hours in one subject and
a minimum of six hours in the other. The twelve semester houn
of related work will be taken in one or more related departments
different from that of the major subjects.

Rlf"irements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science

Requirements for the Degree of
Bachelor of Science
GENERAL REGULATIONS
· the requ1~emenf
·
t s for
deThe general regulations govermng
the the
degree
grce of Bachelor of Science are the same as t ose or
d Bachelor of Arts.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE Semester Hours
12
English 1-2 and 51-52
12
Foreign Language
6
History 1-2
6
Mathematics
16
Natural Science
3
Philosophy 51
6
Religion 51, 52
6
Social Science
6
Basic Military Science or Physical Education
30-36
Major and Related Work
126
Free electives to make a total of

PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52.

Major and Related Work
Eighteen semester hours are required for a major, twelve of
which must be in physics. The related work of twelve semester
hours must be taken in one or more departments different from
that of the major subject.
RELIGION
Prerequisite: Religion 51, 52.

Major and Related Work
A minimum of eighteen semester hours, including Religion ~.
are required for a major in this field, and twelve additional hours of
related work in the areas of Education and Psychology, English,
History, Music and Art, Philosophy, Sociology.
SOCIOLOGY
Prerequisite : Sociology 51, 52.

Major and Related Work
A major consists of eighte n s mester hours of advanced work
in the field of sociology. The related work of twelve semester hours
must be in the fields of history, economics, government, education,
psychology, or religion.
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Eqliab 1•2 and Sl-52, twelve semester hou:s.
These are the basic courses in English required of all students.

F
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satisfied by the completion in college of the
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ckpartmcnt) to omit any of them on which they demonstrate satisfactorY proficiency in the judgment of the department concerned.
Students relieved of such required courses must still take one hundred and twenty-six semester hours of course work in college.
A student who has twice failed any semester of any of the above
nquired courses may, with the approval of his instructor and the
(]iairman of the department in which the student is majoring, be
allowed to substitute another semester in another course for one
buic required course.
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THE FRESHMAN YEAR
In the Freshman year the student should enroll in Eglish,
foreign language, history, mathematics, natural science, and basic
military science or physical education. Pre-medical students should
take Chemistry 11-12 in the Freshman year.
THE SOPHOMORE YEAR
In the Sophomore year the student should enroll in English,
philosophy, religion, and basic military science or physical education. He should continue foreign language if that requirement has
not been satisfied. Pre-medical students should take biology, chemistry, or physics in the sophomore year. During this year the student has the choice of a few electives which give him the opportunity to explore his interest in other subjects.
MAJOR ANI> RELATED WORK
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for
the degree of Bachelor of Science shall select, under the guidance
of a departmental adviser, his major and related work.
A Major and Related Work Form must be completed by each
student, approved by the Chairman of the department in which he
ia majoring, and filed with the registrar prior to the student's registration for the Junior Oass.
A student's major must be taken in one of the following subject-groups. His related work must be taken in at least two subjects different from that of the major subject. One elementary
course in science may count as part of the related work.
BIOLOGY
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2.
Major and Related Work
A major in Biology consists of at least nineteen semester hours.
Sixteen of these hours must be in the laboratory courses and shall
include Biology 51-52. In addition, all majors are required to take

c,,..
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CHEMISTRY
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11 _12
Major and Related Work
.
A major in chem· t
·
113-114.
d Ch . is ry consists of Chemistry 51 52 . Chl'nli.._
, an
em1stry 201 202 (
f
' '
.--1
related work consists of tw~lve pre erably in t~is order). The
departments related to the ma1·0 semb~ster hours in one or mon
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. . MATHEMATICS ANO ASTRONOMY
Prereqms1te:
Required Freshman Course.
•
M •Jor and Related Work
Mathematics 61-62 101 200
d
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PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY
Prerequ1s1te: Physics 51-52.
Major and Related Work
Eighteen semester hours in h .
.
The related work consists of at! ys1~sf are required for the major.
must be taken in biology chemist eas ourte_en semester hours and
or general psychology. '
ry, mathematics, astronomy, geology,

ombined Courses and
Teach er Certification
COMBINED ACADEMIC -PROFESSIONAL COURSES
A student may make a certain combination of courses that not
only will lead to the Bachelor's degree and furnish the fundamental of a liberal education, but also will provide special preparation
for the pursuit of a profession. The privilege of completing a combined course is conditioned upon admission to a professional school
at the close of the Junior year. A student thus admitted registers
u a non-resident Senior in the College and as a first-year student
in the professional school.

Aaclemic-Engineering Combination
Under an agreement between Wofford and Columbia University
in 1952, a combined plan has been devised. Under this plan, inspired by a great need for more liberally educated engineers, a
student may follow a prescribed course at Wofford for three years,
during which time he must complete the basic graduation requirements at Wofford and also complete certain basic courses in mathematics and the physical sciences which are required for entry into
the School of Engineering at Columbia University. Upon completion of these requirements and recommendation by the Faculty of
Wofford College, the student is automatically accepted in the
School of Engineering at Columbia University. After successful
completion of one year at the professional school, the student may
be awarded the Bachelor's degree at Wofford; and after the second
successful year at the professional school, the student is awarded
the Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering by Columbia.
Refer to table in this section for specific course requirements.
For the physical sequence, major requirements may be met in
mathematics, or by a combination of mathematics-physics. Consult
pre-engineering adviser frequently.
A similar arrangement with Duke University was completed in
1956. Major requirements may be met in mathematics, or by a
combination of mathematics-physics. Refer to table in this section
for specific courses. Consult pre-engineering adviser frequently.
Ac:ademic-Foreatry Combination
Through an agreement with Duke University, a combined threetwo (five) year plan is available which leads to a Master of Forestry
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degree. Three years at Wofford durin
requirements of Wofford must be me~

~u~o¥o~i~e~:i~e sec:~o~f o~t~re;try,

~

h. h

:t

c,,,,,,

.
t~e :as1c graduaticm

t~w~ B!ch:or':~

leaf
the Master of Forestry degree :~ ~~cce~ ufl yhear at Duke, and to
year at Duke.
en o t e second succeafwl
During the three years at Wofford in addit.
t
0
.requirements, cour~es in bi~fo~ ~=
. p ys1cs are required. Recommendation b
'
.
'
quired, as in the engineering plans M .
~ the Faculty 11 reallow some choic F
.
.
a;or requirements at Wofford
in this section. ~ons~ft spp~~1~cre~oturyrseadre.quirefments, refer to table
v1ser requently.

:~ffo~d .graduation

COMBINED PLANS
Course Requirements
ENCINJ!ERING
PHYSICAL SEQUENCE

COLUMBIA

DUKE

First Year--

Freshman Math.
Chem. 11-12 or 1-2
Eng. 1-2
Lang. 1-2
Hist. 1-2
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Second YearMath. 61-62
Eng. 51-52
Lang. 51-52
Physics 51-52
Math. 11,52
ROTC or Phys.
E·ducation

Freshman Math.
Chem. 11-12 or 1-2
Eng. 1-2
L~ng. 1-2
Hist. 1-2
ROTC o.r Phys.
Education

Math. 61-62
Eng. 51-52
Lang. 51-52
Physics 51-52
Math. 11, 52
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Third Year~oc. Sci. : 6 hours Eco. 51-52

ath. 75-76
Physics 103-104
Religion : 6 hours
Chem. 51
p
hi!. 51
M ath . 101 , 102
(Recommended)

ENGIN1'EIUNG
CHEMICAL S1tQUENCE

COLUMBIA

Soc. Sci.: 6 hours
Math. 75-76
Chem. 113-114
Physics 103 _104
R l" ·
Phil. 51
·
6 hours
e 1gion:
soc.
S · 6 hours Rel'igion:
c1. : 6 hours Elective
Math. 101, 102
Math. 101, 102
(Required)
(Required)

All Comb·1 d Pl
freqfue ntly,
care u1 p1annmg.

. .

DUKE

Freshman Math
Chem. 11-12 or ·1-2
Eng. 1-2
Lang. 1-2
Hist. 1-2
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Math. 61-62
Eng. 51-52
Lang. 51-52
Physics 51-52
Chem. 51-52
ROTC or Phys.
Education

Foumy
Freshman Mada.
Chem. 11-12 or 1~
Eng. 1-2
Lang. 1-2
Hist. 1-2
ROTC or Pb,1.
Education

Biol. 1-2
Eng. 51-52
Lang. 51-52
Physics 51-52
Elective
ROTC or PhJL
Education

Eco. 51-52

Major or EJec:dw
Phil. 51
Religion: 6 boan
Soc. Sci.: 6 hoan
Add m&Jor,
· related,
& selected co._
from above fields.
Consult adviler.

i~ ~;der t~naJo~~ ~~~~!s w~~~l<!ni~~~s~ !~re w1a~tvtlerhout.
1

C"""1intd Courses and Teacher Certification
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Aalclmnic-Law Combination
A student who desires to transfer before graduation to a school
d law and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts while in resiclmce there may do so by ( 1) completing, with an average grade
of "C" or higher, work through the Junior year, sixty-four semester
boars of this work must be done in Wofford College (2) finishing
the required subjects and the work of the Junior year in his major
and related work (3) completing satisfactorily the work of the first
,ar in an approved school of law.
No single discipline or program of study can be described as the
best preparation for the study of law. There are various methods
of approach to legal study, and students differ with respects to the
undergraduate studies by which they profit most in preparing themlelves for law school. Probably their best approach will be found
through a broad, cultural course of study, concentrating in subjects
distributed among closely related departments.

Acaclemie-Medical Combination
A student who desires to transfer before graduation to a school
of medicine or dentistry and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts
or Bachelor of Science while in residence there may do so by ( 1)
completing, with an average grade of "C" or higher, work through
the Junior year, sixty-four semester hours of this work must be
done in Wofford College (2) finishing the required subjects and
the work of the Junior year in his major and related work and (3)
completing satisfactorily the work of the first year in an approved
IChool of medicine.
The student who chooses this combination must include in his
three-year program of undergraduate work courses in general inorganic chemistry, general biology, and general physics. He is advised to acquaint himself with the admission requirements of the
llChool he wishes to enter and to plan his three-year program accordingly.
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
The teacher education program at Wofford includes courses allowing for full preparation for secondary school work, and some
courses applicable toward elementary school certification are taught.
The Chairman of the Department of Education and Psychology
will advise the student who is interested in public school work in
this state with respect to South Carolina State Department of Education requirements for certification. Students interested in preparing for work in another state should write to the State Department of Education in the capital city of that state for full certification requirements.
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Ca.reful planning and selecti
f
.
t? satisfy both college re ui
on o courses is required in order
~ion. The earlier in his q c:i~ents and those of teacher certifica.
interests in teaching with th te career the student registen bia
chology, the more readily ca~ th~parltme~t of Education and Pq.
lege can within reason assure th ts p annmg be effected. The OJI.
of certification requirements if he student of satisfactory fulfillmmt
semester of the sophomore y
e ~o~sults not later than the ""'"'
of courses in the teacher edear, t~ ollows the prescribed sequence
plementing the regular f uca ion program. Additional time •
by t_he .Program if studen~~r;~~~ clo~ege hcourse may be required
the Junior year.
a er t an the first semester of
An outline of the Teacher C 'fi .
Carolina, as administered at w o:fo~d cation req:iirements in Souda
College, 1s a follows:
GENERAL EDUCATION
English
Biological
and Physi'cal S c1ences
.
S
.
oci~I Studies (in three fields)
Music and Art Appreciation
Health Education

Semesttr H.,,

12
12
12

6
3

..
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
rerequ1s1te: Psychology 51.
Human Growth and Development
Psychology 61
3
. ~sychology 132
4
Prmc1ples, Philosophy and General T h .
ec mques
Education 105
3
Education 114
3
Education 126 or 121
3
Directed Teaching
.
Education 109-110
6
The following is the recomme d
be offered as consistently as po 'bnl ed sequence, and courses will
ss1 e as noted :
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Thus the major theoretical courses preparatory to a career in

teaching are to be taken in the junior year, with the prerequisites
tD the Teacher Education Program accomplished during the First

ad Second Semesters of the Sophomore year. Arrangements for

a summer course in Student Teaching to complete certification requirements can be made at certain universities.
TEACH I NC AREA
Each subject field requires a specific number of semester hours
for certification, as follows (For courses within each area which
are specified by Wofford College, consult the Department of Education and Psychology or the department concerned) :
Semester Hours

English
Health and Physical Education
History
Languages
Mathematics
Science (Natural)
Social Studies

24
24
18
18 to 30
18 to 24
18 to 30
30

p

First Semester

Sophomore Year

Junior Year
S enior Year

Psychology 51

Psychology 132
Education 114
Education 109-110

Second Semesttr

Psychology 51
with Psycholo~ 61
as corequisite.
Education 54
Education 105
Education 126
Education 20()

Jlecommenclation for Certification
The college advises with the student as to the requirements of

the teacher education and the certification programs, and helps with
ICheduling the appropriate sequence of courses. Responsibility for
llarting the program and pursuing it to completion, however, rests
upon the student. Deficiences in preparation at the time the candidate applies to the State Department for certification are not the
responsibility of the college. Wofford College recommends for certification only those students who have completed satisfactorily all
requirements of the program.
When the candidate has satisfactorily completed all requirements
of the Teacher Education Program, a committee consisting of the
Director of Teacher Education, the Dean of Students, and the chairman of the department most closely related to his major teaching
field or fields will consider his recommendation to the State Department of Education for certification. Though technical requirements
of the college and of the State Department are the minimum essentials for such recommendation, the Committee on Teacher Education will also asses the candidate's general college record and perIODll qualifications over and above these.

so
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$twltfil Cou.nseling and Advisory Service

PLACEMENT SERVICES

Student: Counseling and Advisory Servic
FRESHMAN ADVISERS
Each Freshman, upon his arrival at the College, is assigned tD
an adviser who remains his adviser until the student has selected
his subject-group for major and related work. Freshmen who, It
the time of entrance into college, have decided to prepare themselTel
for a career in business or in one of the various professions, 111
assigned to special advisers in those several fields. Freshmen wiD
plan their programs with the assistance of the advisers during tbe
period of orientation. It is required, also, that each Freshman, befor the second semester registration, will consult the adviser aboat
his program of studies for the second semester.
The adviser will be available during regular office hours for ltadent conferences. The student should assume that the adviser desires to aid him with friendly, helpful counsel. At the same time
the student should take the initiative in consulting the adviser about
his personal and academic problems.

DEPARTMENTAL ADVISERS
Each student is assigned to · a departmental adviser as soon u
his selection of a departmental subject for major work is approved.
The departmental adviser is available at stated periods for student
conferences. It is expected that the student will consult the ldviser on all matters relating to his major and related work.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Some part-time jobs on the campus are available to students who
need financial assistance. Also, there are many opportunities for
part-time employment in the city of Spartanburg. Students who
are interested in securing such part-time employment should consult with the Dean of Students.
While many Wofford undergraduates hold part-time jobs, ex·
perience has shown that only exceptionally able freshmen studenta
can hold regular outside employment and at the same time do satitfactory scholastic work. It is recommended that a student come to
college prepared to maintain himself for at least his first half-year
without the necessity of undertaking additional outside work.

.

.

d fng seniors and alumm
Wofford College is glad to as~t~t foa t~~: interests and abilities.
ID securing jobs inDfields ~p~:a~~se maintains a placement service,
The office of the ea~ 0 .
.
and the teaching proclnotcd to placemen~ m b~smes~, mti::~~sses and industries are

=:·

t:~y;i~s~~~t~~~l:g~ f~:r~~~ussion

and

0fer~~~~~t:~te;v~~7i~

with students. The college, of c~utrselu' md~~sa:d g;aduating students
• b
k every effort to ass1s a
.
tiOD, u.t ma ~t~
No fee is charged for this service.
to obtam post 10ns.

• I Aid for Profesaional and Graduate Study

~~ grad~ate and ;:~:~~~~~tls s~~~o~~v~!~~de:~~~;~t ~~~~;d
lhipl, fe~low.sh1ps, and anumber ol its graduates holding such gradtakes pride m ~he la~~e.

en of all departments are glad to help
scholarships.
airm such rants. In addition, the Faculty
Wofford gradu~tesd setcu~cholars~ps and Fellowships makes every
Committee ~nt tradeunatse in securing financial assistance for graduate
etlort to ass1s s u
ud professional study.

me
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Wofford College Summer School, 1957
DATE

The Wofford College Summer School begins on Monday, J
10, and ends on Saturday, August 17. The session is divided
two terms of five weeks each. Registration for the first term
place on Monday, June 10, beginning at 8 :30 A. M. I
begins on Tuesday, June 11, at 8 :30 A. M. Registration for
second term takes place on Monday, July 15.'

PURPOSE
The Wofford College Summer School is planned (1) to aid
students now in college and high school graduates entering the Qil,.
lege in June to accelerate their program of work and (2) to melt
the demands of teachers who desire to take courses for certifica.
tion credit.

ADMISSION
Appl icants for admission must have completed a high schoal
course. A student who wishes to enroll for the accelerated program
must fulfill all requirements for admission as outlined on PIP'
28-32.

CREDITS
College Credit
Courses are given six periods a week durin~ each 'term and
carry a credit of three or four semester hours each. The maximum
credit that a student may earn during a term is seven semester
hours.
Certificate Credit
Various state boards of education have different rules for granting professional credits toward teachers certificates, and teachen
should acquaint themselves with these rules before enrolling in the
summer school courses. The State Department of Education iD
South Carolina has made a complete revision of certification requirements. The new requirements specify in some detail the eclacational training for certification. It should be noted that thele
requirements include professional courses in education and specialized training in content or subject matter.
For further information consult the Dean of the College.

o~;rtments and .
Courses of 'nstruction rom to 49 ; those pri. f Freshmen are numbered f . 'I for Ju11iors and
..~;;r;!:
To';h::?ore~ from 5114 ~~ ;rcr!~if'fo~n:'a~h ~ourse is given in
•
from
· ·
f the course.
d
$""°'''
" followingb Thethed amo
descnptton o ff d . the first semester, at1
_.,ur
014rses are o ere •n
Double nMmbers
G,,.,,olly, odd-num ere offered in the second semeste:iallY be continued
,.......mbtrtd courses :'is a year-course and must : ; secMre written perWtof1 that '"' co~f,.scredit is received. A ~tudenl d1 for tither semester of
1

101-199.

I

OtCr

~"°"'

9liuiott

'"'

year '
t ;. order to receive crt '
from '"' 1nstruc or "'
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Coll'lll Primarily For Freshmen .
Bioloa 1-2
ChemistrY 1-2
Chemistry 11-12
•

Enslish 1-2

Mr. Leonard

English{~
Frenc~ i-2
~rm 1 2

Military Science 1-2
Physical Education 1-2
Religion 1, 51, 52
Spanish 1-2

History Mathematics 1, 2, 3, 4, 11

BIOLOGY
Mr. Dobbs

Mr. Patterson

General Biology.
. o train the student in careful and
The purpose of this course. ~s ~
him with the more common
accurate observation, to f~m·~~nz:ome insight into the fundamenof nature, and to gwe un
k lecture and one laboratory
....f
l'f
Three
hours
a
wee
ta1 laws o t e.
period a week. Eight semester hours. Mr. Leonard and Mr. Dobbs

l.Z.

·-cts

SS
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3. Human Anatomy and Pbyaiology
A study of the structure and functions of the human body '
a more detailed study of the physiological processes in ma,,,,,,q,
Three hours a week lecture and one period a week laboratory. Pnrequisite: Biology 1-2. Does not count toward major. Four semelllr
hours.
Mr. Do&tl
51-52. General Embryology and Comparative Vstebrate
Anatomy
An integrated course-a study of the fundamental principles of
embryology and the development, structure, and functions of IJltems and organs in vertebrates ; special emphasis is placed on oatogenetic and phylogenetic relationships. Three hours a week lecture
and one period a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Eigllt
semester hours.
Mr. Lt,,...
53. Genetics
An advanced study of biological theory-organic evolution,
anthropology and human heredity. Three hours a week lecture.
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Three semester hours.
Mr. Ltortatd
101. General Bacteriolou
A study of the physiology and morphology of the conunon fonm
of bacteria and of their relation to human life. Introduction to
pathogenic organisms; culture and straining methods of study; milk
and water analysis. Three hours a week lecture and one period
a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2 and Chemistry 1-2
or 11-12. Four semester hours.
Mr. Pattersow
102. Cytology
A microscopic study of the structural, physiological and genetic
aspects of different types of cells with an introduction to microtechnique. Three hours a week lecture and one period a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Four semester hours.
Mr. Dobbs
103. General Ecolou
The study of organisms in relation to their inanimate environment and to the other organisms that influence their lives. Three
hours a week lecture and one period a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2. Four semester hours.
Mr. Ltowartl

200. Non-experimental Reaearch Technique
This course is designed to instruct all Biology majors in the
technique of literature research and the formulation of a scientific
paper. This course is required of all majors and may be taken in
the Junior or Senior year. One semester hour credit.
Mr. Dobbs and Mr. Ltonartl

OftorltM"ts anu

c--al Pbyaiolo~
h sics of the cell, with special
A study of the chemistry .and pl lated enzyme systems. Also
tlll(lhasis on oxidative metabolism an r~ muscle with particular atdy of the physiology of ~erve an techniques. Three .hours ~
to energetics, me~hanic~e:~~aboratory. Prerequisites: Bi;
week lecture and one penod
12 and Chemistry 113-114. Foud
ololY 1-2, Chemistry 1-2 or Mr. Leonar
memesteT hours.

:,:'1;oo

\i

. . HiatorJ of Biology
biological sciences from
A study of the development dof t~mphasis is placed ?n inte•cal antiquity to the present ay. ut the ages. Required for
~ of the biological .f~cts ~roughol-2. Sl-S2. Three semester
patton
· rs PrerequlSlte: Biology
'
Mr . Dobbs
Biology Ma JO
·
\loan.
CHEMISTRY
Mr. Loftin
Mr. Patterson
Mr. Cavin
mical structure; atomic theory in
l.Z. c--al Cbemia~
The fundamental ideas of che h .cal combinations ; a study. of
relation to the elemen~s; laws of ~ e~~cluding a brief intro~uct1on
the elements and their c~mpoun s, Chemistry 11-12 require~ of
to organic chemist.TY. TChh1s c~u;rse, i°~s a prerequisite t~ Chem1st'J
all Qiemistry Ma3ors.
em1s ~nd one laboratory penod a wee ..
2. Three hours a week lecture
Mr. Patterson and Mr. Cavin
Eight semester hours.
Medical)
.
(Pre-Profeaaional and Preh
11-12. General Cbem11trJ, .
1-2 designed for students w o
A special section of Chemistry 1 ·~terests and strongly recombave pre-professional or pr~-med1ca tor Che~istry 1-2 required of
mended for this group. This course,
ek lecture and two labor~
all Chemistry Majors. Three hoursha we
Mr. Loftin
"od a week Ten semester ours.
·
tory pen s

11 Qualitative lnorg~c Ana)ya~ ol es in solution. Special at• A study of the reaction of

el;c~le~olyte

Dissociation and the
iven to analysis of a number
Law of Mass Action. Emphasis. is g f the common elements .and
f "unknown" solutions ~nd so;ds ? d of all Chemistry Ma3ors.
Semi-Micro Techmque~nd e:~elaboratory periods a week.
11-12. Four semester hours. L ft"
Two hours a wee~ lectlur2e
· 'te .. Chemistry - or
Mr. o in
Prerequ1s1

tention is given to the Theory .o .

:ads.
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52. Quantitative Inorganic Analysia
A study of the theory and techniques of inorganic gravimetric
and volumetric analysis as applied to the more common, silnpla
substances. Required of all Chemistry Majors. Two hours a weet
lectu<e and two labo'>tory P"iods a week. Pcerequisit" U......,
1-2 or 11 -12 and Chemistry 51. Four semester hours.
113-114. Organic Chemistry

Mr. Patterson and Mr. lo/Iii

A study of the compounds of carbon and related topics, including the aliphatic and aromatic series, stereoisomerism, carbohydrates, proteins, polymers, alicyclic and heterocyclic compouncfa.
Emphasis is given to both the theoretical and practical aspects of
the field, with some attention to the modern concepts of orpnic
reaction mechanisms. The laboratory work consists of the prepara..
tion and study of typical compounds, with an introduction to tbe
methods of qualitative organic analysis. Required of all ChcnQ.
try Majors. Three hours a week lecture and two laboratory pcriocf1
a week. Prerequisite : Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12. Ten semester houn.
121. Pre-Medical Physical Chemistry

Mr.

C•

In this course emphasis is given to those fields
chemistry that have medical applications. It is primarily designed
for pre-medical students. (This course does not fulfill the requirements for the B.S. degree in chemistry.) Three hours a week lecture and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisites: Chemistry
1-2 or 11-12, Chemistry 51 and 52; Mathematics 1-2; Physics 5152; Chemistry 113-114, prerequisite or corequisite. Four semester
hours. Offered upon sufficient demand.
Mr. loflia
131. Biochemistry

A study of those aspects of chemistry that relate to plant and
animal life, including the important biochemical processes of photosynthesis, digestion, metabolism, excretion and related topics. Three
hours lecture and one laboratory period per week. Prerequisites:
Chemistry 52 and 113-114. Chemistry 121 recommended. Four
semester hours. Offered upon sufficient demand.
Mr. Cavia
141. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry

A survey of the field of inorganic chemistry with emphasis upon
the periodic arrangement of the elements. Special attention is given
to the development of the modem theocies of inocganic chemistry
and the relationship between chemical behavior and atomic structure. Three hours a week lecture. Prerequisite: Chemistry 52. Three
semester hours. Offered upon sufficient demand.
Mr. CtJfli11

~nts
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222. Organic Preparationa
An extension of Chemistry 221. Frequent conferences and two
laboratory periods a week. Prerequisites: Chemistry 52 and 113114; Chemistry 218, prerequisite or corequisite. Two sememr
hours.
},{~ Cllllis

252. Inatrumental Analyaia
Theory and technique of analysis of the more complex natanl
and industrial substances, involving electrometric, colorimetric aa4
physico-chemical instrumental methods. Two hours a week ledme
and two periods a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Oiemistry 51,
52 and 113-114. Four semester hours. Offered upon sutf'aciem
demand.
},{,., LofM
261. Reaearch
Guided original research of a simple nature in the field of tbe
student's choice. Introduction of basic research principles and JDdb.
ods. Literature search and laboratory work leading to solution of
the problem and preparation of written report. Frequent conferences. A student may earn two semester hours credit. Ofered
upon sufficient demand.
Sltlf
262. Reaearcb
An extension of Chemistry 261. An investigation of more ez.
tensive problems. A student may earn two semester hours credit.
Offered upon sufficient demand.
Sltlf

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMI NISTRATION
Mr. Cauthen
Mr. Lawson
Mr. Wilbur
Mr. Troy
Students majoring in the department take Economics 51 Economics 52, Business Administration 53, Business Adminisira&a
54, Economics 200, and four to eight other courses in the department. It is recommended that any student who, at the end of his
freshma~ year, thinks he will major in this department, schedule
Economics 51, Economics 52, Business Administration 53 and
~usiness Administration 54 in the sophomore year. The four to
eight extra courses may be divided as the student wishes bet\fteD
Business Administration courses and Economic courses.
A tentative program for the junior and senior years, includinr
related work should be planned during the sophomore year in conference ~ith a m~mbe~ of the d~partment. A course used to satisfy
the requirement m history or m social science may not also be
used to satisfy the related work requirement.

Economics
Principles of Economics
.
.
This general introductory course is d~s1gne~ t? give an underlllDding of the organization an~ underlyu~g prmc1ples of our eco-X life. The topics covered include princ1p!es ~nd problems of
JIOduction, business organizations and. combin~t10ns, value, exdlmge prices money and credit, banking, business cycl~, la~or
pabl~s, inte~ational trade, distribution of income, national mcmme determination and problems of social reform. Three sem7ster
llDan.
Mr. Wilbur

W.mediate Principles of Economics ..
51.
Continuation of Economics 51. Prerequ1S1te: Economics
Mr.
Wilbur
'J'bRe semester hours.
M.-, and Bankin g

An analysis of the relationship between money ~nd the ~olume

of economic activity, commercial and central. b~kmg, credit control under the Federal Reserve System, ob1ecttve~ .of monetary

f,ICllicy and international financial relations. Prerequ1s1te: Eco~omThree semester hours.
Mr. Wilbur

b

st:s2.

LUor Problema
.
A survey of the principles and proble~s m la~~-management
Mationships, including a study of collective bargaining. ~s .determined by court decisions and federal statutes. Prerequ1S1te . Eco-Ucs 51 52 or consent of instructor. Three semester hours . .
'
Mr. Wdbur
Economic H iatory of the United States
See History 108.
04. hblic Finance

The requirements of a sound tax systen;i, th~ general pro~rty
ta, corporation taxes, income, estate and mhenta~ce taxes, 1~c1ece of taxation, forms of governmental borrowing, .b~dgetmg,
problems of the public debt, and fiscal policy. Prerequisite: ~co
_.a 51, 52. Three semester hours.
Mr. Wilbur

UL Statiatica

See Sociology 116.

la Carrent Economic Problems

.
. .
A course which seeks to apply economic pnnctples to the analJais of several economic problems. Subject matter fo~ the c~urse
will include maintaining full employment, monopol~,. mtemabonal
economic order and economic mobilization. Prerequ151te: Eco~om
ica 51, 52. Three semester hours.
Mr. Wilbur

60
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134, Buaineaa Cyclea
A study of the nature, measurement, description, causes, ad
remedies of economic fluctuations. Prerequisite:
Three semester hours.
136. International Tracie

The importance of international trade to the United Stata,
economic bases of international trade, the balance of international
payments, foreign exchange, foreign credits and collections, combinations in world trade, restrictions upon international trade, the
problem of exchange stabilization and current proposals for its
solution, and the reconstruction of world trade. Prerequisite: Economics 51, 52. Three semester hours.
Mr. Wilbw
141. Economic Theory
An intermediate course in economic analysis in which the
theoretical aspects of economics are more fully developed. Stucfada
are led to see the relationship between theoretical tools and anaJ)'lil
of economic problems. Prerequisite: Economics 51, 52. Three •
semester hours.
Mr. Wilbw
142. Comparative Economic Syatema
Criteria for evaluating economic systems; background and tfleo.
retical development of various movements; survey of the leacfinc
economic systems including capitalism, socialism, and communism;
the present relationship among different systems based on variom
interpretations of individual freedom and collective guidance; c&.
cussion of economic systems with respect to their practical opera.
tions, social premises, and theoretical definitions and assumptioaa.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Wilbw
200. Reaearcb Paper
Instruction in research methods with particular application to
field of major study. The chief requirement of the course ii a
research paper carefully prepared under the close guidance and
supervision of members of the department. Required of all majon
in either the Junior or Senior year. One semester hour.
Stal
53. Accounting

Three semester
Mr. Lawson
Accounting

Administration 53 with the emof partnerships and corporaJlbasis placed upon. the orgamza ionords surplus stocks and bonds,
tions, their dissolutio~, corporate .r~~ . B~siness Administration 53.
and statement analysis. Prerequ1s1 e .
Mr. Lawson
Three semester hours.

A continuation of

·

Busine~s f

I& Corporation Finance
· t'on of modern busi'ness • with a somewhat
. ·
Financial orgamza '
f
of business organization,

h ·
n the corporate orm
·
.
f s growth and expansion,
peater emp as1s upo
financing of ordinary business opera~~~~ consolidation, and redisposition of busine~s. pro~ts,. expa Administration 53, 54. Three
organization. Prerequ1s1te: usiness
Mr. Lawsot:
1m1ester hours.
.
..
and institutions; cost of dist~iA survey of marketing functions
holesalers and retailers in
bation; functions of manufa~ture;s, t:e consume~. Three semester
the transfer of goods and services o
Mr. Troy
hours.

111. Marketing

UI. Penonal Finance

.
d't living within your inA study of values! buying o~udcr;ti~g, investing savings, govcome, buying a home, ms~rance,
~ in to personal finances. A
--ent bonds and other items, pertain hg
Mr. Lawson
........
junior or senior course. Three semester ours.

m.This
Accounting
course seeks

.
h knowledge of methods and
to crystahze t e fng into logical patterns,
1 d in first-year accoun I
.
. I
b
principles eve ope
f d ental accounting prmc1p es, y
and to further develop the u~ ~ w" but also the "why" of acintensive study, into not onlY: ~ e. Bo iness Administration 53, 54.
counting practices. Prerequ1s1te. us
Mr. Lawson
Three semester hours.
d

Business Administration

This course introduces the student to the theory and Practice
of handling accounts, and an understanding of the business u an
entity through the study of the balance sheet and income statement,
Laboratory exercises supplement the study of such subjects u the
theory of debit and credit, the organization of accounts, and the

1ZZ.CoAccounting
.
Administration 121. Prerequisites
. t' n of Business
h urs :
ntinua 10. •
•
d l21. Three semester o ·
53
54
Buainess Admimstration
an
Mr. Lawson
1

'

1

JM. Baaineu Law
. .
in to the conduct of busiA study of basic legal_ ~nnciples ap~1y
52 Business Adminisneu operations. Prereqms1te: Economics 5 ' '
Mr. Lawson
. 53, 54· Three semester hours.
tration
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125. Buaineaa Law
Continuation of Bu ·
. .
same as 124. Three sen:~~t:~ h~~~m1stration 124. P;rcqwmt.

131. Income Tax Accoantins
r. i..,..
A study of federal and .
.
practice materials requirin stat~ i~come tax Jaws together
~ returns of individuals g ~phcat!ons of their provisions to die
ite: Business Administrati!a ~e~~hips, and fiduciaries. p~
133 T:
•
' . Three semester hours.
• ~PGl'tation
Mr. f.4-.
Designed to give the student
structure, and function of tran an un~ers~ding of the ~
!ncludes an analysis of th
spo~tion m our economic 81ltem.
mg transportation. Three s:~ecsotneomh1c and legal principles IOftl'll.
r ours.
M
135. Coat Ac:coantiq
r. TNJ
Cost accounting as
t 1 f
A study of a job order ~os~o o ma~gement will be emJ>huized.
material control inventory sylste~ will be made with emnl.a...:- '
va uatton Jabo
n- expense control and distributio
d r cost control, toverbaid
agement. Prerequisites: Busine~ ~dm~ta.tem~ts prepared for DllDmester hours.
m1stration 53, 54. Thne •
Mr. I..,.
136. Coat Ac:coantins
Introduction to and stud f
cost system will be st d' / o. a process cost system. A standard
setting standards budg~t ie dwith emphasis on budgetary contid,
head variances ~nd stat::: t standard costs, disposition of Oftl'requisites: Bu~iness Adm. :n s prepared for management Pre.
hours.
m1stratton 53, 54, 135. Three SCIDelCa'
Mr. La.,,.
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.EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOCY

Mr. Britt

Mr. Moyer

Mr. H alliga11

Education
It is not necessary that all
.
.
Teacher Education program Co ma1~rs m Education follow the
as background for profess.ionalurses m t~e department are suitable
recreation and education, social work with churches, commmm,
Students who wish to
work, and college teaching
consult with their adviser::~;re _f~r public school teaching. should
and Psychology before registraf wit. ththe Department of Educatioa
ion m e sophomore year, in order

complete prerequisite courses before the junior year, in which
Teacher Education program begins. Full preparation for teachmay be possible, but cannot be guaranteed when the student
for advisement after registration for the second semester
the sophomore year. For a full statement concerning the Teacher
'on program, see pages 47-49.
Certain courses are acceptable for credit in other departments,
1lpOD consultation with the major professor concerned, i.e., Edu. 121 and 126 for History, and Education 171 for Philosophy.
Designed to acquaint the general student with some of the
principle aspects of the school in American society, its history,
aims, organization, and practices. Three semester hours. Elective
IDr any student.
Mr. Moyer

Principles and Methocla of Education
The study of educational processes and procedures, with emphasis upon the psychological principles underlying the organization of instrumental material and media. Prerequisite : Psychology
51, 61, and 132. Three semester hours. Elective without prerequisite
for any student; Psychology 51 and 132 prerequisite for Teacher
Eclucation candidates.
Mr. Britt

117. Secondary Education
The functions, the organization, the curriculum, and the activi-

tia of the modem secondary school levels, as developed in America.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Moyer

-.111. Student T•c:hina
This required course in tthe Teacher Education program affords
obeervation and teaching under supervision in one of the public
IChools in lthe area of the oollege. Ninety clock hours of such experience in the school is a minimum requirement, this to be accomplilhed over a period of approximately six weeks, on a two-hours
per day basis, and one full week of continuous practice. Classes
at the college are met three hours weekly, for the study of the
lpecia1 methods in the teaching field, and for conference and
clilcussion of the practice work. Heavy student responsibility in
planning and conducting the course is an additional means of encouraging fuller professional competence. A laboratory fee is charged
for the course. Prerequisites: Psychology 51, 61, 132; Education
105, 114, 126. Six semester hours.
Mr. Halligan
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114. Curriculum Theory
A comprehensive presentation f h
.
cal principles upon which th do t. e ph1losophical and soci
considered are the various o e e . uc~tional program is based.
activities. Required of T {ganEd1zatio~s of curricula and of
hours.
eac er
ucation students. Three sea1a111r1

M,., Halliga

121 • Hiatory of Education in th ur
·
e n-eatern World
The ancient
medieval
d
educational theory and pra~ti:;1 T{;odern European foundations
·
ree semester hours. M,., Ha/li(/9
122. Educational Meaaarement
A study of the theories b .
.
tests, their function, constructio~1~n~ ach~ev~me~t and inteJlil'DCI
ess. Practice in the wr1't'
f ,
application m the school -..
·
mg o tests for th
·
r-Jects. Elementary statistical
e various academic lllbThree semester hours.
concepts. Prerequisite : Psychology SL
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Psychology
Courses in this field are suitable as general educational backpound in modem life, Psychology 51 applying toward the Social
Science requirement of the college. In addition, supporting experise for professional work in business, education, law, medicine,
ministry, and social welfare is found in various courses.
Major work in Psychology (without Education) leads chiefly
ard clinical psychology, vocational guidance, and personnel manlll'IJlCnt. A major program emphasizing Educational Psychology
electively combines both areas, and leads toward specialized psydlological services in schools, educational research, or college teaching.
Psychology 51 is prerequisite to all other courses in the department. Credit in Psychology may be obtained, upon approval, for
courses in sociology listed below.

M,., Brill
126. Hiatory of Education in the Unit"eel S
Th e h'Jstorical
·
tatea
development f d
.
tion of schools in Amer·
'tho e ucational theories and O"°"":--.
ica, w1 emphasis
th
. ..,_
tw een education
and the support'
. upon e relationshipt btmester hours.
.
mg society and culture. Three •
141. Guidance

M,.. Hamg.

Principles and practices in
bl'
int.roductory course sketches th~u es~~ns~hool gui~ance work. Thia
guidance movement and th
. .
tial theories underlying tbe
ance program for the moder: pr~~~~al ~hases ?f a systematic guicl.
levels. Three semester hours. p
sc ool, chiefly at the se~

M,., Brill

171 • Philoaophy of Education
T~e major schools of educati 1
.
American philosophies, classical andona d thought m European aad
mo ern. Three semester houn.
200. Research Paper
M,., Halligat,
Instruction in research method .th
.
field of major study Th h' f w1. particular application to the
search paper careful]~ ree ac ~ requirement of the course is a revision of members of~h p ~e under the close guidance and supereither the junior or senio/yeaepartmOnent. Required of all majors in
r.
e semester hour.

Mr. B,.itt and M,.. Hallifl•

An introductory course, surveying the science of personality

and behavior. Human development, motivation, emotion, intelligence,
and aptitudes are studied. The sensory processes, learning, thinking,
cammunication, personality dynamics, and individual differences are
introduced. The course prepares the student for advanced work on
lpecific phases of personality and behavior. Prerequisite to all other
courses in Psychology. Three semester hours.
Mr. Halligan

Applied Paycholol'Y
A general course designed to acquaint students with the uses
of psychology in various aspects of modern life. Of special interest
llO students of business, law, and ministry. Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt
IL Dnelopmental Paychology
The principles of human growth and development as they are
operative in the life span of the individual, from infancy to old age.
Reviews the nature of human motivation, emotion, and personality
perally, as these aspects of behavior are considered in the various
ltlges of development. Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt
IM. Acloleacent Paycholol'Y
Developmental psychology as applicable to youths from twelve
to twenty. Problems that face young people approaching maturity
are considered in detail. Three semester hours.
Mr. Britt

123. Mental Hygiene
A study of personal and social adjustment of the individual, of
characteristic behavioral patterns, and of the development of IOUlll
personality and mental health. Three semester hours.
Mr. Brill

124. Abnormal Psychology
The major patterns of deviant personality and behavior 11t
studied from the standpoint of their cause and development, 1114
their treatment. Functional etiology is emphasized, with due rqud
to the heredity and constitutional factors in mental illness. Orpnic
involvements and mental defectiveness are surveyed by way of
rounding out the introduction to mental abnormalties. Of specill
interest to students of business, law, medicine, ministry, and IOCill
welfare. Three semester hours.
Mr. Brill
13Z. Educational Psychology
A comprehensive course dealing primarily with theory and ~
plications in human development and in learning, as basic to the
educational enterprise. Three hours lecture and two hours laboratory
per week. Required of all departmental majors. Three semester
hours.
Mr. Hallip
17Z. History of Psychology
An historical pursuit of the main streams of thought leaclinc
to modern schools of psychology, and theories of learning and motivation. Philosophical foundations and theoretical issues are emphasized as basic to an understanding of modem positions and practices.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Brill
ZOO. Research Paper
Instruction in research method with particular application to the
field of major study. The chief requirement of the course is a research paper carefully prepared under the close guidance and supervision of members of the department. Required of all majors in
either the junior or senior year. One semester hour.
Mr. Britt and Mr. Halliga

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Mr. Covington
Mr. Hunter
Mr. Frantz
Mr. Coates
Mr. Loomis
1-Z. English Composition
A study of basic grammar, with frequent practice in writing.
Expository, narrative, and argumentative techniques, together with
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1 is a prerequisite to English 2. Six
Staff

a.dins Techniques
One semester hour.

Mr. Himter

.a. Eqliab Literature

A survey of English Literature
• semester hours.

required of all sophomores.
Staff

Pablic Speaking
D
not count toward the requirements
Offered both semesters. oes
h
Mr. Coat es
fGr the English major. Three semester ours.

Ameri

Literature to the Civil War

.

.

h

surve~f Amheric:an pLoi~e~~~~~J· ~~o~r:::rs~e~~~;:d
t~f \~
cmt War, with emp asis u
Mr. Coates
A

Enclish majors.

*

Three semester hours.

~--=can Literature Since the Civil W~
C:::::ation of 103. Required of all English

h

majo{;~~Jo:te;

ll'I. Shakespeare

. and histories. Three semester hours.
Study of the comedies
Mr. Hunter

taStudy
Shakespeare
.
of the tragedies

and romances.

Three semester hours.
Mr. Hunter

t• Early

Engliabd Dr7:m its medieval beginnings to 1642, exStudy of the rama r
Mr. Frantz
eluding Shakespeare. Three semester hours.

Ill. Contemporary Drama

Reading of contemporary
Tbree semester hours.

dramas from Ibsen to the present.
Mr. Loomis

lU. Contemporary Poetry
d f
Robinson and
Ma'or writers in America and Englan , rom
Mr. Hunter
Hard/to the present. Three semester hours.

llS. The Period of Spenser

the death of Elizabeth. Readh
Mr Hunter
Writers from Wyatt and Surrey to
inc of the Faerie Qtteeti. Three semester ours.
.

114. The Period of. Milton

es to 1660. Reading of all of MilFrom the accession. of Jfam h·s prose Three semester hours.
ton's poetry and selections rom i
.
Mr. Hunter
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115. Engliah Literature, 1660-1798

m. Foreip

pub~t~~~Y o~f t~~e L°;r~~ra;a~~~~swoTrkh
from the Restoration to tbe
·
ree semester hours.

Literature in Tranalation
Reading in translation of selected works from Homer through
Dante. Three semester hours.
Mr. Hunter

116. Engliah Literature, 1660-1798
Mr. LOOlllit
Continuation of English 115. Three semester hours.

141. Creative Writing

123. English Literature, 1798- 1832
Mr. Lo.;,
Consideration of the n
·
..
1
the poe~ry of Wordsworth,e~o::r~~~:e ~~~~ :y w~ich sho~s~tself ia
well as in the minor writers of the ag' Th , yron an
eats, u
e.
ree semester hours.
126. Engliah Literature, 1832-1900
Mr. Covitrglol
A study of the noteworthy chan
. . d
.
tellectual, and spiritual Ii fe of the E g~~ ~n m ustnal, political, inpoetry and prose of the v· t .
ng IS people as reflected in tbe
ic onan era. Three semester hours.

1

Mr. CoviNglol

127. The English Novel
hou;:.om the beginnings to the Victorian period. Three semester

Mr. Looi,,;,
128. The Engliah Novel
Major novels of the Victorian and
mester hours.
modern periods. Three leMr. F'°""
129• The American Novel to 1890
~mphasis upon Brown, Cooper, Hawthorne
Twain, and James. Three semester hours.
, Melville, Howella,
Mr. CoaJu
130· The American Novel Since 1890
Continuation of 129 to the present Th
·
ree semester hours.
131. Chaucer
Mr. F'°""
Reading of all Ch
'
aucer s poetry except the translat1·ons. TL.~
semester hours.
"'URI!:
Mr. H"""'

132. Ruaaian Literature in Tranalation
A study of the major writers of th Gold
en Age of Russian
Literature, including Pushkin Goga! Tel
o stoy, Dostoyevsky T
g ene.v, an d Ch ekhov. Special 'attention• will
b ·
' urthe influence of western thought upon th e gi:ven to a study of
influence
ese writers and of their
hours.
upon contemporary western literature. Three semester
Mr. Coa111

For juniors and seniors interested in writing poetry, essays,
and short stories. Three semester hours.
Mr. Coates

IG. Introduction to Journalism
An introduction to radio and news writing. Emphasis on the
actual gathering and writing of news. Three semester hours.
Mr. Coates

145. Hiatory of the Engliah Language
A study of the growth of English as a living language from

its beginnings to the present with the purpose of clarifying and
explaining modern usage. Three semester hours.

Mr. Hunter

a

Research Paper
Instruction in research method with particular application to the
field of major study. The chief requirement of the course is a renrch paper carefully prepared under the close guidance and supervision of members of the department. Required of all majors in
either the junior or senior year. One semester hour.
Staff

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Mr. Salmon
Mr. Bourne

Mr. Adams
Mr. Carner
Mr. Secondi

The first object of the courses in Foreign Languages is to teach

the student to read the languages readily, with a view to literary
appreciation and as an aid in the pursuit of other studies.

French
l·Z. Elementary French
Elementary French grammar; pronunciation; dictation; conversation ; memorizing of common idioms and everyday expressions; reading of easy stories. Six semester hours.
Mr. Bourne and Mr. Salnion

11.SZ. Intermediate French
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Advanced
grammar; composition and conversation. Prerequisite: French 1-2,
or two years of high school French. Six semester hours. Mr. Bourne
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101-102. French Prose in the Nineteenth Century
Reading of selections from the Romantic and Naturalistic
ers. History of French literature. Prerequisite: French 51-52.
semester hours.
Mr. Boww
German

1-2. Elementary German

Elementary German grammar; pronunciation; dictation; cmversation; memorizing of common idioms and everyday expra.
sions. Reading of easy stories. Six semester hours.
Mr. Boww

51-52. Intermediate German
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Genna
lyrics and ballads. Advanced grammar; composition and comersation. Prerequisite: German 1-2 or two years of high school G.
man. Six semester hours.
Mr. Boww

1-2. Beginner's Greek

Creek

71

Spanish
Elementary Spaniab
Elementary Spanish grammar; pronunciation.; . dictation; conwnation; letter-writing; memorizing o~ comn:on 1d1oms and everyday expressions. Reading of easy stones. Six semester hours.
Mr. Salmo.n, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Carner

.SZ. lntsmecliate Spaniab
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Advan.ced
r. composition ; commercial correspondence ; conv~rsabo.n.
Ci;ite: Spanish 1-2, or two years of high school Spanish. Six
M r · Salmon' Mr · Adams' and Mr. Carner
lmlelter hours.

IN. Spaniab Conversation and Compoaiti~
Conversation and composition based on readings fr~m mod;rn
writers. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52. Conducted in Spanish.
r~
Mr. Carner
Six semester hours.

A thorough study of some book for beginners in connectima
with reading, in the original, myths, fables, and stories from Greek
life. Six semester hours.
Mr. S1e0flll

15'. G---1 View of Spaniah-American Literature
. .
Rapid reading of representative works fr~O: many ~ountnes,
lectures; history of literature; reports. Prerequ1s1te: Spanish 51-52.
Conducted in Spanish. Six semester hours.
Mr. Salmon
(Not offered in 1957-1958)

51-52. Anabaaia and New Testament
During the first semester two or three books of the AnabaN
will be read. The second semester will be devoted to the study "
New Testament Greek. Sight reading will be practiced throughout the entire year. Six semester hours.
Mr. S1eoMl
(Not offered in 1957-1958)

lll·llZ. Spaniah Proae of the Late Nineteenth and
Early Twentieth Centuries
.
.
Rapid reading of representative works by outstanding wnte~s,
with special emphasis on the ~ovel and short story. 1;-~ct~res; ~1s
tory of literature; outside reading and reports. Prerequ1s1te. Spanish
51-52. Conducted in Spanish. Six semester hours.
Mr. Adams

1-2. Latin for Beginners

LATIN

Grammar, composition, and pronunciation. Reading of Latin
and Greek myths. Six semester hours.
Mr. C°""'
(Not offered in 1957-1958)

51-52. Readings in Latin Literature
The first term will be devoted to prose, with emphasis on the
orations of Cicero; the second, to poetry, with emphasis on the
works of Vergil and Ovid. Sight reading will be stressed. Prerequisite: Latin 1-2, or two years of high school Latin. Six semester
hours.
Mr. COIWr

173-174. General View of Spanish Literature

.
.
Rapid reading of representative works; lectures; h1sto?/ of ht~ra
.__, reports Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52. Conducted in Spanish.
......
Mr. Carner
Six ,semester · hours.
(Not offered in 1957-1958)
HISTORY
Mr. Cauthen
Mr. Logan
Mr. Gaines
Mr. Brent
Mr. Jones
Mr. Scoggins
l.Z. History of Western Civilization
. .. .
.
A survey of the history of Western C1V1ltza~1on smce the fifteenth century. The chief emphasis is on the history of Europe,

n..i111r1:t11tnls and Courses of Instruction
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but considerable attention is given to related developments in other
parts of the world community, especiaJly the United States, Rullia,
and Asia. As a required course for all students, it is designed tD
furnish an introduction to our modern cultural heritage and to ghe
essential historical background for an understanding of contemporary national and international problems. Six semester houn.

SI. Hiatory of the United Statea to 1865

s14

Political, social, and economic development of American society
through the Civil War. Required of students majoring in history.
Three semester hours.
Mr. IOflM

52. Hiatory of the United States Since 1865
Continuation of History 51. Three semester hours.

Mr. IOflll

101-102. History of England
A study of British political history from its beginning to the
present, with emphasis on those aspects which bear on the evolution of popular government. Cultural, social, and economic developments are also surveyed. Six semester hours.
Mr. Brnl
105-106. Hiatory of Latin America
A study of the discovery and settlement of Central and South
America, colonial development under Spain and Portugal, the wan
for independence, and political and economic developments in the
national period. Special attention is given to Mexico, Brazil, and
Argentina, and to international relationships. Six semester houn.
Mr. IMlll

73

C-temporal'Y Aff~
.
h. h the student is encouraged
A course in current hist~ry .m w ;~ntem orary developments in
analyze carefully and ob1ectiveldy'
. : is based on extensive
bl' ffairs Class iscussio
field o f pu ic ~
·f
. d' ls Three semester hours.
Riding from a vanety o peno ica ·
Mr. Jones

·
Comtitutional Hiatory
American
. .
d development of the ConA course de~ling. wit~ dthe onl~~~ ~ntheories, judicial interpretaltitution. Atte!lti~n isl pafi to ~~~:~asemester hours.
Mr. Brent
tiaas, and institutiona orms.
History of Education
.
· l r.
121 Credit on major in history by specia pe
See Educat ion
·
miaaion only.

~outh CarolinaCarolina during both colonial
Mr Cauthen
A survey of the history of South
and national periods. Six semester hours.
.

US-124. Hiatory of

in American History .
m.Seen...1:..:
_...
Religion 127. Credit on ma1or
00

in history by special per-

mission only.

D- . -tative American• to 186S
·
.
.
f elected Americans whose contnA study of th~ biog~aph~es lo d svelo ment have been significant.
bations to American histokn~ eh tw1'o semesters. Three semester
One class session per wee t roug
Mr. Gaines
hours.

Ut. .-..• ~

108. Economic History of the United States
American economic life from its colonial beginnings. This coune
may also be taken for credit as Economics 108. Three semester
hours.
Mr. Brnl

UL The Ancient World

113. History of the Old South
A cultural, economic, and social history of the South before the
Civil War. Although some attention will be given to the political
story, emphasis is on other aspects of Southern society. Three
semester hours.
Mr. /OMS

Ul History of the Middle Ages
.
lt ra1 and
•
al . T f n with emphasis on cu u
h s
Mr Cauthen
A survey of mediev civi iza io
institutional developments. Three semester our .
.

114. Hiatory of the New South
The South since the Civil War; cultural, social, economic. Three
semester hours.
Mr. lflflll

l
t of the early river
A study of the emergence and ~eve opmenth Hellenistic Age,
ft11 civilizations, of the Greek oty states, e
Mr. Cauthen
and~e Roman world. Three semester hours.

US. Colonial America.
nt of the English colonies in
Discovery,, exploratlo~, settleml~tical development of the p~~v
,America; soci~, eco~o~i~ and rconflict. British imperial pohcies
iDces. international nva r~es an
' t hours
Mr. Cauthen
and the American Revolution. Three semes er
.
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• ~ ·

1:Jie World

Since 1914

. Pnmanly a study of Euro
.
"
.
is on international relat1·0 h.pe m the age of conflict." 1"--L-...!...
.
ns 1ps among Eu
~...}lllall
powers. Six semester hours.
ropean and other worW
153 D" I
·
.
Mr. J,,,,,,
•

ip omatic H1atory of the United Statea

~ survey of American relation

.th f .
ore1gn powers with emphas1s on recent American f . s w1
200 R
ore1gn policy. Three semester houra.
· eaearcb Paper
Mr CCllllMI
Instruction in research method
.
.
.
the field of major study. The chi ' f with _particular application ID
a research paper carefull
e requirement of the course ii
supervision of members
rrepared under the close guidance 11111
in either the junior or se . he department. Required of all majon
nior year. One semester hour.
SIG#

:r

~ATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY

Mr. Hill
Mr. Pegram

Mr. Troy
Mr. Gillespie

M r. Glenn
Organization of the work ha b
s een planned to correlate the
courses with the bas1·c sc·
.
.
1ences and at th
e same time enable the
stu d ent, if he so desires to obt .
ness that he will be '
a1~ courses of such scope and thoroup.
mathematics.
prepare to enter upon graduate work in
Mathematics

?tudents with good hi h s h
.
matical aptitude should takg Mc :'' p:eparahon and high ma~
Other students may fulfill the
~It ematt~ 3 and 4 in either order.
matics 1, 2.
e co ege requirements by taking Mathe-

1. College Algebra
A brief review of basic al b
ratic equations, progressions ge ~a, fthollowed _by a study of quadhours.
' an ° er topics. Three semester
Mr. Hill Mr p
2• P'-- T ngonometry
·
'
· egram' M r· Tr'"'
1G11e
•J
Numerical and analytical tri on
.
according to need of particular c~ o~etry with emphasis shifted
numbers through DeMoivre's Th ss. nTcludes a study of complex
eorem. hree semester hours
3. Analytic Geometry and Calcu: Hill, Mr. Pegram, Mr. Tr01
. Complementary development f I
.
differential and integral calcul o fp anl e all<l:1ytic geometry and the
us o po ynom1als.
Mr. Hill, Mr. Pegram, Mr. Trt11
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Fmite Mathematica
Development and application of the basic ideas of the statement
caJculus, sets and partitions, and probability theory. Introduction
ftdor and matrix algebra.
Mr. Hill, Mr. Pegram, Mr. Troy

IL Mechanical Drawing
Three periods of two hours each devoted to elements of engi-

Mering, drafting, lettering, projections, geometric drawing, and
pnctical field problems. Three semester hours.
Mr. Glenn
Dela-iptiTe Geometry
Designed to fulfill requirements of pre-engineering courses. Two
lloars of class lecture and two laboratory periods of two hours each.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11. Three semester hours. Mr. Glenn

11.fZ. Analytic Geometry and Calcalua
This is an integrated course containing the Analytic Geometry-

tines, conics, polar coordinates, and parametric equations-essential
tD the calculus. Thorough training in differentiations, integration,
application to time rates, maxima and minima, curvature, area,
wlume and length. Simple applications of partial derivatives. Prerequisite: Freshman Mathematics. Six semester hours. Required
for majors.
Mr. H ill and Mr. Pegram

11-71. Sane1 ins
Recommended for pre-engineering students. Surveying methods

ud application, including use of the tape, transit, level, and level
rod. Office computations and drafting. Adjustment of instruments
and elementary astronomy. Two hours lecture and a two-hour
laboratory period each week.
lellleSter hours.

Prerequisite:

Mathematics 2. Six
Mr. Gillespie

Ill. Intermediate Calcalua with Analytic Geometry
Sound training in more advanced methods of integration with
applications to volumes, centroids and moments of inertia. Infinite
leries and expansions. Selected topics in Solid Analytics. Partial
differentiation and multiple integration techniques. Simple differmtial equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 61-62. Three semester
hours. Required for majors.
Mr. Pegram

IG. Differential Equationa
A study of ordinary and partial differential equations, includuse of differential operators, integration in series, and the
application to the solutions of problems in the sciences. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 101. Three semester hours.
Mr. Hill

inc the
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103. Solid Analytic Geometry
The application of algebra to the geometry of three dim
Development of elementary matrix theory and application ia
study of lines, planes, and quadric surfaces. Prerequisite:
matics 61-62. Three semester hours.
Mr.
104. Theory of Equatiom
Introduction to the complex number system, with graphical
trigonometric representations. Properties of algebraic cq •
formal methods of solving cubics and quartics, and procedures
in approximating irrational roots of equations of higher
Introduction to operations with determinants. Homogeneous
tions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 61-62, or approval of the '
Mr. P1
tor. Three semester hours.
131-132. Introduction to Real Analyaia
A completely rigorous development of a limited number of topica
from real variable theory. Included are the basic topology of '
sets; limits, continuity, and differentiability; the Riemann integrll
functions of several real variables. Alternates with Math
'
141-142. Prerequisite: Mathematics 101. Six semester houn.
Mr.8
141-142. Survey of Modem Al&'ebra
Structures in abstract algebra. General theory of groups, 1'°"9
and fields. Matrix algebra and linear spaces of ti dimensions wida
matrix operators. Alternates with Mathematics 131-132. Prereqai.
site: Mathematics 101. Six semester hours.
Mr. H

200. Research Paper
A paper expressing the results of an individual inquiry U.
some particular aspect of mathematics. Prepared in close cooperation with a member of the mathematics faculty, the paper providm
an opportunity both to explore any special interest and to !cam ad
practice the mechanics of thesis preparation. One semester hour.
Mr. Hill, Mr. Ptgram, Mr. Trt1J

Astronomy
192. Descriptive Aatronomy
A general course designed to give a comprehensive lmowledp
of the principal facts, theories, and methods of the subject, with
particular attention to the basic concepts held by astronomers concerning the structure of the universe. Use is made of the plaetarium in familiarizing the student with the night sky and the elements of celestial geometry. Three semester hours.
Mr. P1gnm

MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
captain Russell
Colonel Bottomly
. Walk
Captain
er
Military Science
.
bdivided into several su~Courscs in Military Science. ~~e ~: lf and forming the basts
each being complete wit in ~ se ear A minimum of one
mo~ advanced training thed~~~ow1~gtxer~ise of Command will
of practical work on the
per week of Leadership, n afn
included .in each cour se in the orm·u normally have two h our s
field. Freshmen and Sophomo~ej :~iors and Seniors normally
classroom work per week, an
hours per week.

MilitarY Science Course I ROTC. American Military HisOrganization of the Army and
t. 'individual Weapons and
from colonial days to th~. pr~~~l 'and exercise of command.
'c Marksmanship. Leaders ip, n
capt. Russell
Two semester hours.

.SZ. MilitarY Science Course ll

nomenclature, functionCrew-served Weapons and G~n~eZ'e basic Army Crew-served
, and elementary ~~f ;~~~~graph Reading, theory and pr~ceapons; Map and ena . .
s and aerial photograp s.
application of reading nuhtary map
capt. Walker
oar semester hours.

F unc.ttZ. Mili·•-.... 1 Science Course l ll
• cations . Organization,
Small Unit Tactics and Com~~~1 Servic~s; Military Te~c?ing
..:- and Mission of the Arms
t'
t'n first aid and m1htary
- etbods to .includc pract'cal
instruc
ion
t
. . Leadership.
Six semester h ours.
..mtation, and rifle marksmanship•
Col. Bottomly

ilitarY Science Course IV
114. M
1 and evacuation, troop

mo~e-

' ...nstics the theory of supp y.
command and staff pnn....,,..
,
rt t"on. operations,
..
. t 1
meats motor transpo a.' '.
mbat orders, military '~ 7..:..1-' estimate of the s1tuat1~n. and co ment. Military Adm1ms"1'"""''
··
t eam, tra1mng manage
'
dence and
Upncc the m1htary
Ttary correspon
tration' and Personnel Mana~emen~, ~/on the role of the United
ncords military justice; Service Or1ent ~orid situation, leadership,
&!.... _ ~ .. world affairs and the presen
Col. Bottomly
~
emester hours.
oliccr indoctnnatton. ix s

...

. .

s·
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MUSIC AND ART
Mr. Moyer
101. Music Appreciation
A course designed to introduce the student to a broad
of music and to help him break down the barriers that might
caused the technical aspects of musi<; to seem strange to him.
tention is given to music's inner workings, its historical tra · •
its vocabulary, its luminous creative spirits, and the student is
ed in the art of general listening. Three semester hours.
Mr. Jl
102. Art Appreciation
This course involves the study and discussion of appr
and values in art. Art problems will be related to human
such as are found in home, community, and religion. Some
treated are: organization (design) which influences the develcfP
ment and form of art objects; the selection and arrangement
parts; the choice of shapes, colors, texture and space; materiall
and processes, their possibilities and limitations and the manner
method in which they are transformed into art objects. Tbne
semester hours.
Mr. Mt1J11
PHILOSOPHY

Mr. Colloms
Mr. Hutcheson
The courses in philosophy are designed to teach the studemt
the principles of correct thinking, the nature and scope of pbiJoo
sophical inquiry, and to acquaint him with the life and thoqlit
of the great philosophers of the Western world, both past 11111
present. The study of philosophy should help the student to inlegrate the various branches of knowledge into a workable pbiloeoplf
of life. A major objective of the department is to lead the student
to see that a knowledge of the fundamentals of philosophy IDUll
comprise a part of the equipment of the educated person if be
would live wisely and well.
The subject matter of the courses is presented through text·
books and the study of representative selections from the worb al
the philosophers. The courses for a major in philosophy are selected
on the basis of the needs and interests of the student.
51. Philosophy and Modern Life
The chief types and problems of philosophy, the philosopbiCll
attitude and method, and the relation of philosophy to the educa·
tional, moral, religious, and social problems of our time. Designed
as a contribution to general education. Three semester hours.

Mr. CollOtU

A-atbetic:a . .
·
historical and contemporary
A critical cxamm~tio~ ~h::ri1;u;he nature and f~ncti~n of .a
to the question.
. .
primary consideration will
? Th art forms rece1vmg
of art·
e
. Three semester hours.
tlM>&e of literature and music.
Mr. Hutcheson
-..:-:...1ea of Ethics
h
d theories of morality, and t e apTbe development, ~at~re, an th rving
issues of contemporary
• of ethical principles to e 1
Mr. Colloms
Three semester hours.
.-1'--r

the basic ethical insights to
Mr. Colloms

Wsiona

of the World
Three semester hours.

See Religion 117.
latrodaction

to Chri.atian Tbeoloa
.
.
118 Three semester hours.
See Rel1gton
·

Mr. Griffin
Mr. Griffin

PrindPles of Losic
. r to ics in the philosophy of
A general surve~ ~f the /~a~o ctiv~ and deductive logic. De' and the principles o m u those who expect to do adfor the general stu~e~t and. fo~e theology and philosophy.
work in law, medicine, scien '
'
Mr. Colloms
semester hours.
DL.:1--hy of Science
.
d . h such questions
as .. Wh at 1· s
This course will be concerne wit f .ence? What is the re-

..--v--r

•

? What are the ultimate data o f slc1arni~g r Some previous

Th
.
th departments o e
.
.
of science to o er
h 1 f 1 but it is not required.
ree
· in science would be e P u'
Mr. Hutcheson
r hours.
b · America Before 1865
. d
Pbi1oaop 1 m
.
f hilosophy in our nation urTbe development .and meaning o Reason and the Transcentbe Colonial Period,. the .Agew~l be give~ to such thinkers as
mta1 Movement. Consideration d E erson with special reference
ds Franklin, Jefferson, an h . °'. d
Three semester hours.
the ~rmanent significance of t eir I eas.
Mr. Colloms

l
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132. Philoaopby in America After 1865

. S?me ~eading philosophers and major philoso hical movenllll!lllei
mh this
from the close of the c·iv1·1 W ar to Ph
. nation
.
t e present
p ~sis will be placed upon selections from h
..
~hilosophers as John Fiske, Charles Sanders ;ie~c;~t~~~~nof
Nro~ne\J~siah Royce, George Santayana, Willia~ James Alfni
o
hitehead, and John Dewey. Three semester ho~rs.
Mr. C

135. Philoaophy of Religion
th The nature of r~ligion, God and His relation to the univ
e n~ture. a.nd destmy of man, religious know led e h
ofh evil, religious values, and the significance of re1fcrio~s ep~=
T ree semester hours.
"'

Mr. Collotu

136. Paycholoay of Religion
the As bpsych~logical stu~y of religious experience. Religion __.
· .
conversion and -......
hu I conscious
.
, worship, prayer, mysticism
psyc o og1cal aspects of religious belief Th ,
,
....
(Not offered in 1957_1958 )
·
ree semester hours.

151. ~ncient and Medieval Philoaopby

Mr. Collow

. PhilosdophDers. of classical antiquity and of the Medieval ~-!t 1an wor1 . es1gned to h I th
d
.
YlllP
tra~itions which have infl~~nce~ st~e e;::t~:sc~v~r the phil?sopbbl
ec ua perspectives 11111
heritage of Western civilization Th
·
ree semester hours.

152. Men and Movementa in Modern Phil

b Mr. H11tclluoi

hun~~ g;:;h~hj~:P~';h:"~;~,~~~,:'h~~:~ts from ~

and basic mterpretation of modem
'al
..
as a P•uulQ
institutions. Three semester hours soci , political, and economic

·
161. Twentieth Century Pbiloaophy

Mr. Ht11cltuol

A stud.Y of the three main types of philoso h. th
.
Logical Positivism, Existentialism and M p ~c ~ght smce
;~~e:smai!~ t~sexami~; thes.e philosophi~, not asa:~~d in~~=
,
mam estattons of our contempora hist
__.
culture. Three semester hours
ry
ory ....
1 ~:

·
l 71. Pbiloaopby of Education
See Education 171. Three semester hours.

Mr. Ht11cltuol
Mr. Halligat.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Mr. Scheerer

Mr. Walker

The purpose of this department is to promote health, growth,

ad development of the body. The various activities included in

die program produce the highest muscular coordination and greatly
improve the efficiency of the body and mind. Activities included

ia the program are : calisthenics; tumbling; gymnastics; volleyball;
.... athletics; group games; corrective exercises; intramural sports;
iadividual and dual sports.
This department also serves the purpose of providing advanced
courses in physical education whereby a student may be prepared
tD teach physical education and coach in high school. A student
my fully qualify under the rules of the Department of Education
of the State of South Carolina for full-time teaching of physical
education in high school by taking the advanced courses below and
campleting 4-6 semester hours in physiology and anatomy and
~ semester hours in chemistry and/or physics. In addition to
the above requirements the student is required to complete 18 semester hours in education and such general courses as are required
bJ the State Department of Education for a teacher's certificate.
Students majoring in physical education may take practice teachiac in physical education. The following courses must have been
mnpleted before a student may start practice teaching : Physical
Education 52 or Physical Education 101 ; Physical Education 102;
Physical Education 103 and Physical Education 108. A minimum
of 24 hours must be taken in the field of physical education before
fall certification can be obtained and credit allowed in practice
teaching.

l-2. Buie Pbyaical Education
Course includes basic exercises, games of low organization and
recreational activities. Two semester hours.
Mr. Walker

11. Buie Pbyaical Education
Course is a continuation of Physical Education 1-2, with an
addition of individual and dual sports. One semester hour.

SZ. Health Education

Mr. Walker

Required of all students not taking Military Science and for all
students planning to teach in the schools of South Carolina. Course
includes a study of personal and community health, safety and first
aid. Visits and studies of the county and city health and welfare
agmcies will be conducted to acquaint the student with these agen-
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cies and their work. This course is designed to meet the general
requirement for health education for teachers of South Caroli&
Three semester hours.
Mr. Sc/u,,,,

tndc being studied. T~ree semester hours. Required for certificaMr. Scheerer
tion in Physical Education.

101. Methoda and Materials in Health Education
A course in the theory of health education, including a l1lrYeJ
of teaching materials and classroom methods. The course C0'81
such topics as first aid, safety, communicable diseases, sanitatiaa
and healthful living. An opportunity will be offered each studmt
to qualify for a Standard Certificate in First Aid by the Americll
Red Cross. Three semester hours. Required for certification ia
Physical Education.
Mr. Walllr

met

a
the

Intramural Sports Program
hi h school intramural programs for the small,
stua:d ~!r~e hig~ schools. Students will be required to kno;

~~esaana~dc:a~~i~~t~oa~~o~~ :~s t~~a:::~e
s~!~~~ fi~;f~~oo~
each of the mtramura 1

orp111ze
.
t ·
IDd in a~~~on p~~~~ ~;s~:~~n~~t::~~r~7
mports
I
•
d
. g p'tans will be
cationalstusports
an scorm
.
hours. Requir~d for full certification m

councils, awards, coedustudied.
Three semester
.
·
Physical Et}~t;;heerer

102. Group Recreation
Course includes a study of group games that are adaptable tD
the public schools. Special emphasis is placed on economy of eq.
ment, games adaptable for indoors in limited space, games for tbe
classroom, both quiet and active. Games for short recess periodl
and recreation periods are stressed. Three semester hours. Required
for certification in Physical Education.
Mr. Sc/u,,,,

Ill. Testa and Meaaurementa in Health and Physical Educati~
A study of the tests adaptable to the hi?~ sch?ol p~ogram w~~~
.
Construction of tests and admm1strabon o tests w1
statistical applications
lelllCSter hours. Required for full cerb cation ID
y Mr. Scheerer

103. Organization and Administration of Health and P..,...
Education

lU. Materials and Applied Techniques o~ Interscholastic.Sports

This course covers the various phases of the work of a<fminit.
tration in a high school department of health and physical education. A study is made of curriculum building and the use of facilitia
at the disposal of the director of physical education and intra·
murals. A survey is made of needed equipment for various types
of schools. Three semester hours. Required for certification in PbJlical Education.
Mr. Sclu""

==~~:.·also

~~ te~ts ~il~~e ~i:f r~~~~~~~~

A survey of high school coaching covering golf and tennis. Th~
.
h
h stud of the science of the sports an
~'".will mathkode~ t ~:oq~fred fo[ full certification. Three semester
~.mg me
· is limited to a sma II group. )
Mr · Scheerer
hours. (This course

PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY
Mr. Pettis

UM. History and Philosophy of Health and Physical E ......._
The historical background of health and physical educ:atioa
movements in the world, and a survey of the underlying principles,
aims, and objectives of a school health and physical education program. Three semester hours. Required for certification in Physiml
Education.
Mr. Sclalw,,

11-52. General Physics

105. Materials and Applied Techniques of Intencholaatic Sparta
A survey of high school coaching covering basketball and foot·
ball. The class will make a thorough study of the science of tbe
games and coaching methods. Three semester hours. Required
for certification in Physical Education.
Mr. Wali"

111·102. Laboratory Course

106. Materiala and Applied Techniques of lntencholaatic Sparta
A continuation of Physical Education 105, with baseball and

Physics
d
A study of mechanics, h eat , wave motion and sound, magnet. 't
nd light Three hours a week l.ecture an two
l
d
illl1 an e ectnc1 y, a
·
.
M h
t'
1 2 Eight
at ema ics - .
.
hours a Week laboratory · Prerequisite:
Mr. Pettu
lelllCSter hours.

.
This course is designed to meet. the needs of stu~ents who. wish
more advanced laboratory work ID Gene~al Phys~c~. Part1cula~
.
.
1'd to more advanced work m electricity and mag
=~n s~: b~ urs a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Phy~;. ~;~~
Six semester hours.
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An introduction to theoretical mechanics with special reference
to the methods of the calculus. Three hours a week lecture. Pi.
requisite or corequisite: Mathematics 101-102. Six semester boan.
201-202. Theoretical Pbyaica

Mr. Ptllil

A study of the foundations, fundamental concepts, laws ad
theories of Physics. Three hours a week lecture. Prerequisite:
Physics 51-52 and Mathematics 101-102. Six semester houn.
Ill. Meteorology
Mr. Plllll
A study of the phenomena of the atmosphere which affect weather
conditions with special attention to aeronautical meteorology. Three
hours a week lecture. Prerequisite: Physics 51-52. Three semea
hours.
Mr. Plllll

112. Navi&'ation
This course is adapted to meet the needs of pre-aviation studenla
with special reference to the mathematics involved in the means ad
methods of determining position on the earth's surface. Three boan
a week lecture. Three semester hours.
M. Plllil

Geology
51-52. General Geology
Principles of dynamical, physiographical, structural, and historical geology. Occasional excursions are made to points of geologial
interest in the vicinity of Spartanburg. Several theses are required
of the class during the year, based upon reading assigned by the
instructor. The geological collection possesses not less than 2,500
specimens of minerals and rocks, and 500 specimens of fossils. Siz
semester hours.
Mr. Plllil
Mr. Nesbitt
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103-104. Mecbanica

RELIGION

Mr. Griffin
The purpose of this department is two-fold: ( 1) to provide a
series of studies in the field of Religion as foundations for a better
understanding of the Christian faith and its practice among collep
students, and (2) to enable the college, as a church school, to meet
more fully its obligations to its constituency.
These courses are designed to help prepare a leadership of
trained clergy and informed laity for the church, in order to carry
on an increasing and effective program of Christian service in oar
world. Historical methods and philosophical principles are fundamental in all offerings in the department.

six basic
semester
hours,
courses
51
The college requirement f or graduaf to 0 'this the
aonnally satisfied in the sophomore year w1
k . the deaad 52 and these are prerequisite to all advanced ~or m.
t
~l Religion 1 may also be taken as a part of t e re~u1r~m:~i~
or for extra credit, but may not be counted toward a maJor m

&elcl.
L hatrodaction to the Engliab Bible
..
The nature of the Bible its origin and development, .the wntt!1thg
. '
ks ·
on of Scnpture w1
0

~ ~!~o~f !h~h~~~~:~~sv~~~ion;,n:~ ~~~quent s~le~~o~~~~~:

the Bible for special study. Open to Freshmen an

aaly. Three semester hours.

Mf. Nesbitt

Old Testament Life and Literature
The ori 'n and development of the Hebrew pe~ple, and the rec..:-.s life ~hat grew out of their historical expenences as shown
:'A""the.. 'f
0 f the Old Testament. Three semester hours. . .
m
wn mgs
Mr. Nesbitt and Mr. Griffin
New Testament Life and Literature
. . nd development of the Christian religion, a~d the
Th
e ongm
. its
. earl'test pen'od , as shown m the
iritual
forces ait generated m
of the New Testament. Three semester .hours. M G 'ff'
Mr. Nesbitt and r. ri in
........
Ill The Life and Reli&"ion of Jeaua
.
•
h S noptic Gospels for the life that Jes us lived
and
as the foundations of the
and Church. Three semester hours.

!:.:_gs

~~:irgi~~ ~ee ta~ght,

Ch~~ia~:s~i~

I& The Life and Reli&"ion of Paul
.
The development of the Christian movement in the apost~hlc age
u shown in the Letters of Paul and The Acts, with ;re~ s~7'~
pbasis on Paul's life and work. Three semester hours.
r. e
llL The Reli&"ion of the Hebrew Propbeta
.
..
.
.
d
f the Hebrew prophets and their wntmgs,
A hist~ncal stuh "! o their ethical and religious contributions
with special cmp as1s on
Mr. Nesbitt
to modem life. Three semester hours.
llZ. The Poetry and Wiadom Literature of larael
. .
An introductory study of Hebrew philosophy and reltdg10us
.
setbought in the wisdom
and poetry 0 f the Old
h Testament,
Mr an
Nesbitt
lections from the Apocrypha. Three semester ours.
.
(Not offered in 1957-1958)
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caa.

114. Bibli~ Hiatory and Archaeology
~he mam t:ends in the Hebrew and Christian reli "ons

rei· ,

special emphasis on archaeological discoveries and thgi
and cultural values they afford. Three semester hours. ~r.

•

~=

117. The Religiona of the World
A. study of the history and literature of the leading el" . of
mankind, from primitive origins to present world status r Th1giona
mester hours.
·Mr. Grilia
ree •
118. Introduction to Chriatian Theology
. 1:he. basic beliefs and practices of our religious faith as sbon
mhB1bltcal theology, Protestant doctrine, and Christian phi!........._
T ree semester hours.
~!'
(Not offered in 1957-1958)
Mr. Grilia
121. Christian Education
TChhe. b~sic principles of religious education, with special
bal9
on
nsttan experience and learnin as be
. emp
educational work of the Church Th g
tter hpreparatton for the
·
ree semester ours. Mr. Grilia

122. The Church and Ita Work
A study of the Christian Omrch its ongin and nature, ill
purpose in the world, and its practicai function in society. Three
semester hours.
Mr. Grilia

meuts and Courses of Instruction
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Releuch Paper
Instruction in research method with particular application to
field of major study. The chief requirement of the course is a
· - -'"' paper carefully prepared under the close guidance and
'sion of members of the department. Required of all majors
either the j unior or senior year. One semester hour.
Staff
SOCIOLOGY AND GOVERNMENT
Mr. Doby
Mr. Norton
Mr. Brmt
Sociology deals with group behavior, and the development, structure, and working of social institutions. It is supplementary to profeaional training in such fields as law, medicine, journalism, business,
and personnel management. It is essential to those who plan to
enter social work. Social research also has come to be a very
inviting field for students interested in research positions.
The study of government is essential to good citizenship in a
democracy. Students intending to enter law school should take as
a minimum Government 101 and 102. The courses in government
mmine the organization and machinery of government, political
theory, and politics. Regardless of his major interest, the student
will find the study of government stimulating and practical.
Sociology

127. Religion in American History
dT~e devel~pm~nt of religious forces and institutions in Am •
an
e contnbuttons they have made to the Am .
f~
Three semester hours.
encan way o lif~
(Not offered in 1957-1958)
Mr. Nubill
128• The Churches in American Life

An introductory course in sociology designed to impart to the
lludent a knowledge of himself and the social world. Interrelations
of personality, society, and culture are examined. The student is
familiarized with major social processes and institutional functions.
A prerequisite for sociology majors. Three semester hours.

Mr. Doby

Am~r7~:-~f us church.es and denominati~nal patterns emerging in

11. Haman Society

135. The Philosophy of Religion
See Philosophy 135. Three semester hours

l .. Social Problems

f h story, their present status m our culture inclucfuw
some o t e smaller sects and cults of recent years Thr~e · - - ·
~~
h oon.
(Not offered in 1957-1958)
Mr. Ne.rbilt

Mr. CoUOtlll

136. The Psychology of Religion
See Philosophy 136. Three semester hours.

Mr. ColloMI

Social actions, processes, and structures are given emphasis in
this course. Applications will be made to sociological analysis. An
examination is made of social systems and the relation of social systens to personality. A prerequisite for sociology majors. T hree semester hours.
Mr. Doby
A study of the cause, nature, and cure of the problems that
wx contemporary society. Some of the principal problems studied
are delinquency and crime, feeble-mindedness and insanity, poverty
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caa.

and economic maladju t
t
stitutional problems of ~~e~o~r~ce an~ class£ relations,. and the itsemester hours.
P ex society o modem times. r&r.
(Not offered in 1957-195B)
Mr. DH,

106. Social Anthropology
This is a study of the cultur f · · ·
tion is made of the l'f
e o pnm1tive man. An cxaminaNorth America andt eOof c~ntemTporary prim.itives in Africa, Alia,
.'
ceania.
he course 1s
d
· 'd
ma e v1v1 by a
a bundance of illustrative material Th
·
ree semester hours.
107. Marriage and the Family
Mr. Norlt11
The age-level of the colle
t d
.
.
proach made in this stud
ge s u ent is recognized in the ~
preparation for marriage, ;obTe1::s ~;aa~ent covers. s~ch topics •
economic aspects of the fam'l th f .JUStment w1thm the familJ,
child as the center of fam 'l I :r•t e amTtly as a social unit and the
J y m erest.
hree semester hours.
108. The Rural South
Mr. Nor1t11
A study of the present and th f
re~ation to such problems as tenan~ u~~e ~f the ru~ South ia
Kmg Cotton poverty and . h . an an ownership, pcn'Ja of
stitutional life of rural peopriec es dm th! e .country, the social and inA
·
, an re ation of rural a d ban 1:.r...
spec1a1 examination of rural life in South Carolina n 'IJurbe -~
Th ree semester hours.
w1
,._
Mr. Dobj
l09. Early Social Thought
A survey of man's ideas abo t l'f
.
.
resented in the thought of ancie~t, ~~d7:;~! his fellow man ~ rep.
The course covers material up to the late N ' , tand hmCeodem th1nkei1,
semester hours.
me eent
ntury. Three
( Not offered m 1957-195S)
Mr. DobJ
llO. Modem Social Thought
A survey of trends of develo
t . th
.
.
pm7n 10 • e sooal sciences from
late Nineteenth Centu
contributions to the dry nward, with speaal reference to major
of all
.
Th
eve opment of modem sociology Req·..:-..1
ma1ors.
ree semester hours
· M lolUl:U
·
r. DobJ
111. Race Relationa
This course gives emphasis to such to ics
.
P . as race CODSCloutness, cultural development of . .
and various aspects of race con~~~~n~ {~~es I~ the United States,
and whites of the South will be : e a io~s etwe~n the Negroa
mester hours.
given special attention. Three •

f

Mr. Nm•

89
Social Psychology
Primarily a study of the effects of social interaction on the
fl1diological processes of motivation, perception, and learning. Also
9IMlern approaches to the study of the relationship of psychological
processes to group development and organization are considered.
Three hours of lecture and two hours of laboratory per week. Four
mnester hours. Required of all majors.
Mr. Doby
A course dealing with the causes and treatment of delinquency

ad crime. A study is made of the social factors contributing to
aladjustments that lead to crime. The penal institutions are ex-

mnined and a survey is made of constructive contributions to the
problem of crime. Three semester hours.

Mr. N orton

A survey of research methods and techniques in use in sociology.
A ltUdy will be made of the experimental and statistical methods,
cue study and life history methods, and the interviewing and
questionnaire techniques. A practical application of such methods
will be made in the formulation and pre-testing of a research project.
Prerequisite: Sociology 51-52. Three semester hours.
Mr. Doby

111. Introduction to Statiatica
An introduction to the logic and use of certain qualitative and
quantitative techniques of analyzing sociological problems. Techniques of factor control, sampling and sampling theory, testing of
hJpotheses and probability theory will be considered. Two hours
lecture and two hours laboratory. Prerequisite : Mathematics 1 or 4.
Three semester hours.
Mr. Doby
Ill. Penonality and Culture
An analysis of relationships between personality, social interldion and culture, personality measurement by means of testing,
IClling and projective techniques, with applications. Prerequisite:
Plychology 51 or Sociology 51. Three semester hours. Mr. Doby
UL Social Pathology
A study of the breakdown in social relations caused by such
mental disorders as neurosis, schizophrenia, and manic depression.
The emphasis is on human relations, both from the standpoint of
cause and cure of disorders. An examination is made of institutional and other social relations involved in maladjustments. Three
mnester hours.
Mr. Norton
(Not offered in 1957-1958)
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Government

51. Introduction to Political Science
A general course covering such topics as the nature of the
state, the organization of government, the functions of governmeat,
and relations between governments. The course provides an excellent background for understanding the nature and functions of
contemporary governments. Three semester hours.
Mr. Norfol
101. American National Government
· This course is designed to give the student a vital interest it
affairs of American government. The emphasis will be on the 111ture of our democracy, its functions, and the role of the citizen u
a participant in government. Three semester hours.
Mr. Norton and Mr. Brffll

102. American State and Local Government
A survey of institutions and practices in state, county, and city
governments. As in Government 101, the emphasis will be on the
nature of the government and the role of the citizen. Three •
mester hours.
Mr. NorlOI
103. American Party Politics
A study of the origin of the American party system and an
examination of the organization, practices, and politics of the political parties. Current trends in our bipartisan system will be ex·
amined. Three semester hours.
Mr. NorltJI
104. Comparative European Government
As an approach to this study, an examination is made of under·
lying theories of government that have contended for supremacy in
present-day Europe. The systems built upon the principles of democracy, communism, and totalitarianism are examined in a comparative study. The course gives special attention to government
structure, invisible government, and political methods. Three aemester hours.
Mr. Norton and Mr. Brnl
105. International Organization
A study of international organization in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Special attention will be paid to the League of
Nations, and particularly to the United Nations. Three semester
hours.
Mr. Brlfll

im-national Relation.a .
.
th dawn of the indusA study of intemati.onal ~elations i~n~: th; factors of imperial·
revolution. A~entt_on wtlldb~ol:ialism as they affect the presmilitarism, natt?nahsm, an
f ons Three semester hours.
conduct of relations among na t .
Mr. Brent
(Not offered in 1956-1957.)
American Constitutional History

See History HS.
Diplomatic History of the United States

See History 153.
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1.00 per day for late registration. No student is permitted to
later than one week after the opening of either semester.
Prahmen students' schedule cards must be approved by their
advisers. Junior and Senior students' schedule cards must
~ed by the chairman of the department in which they are
· and the Dean of the College.
REGULATIONS REGARDING GRADES
Grades shall be reported so as to indicate one of four things :
Pass1d.-A grade of "A," "B," "C," or "D'' shall indicate that
dent has passed a course. The work is graded according to the
ing system: "A," excellent; "B," good; "C," fair; "D," pass-

Poihd.-A grade of "F" shall indicate that the student has failed

General Regulations
The academic year is d" ·d d .
mester of the academic ~v1 e mto two s~mesters. The first •
second, January 27 C y r 1957-1958 begms September 17· tbe
. ommencement day, 1958, is June 2. '
TIME OF ENTRANCE
Patrons of the Colle e
dents shall be present
tha;e req?ested to ~kc care that all D
and upperclassmen, respective~pe;~g day designated for fresbmea
part of the instruction St dy. t
c;:e who enter late lose some
of the semester are ma.rk du ~n s w o enter after the ~
in the courses to which t~e a sent o~ the days they have milled
counted as other absences f;o~rec1:~;11tted, and these absences are

o:

M~TRl~ULATION, REGISTRATION, AND ENROLLMENT
Registration and matriculation tak
.
the beginning of each sem t
e place m the Field Houae at
date prescribed in the colles
students must register on tbe
to matriculate at the beginn~ ~ end~r. All students are required
the Bursar a receipt Th" go . eac. semester and to obtain from
who issues the stude~t a n1s r~ceip~ is presented to the Registrv
number of courses the stud~;:; i:r e~ti~o~rse cards equivalent to the
sents the enrollment cards to
f
e to take. The student preous courses. Students matricuf:~ es~ors -~ho enroll him in the varj.
than that prescribed in this B II ~~ mi::i er semester at a date later
u e 10 s I pay the Bursar a penalty

:r. tll

course and that, in order to receive credit for the course, he
required to take the work again.
[11Complete.-A grade of "I" shall indicate that the instructor,
l»ecause the student has not completed all the work required in the
coarse though he has passed the examination, is unable to report
tbe final grade at the regular time.
All students with incomplete grades who have not satisfied the
department concerned and have not obtained a passing grade before
tbe close of the semester following the date of the regular examination in which the "I" was incurred, are regarded as having failed
an the course concerned and must repeat the course in order to reaive credit.
.Abs111t from Examination.-A grade of "X" shall indicate that
tbe student was absent from the examination.
A student absent from examination and marked "X," if his ablellct has been excused by the Dean of the College, may receive
ID examination on the payment of a fee of $2.00 to the Bursar of
tbe College. The Dean shall arrange with the department concerned
for this examination, which must be taken by the student before
tbe close of the semester following the date of the examination in
which the "X" was incurred. Otherwise, the grade for the course
lball be recorded as "F." If a student's absence from an examinaticln is not excused by the Dean, the grade for the course concerned
DU be recorded as "F."

au be

REGULATIONS FOR DROPPING COURSES
In order to drop a course, a student must obtain the approval
of the Dean of the College and of the instructor concerned. In the
cue of freshmen, approval must be obtained from the student's ad-
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visor and his instructor. The grade in a dropped course shall
"WP," if the student is currently passing the course or a •
if he is not passing.
'
EXAMINATIONS
Fin~! examinations in all subjects are held in January and
respectively. The examination record combined with the
made in class constitutes the student's final grade.
EXPLANATION OF QUALITY-POINT SYSTEM
A certain quality-grade is required for graduation and, for
pu:pose of determining this quality-grade, numerical values
po~nts are given to the grade letters as follows : for grade "A,•
points for each semester hour of credit; for grade "B" 3 poinll
for grade " C," 2 points; for grade "D," 1 point.
'
To obtain a student's grade point ratio, the total amount of
m~ster hours taken a.r e divided into the total amount of qualil:J
P.omts earned. For this purpose quality points deducted for ex(9s1ve absences from class are regarded as quality points not earael
. The term "average grade of 'C,"' means that the student
twice as many quality points as semester hours taken.
CLASS STANDING
~or a ~t~dent to rank as a Sophomore, he must have to Iii
cred~t a ~1mmum of ~wenty-four semester hours and forty-..,.,
quality pomts; as a J uruor, fifty-six semester hours and one
and twelve quality points; as a Senior, ninety-two semester boan
and one hundred and eighty-four quality points.

la""""'

AMOUNT OF WORK
E:cclusive of basic ROTC or physical education, no student •
permitted to take less than fifteen semester hours of work withoat
special permission from the Dean; to take more than seventeen •
mester hours of work unless his average grade in the Prccediac
mester is "C" or above, or, under any conditions, to take more tba
twenty ~emester hours of work. A grade of "F" deprives a studmt
of the nght to take extra work, regardless of his average grade.
The total amount of work that a student may take in any oae
depart~ent toward the Bachelor's degree is limited to a maximum of
th1rty-s1x semester hours. For purposes of determining this requirement, German and Romance Languages are regarded as separa1e
departments. Required Freshman and Sophomore courses shall not
be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit.

LIMIT ON FRESHMAN WORK
o Senior may take credit for any course. open primarily . to
en except a course required for graduation; and no J um~r
:y take for graduation credit more than o?e :ourse open }n. to Freshmen. A list of these courses 1s given under Dets and Courses of Instruction."
LIMIT ON FINAL WORK FOR GRADUATION
ot more than six to eight semester hours of work may be
tllrm in another institution of approved standin.g as the final work
ry for graduation, and this work of Semor grade must first
approved by the Dean.
REGISTRATION FOR LESS THAN NORMAL WORK
A student reported to be in poor health or e~gaged in outside
1JOl'k that demands much of his time may not register ~or the norload of work unless his average grade for the preceding semester
"C' or above.
SUMMER SESSION ELSEWHERE
Wofford students desiring to attend summer school in another
Giilece must secure advance approval of the registrar .and of the
clllirman of the departments in which the student desires to take
AUDITING COURSES
A student who wishes to audit a course may do so on securing
6e consent of the instructor. No attendance record of the student
kept, and he may not receive credit for the course.
HONORS COURSES
Junior and Senior students may, at the discretion of the Cui:dc:alum Committee and the Faculty, be allowed to carry an espec1lllJ directed course running thro~gh the semester or through ~he
Jiii'• this course to carry full credit toward a degree, but to require
., class attendance.
or better
The applicant must have attai~ed a~ avera~e of
ID the courses in the department m which he 1s seek1?g to do the
tpecial work and must be recommended to the Curriculum Committee by the head of that department and by the teacher under
whom the work is to be done.
The student must meet the professor under whose direction he
• punuing such a course at least every two weeks or a total of
eicht times during the semester.

·:B"
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E~a~ination~

will be held in such courses during the
exammatton penod.
The passing grade in such a course shall be "B " and
~oun~ o~ work done shall be substantially greater ~ that
m a s1m1lar classroom course.
No professor shall offer more than one such
.
one semester, and the number of students tak'n course .dunnc
shall not be more than three.
I g any given
No such course shall be given 'f · .
a regular classroom course.
I it ts currently being offend
No honors courses may be offered d .
The offering of such courses .
h urmg summ~r school.
individual professor.
is w oily at the discretion of

THE DEAN 'S LIST
. Students who, at the mid-year or final
. .
tamed an average of "B" o h' h .
exammabons, ba'ft
just closed and
r tg er. m the courses of the halfwho have not received a grade of "F"
•1•
any course
are
or....
A
d placed on the Dean's L'is t for t he sue~:
year.
stu ent whose name appears on th D , ."'"'~
two additional unexcused absences in each e f ~n s List ts
dent must be car i
. .
o ts courses. A
bDe
:::e
{work
ean s Ltst at any time, if the stud
·
i:aw~ rom
factory standard of scholarship and
to mamtam a . .

co~sid~red. T~

~;n~";~~e~! ~!ys~~e:~~dhours'
c~~~~~~s

RULES ON ABSENCES AND CLASS ATTENDANCE
to

h~~e si~~:~s c~:~:~t a~h::n~na:s~~:~i~s ~~~b~~~~
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c

are permitll4

~~~:~,~;1,:'·..~~:~,;.n l1;:,~~·~;~~~ ".;,';,"~~ed~y
~=.:;:
with

without good cause and no explanation of
be
Cl'
expected. No absences in excess of the nu b ca?s~. ts required Cl'
allowed except those excused by the D m e~ t~ teated above UI
ca.us~, and for which a satisfactory w~eno e tuden~ for goo4
71thin seven days after the absence occurs. No
rom announced tests are allowed.
CL~UlllCllllZI
pro~~io~~excused absences are allowed students while on academic

:~:~~~p~

~~t pa~graph.

Absences beyond those indicated in the fi
unless excused, shall be penalized by loss
abcne,
follows: for the first absence one qu rt
. qu tty pointl •
two additional quality points '. for the tha'tr1dy, thpomt;
fo.r. the seamd,
ree additional
qualitJ

; for the fourth, four additional quality points, making a
of ten, at which point the student is automatically dropped
the course with a grade of "F."
Students living more than 500 miles from Spartanburg will be
one extra day at the beginning of the Thanksgiving holidays.
Absences due to authorized representation of the college in a
activity are recorded but not counted against the number
ed all students. Excuses for such absences should be presented
the Dean of Students within seven days after the absence occurs.
Absences from class or laboratory sessions may not be removed
making up the work as required by the instructor.
In order to obtain credit for a course, a student must have acattended fifty per cent of the class meetings during the seAbsences from class are counted from the first day of the se. Students may register late only with the consent of the
of the College.
A student who neglects his class, or attends irregularly, after
· from the instructor and upon the approval of the Dean
the College, may be dropped from the course with a grade of "F."
Freshmen may not leave the city without the permission of the
of Students.

Daily reports are required of each instructor and are filed in the
of the Registrar. An instructor has no authority to excuse
ltUdent from class attendance.

ACADEMIC PROBATION AND EXCLUSION
The College reserves the right to require the withdrawal of stuwhose scholarship is not satisfactory and of those who, for
other reason, are regarded as not in accord with the ideals and
..-.•..A.... ds that the College seeks to maintain.
Probation
The purpose of academic probation is to warn a student and to
' him in improving the character of his work. If a student
fli1a to make an average grade of "C" or higher on at least twelve
Jlllll!ltcr hours of work passed in a semester, he may be put on
academic probation for the following semester. Such students are
IDowed no unexcused absences during the period of their probation.
A student may be removed from academic probation upon the
eampletion of a semester's work with an average grade of "C" on
a minimum of fifteen semester hours passed.
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Exclusion
A student who is tak·
1
ha
work, because he has bee~n~ ess t n twelve semester houn
account of failure or e
ropped .from a course or COUJ'lel
the College.
xcess absences is automatically excluded
A.n upperclassman (this includes second•
permitted to remain in college in th
y;r freshmen) •
pas~s atsdmuch as nine semester hours ~f s::~:ic o~~:s~~st unle11
s u ent of the Freshma 1
•
September if he did not assn c ass is i:iot permitted to re-enter
in the second semester of ~ at l~ast six semester hours of
semester hours of work fore Sirev1o~s year and a total of ei
requirement by summer sch le ent~e year, unless he meetl
permitted to re-enter in Septe~be;~~
A.ny other stu.dent ia
hours of work of the second se
t
e t1d not pass nine
ment by summer school work mes er, un ess he meets this
In addition to the ab
·
· .
ing in college, there is afs:e ti~a~~~~ati~e requi~em~nts for
an upperclassman who d
h owmg qualitative requirement
year, a credit of at leas~e~4not al~ve, at. the close of an a~
year is automatically excluded q~ ity thomg on the work of
this requirement by summer sch~~lmwor~ ollege, unless he meell
A student who has not
· .
hours and 112 ual ·
. accumu 1ated a minimum of 56 lleDJelllmf
shall be discontfuue~~ pomts at the end of three years in
Students who are academicall e cl
not be reinstated until the end 0 { x uded from the CoUege 11111
one semester after the excllllicm.

h

con.

WITHDRAWAL FROM COLLEGE
Students withdrawing from colle
.
the Registrar and Dean of Stud /e are required to report ID
drawal. Failure to do this will res~~t s. and arrange regular widtthe permanent record card.
m an entry to that effect •
DISCIPLINE
Student d. · r
mittee and i~sc~hem~:::h~fC~J~e~e is vested i~ the ~iscipline Qim.
regulations, a student ma b u ents. For infractions of coD.expelled. If a student is f~un~ ~~~~d o~n prob~ti.on, suspended, or
on probation, suspension will ord·
·1 an additional offense while
the Discipline Committee will actmar~ .j f~lo~. In alJ major ca-,
handle minor infractions of the ~~s.1 e t e ean of Students will
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CONDUCT REGULATIONS
Students are expected to conduct themselves according to the
ltlndards of morality and decency. Such conduct as dishonesty,
' of alcoholic beverages, gambling, profanity, and other im• 'es is prohibited, and students found guilty of misconduct
be subject to discipline by the Discipline Committee. The Colraerves the right to suspend, expel, or ask a student to withfrom College at any time his conduct is deemed unsatisfactory.
DORMITORY REGULATIONS
AD unmarried students, not living with parents or relatives, are
• to live in college dormitories.
Wofford College is eager that its students have a happy dormilife and wishes to do everything possible for their comfort and
'ence. The College urges each student to cooperate with the
'on in this purpose and to see that his personal belongings
always arranged in an orderly manner.
The student will be held responsible for any damage to the room
equipment during the rental period, and he is required to pay
all damage caused by his neglect or abuse of college property.
College furniture must not be moved from the room where it
been placed by the College.
Room-rent includes heat, lights, and janitor service. Each stuil expected to bring his own pillows, towels, and bed clothing.
beds are single beds.
Permission must be granted through the office of Dean of Stufor use of electrical appliances other than the regular lighting
The use or possession of intoxicating liquors, wines or beer, and

pmbling in any manner are forbidden.
Persons of questionable character are forbidden to visit the

6irmitories.
Animals shall not be kept in the dormitories.
Solicitation for sales or gifts on the grounds or within the buildii prohibited except by appointees of the College.
All visitors who take meals or spend the night in the dormimust be registered with the hostess.

PUBLIC REPRESENTATION OF THE COLLEGE
Athletes must qualify in accordance with the rules of the SouthIntercollegiate Athletic Association. Special students must ob• permission from the Dean before participating in any public
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attd Expenses

CHAPEL EXERCISES
All students are required to attend chapel exercises twice
ly. Four absences for which no accounting is required are
in any one semester, but if a student's unexcused absences
five in any one semester, he is automatically excluded from
College. Excuses for chapel absences should be handed in to
office of Dean of Students within seven days of the date of
absence.

SOCIAL FRATERNITIES
All rules concerning the social fraternities' relations with
other are formulated by the Inter-Fraternity Council in clOR
operation with the Dean of Students. Any infraction of these "II":
lations will render the fraternity subject to disciplinary action.
For initiation into a fraternity, a student must have earned
minimum of nine semester hours and eighteen quality pointa
preceding semester.

THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD
The financial control of all student publications is vested iD
board, composed of four faculty members and five student ambers. This Board is also at the service of the staffs of the pubb
tions for suggestions or advice concerning their work. No studelt
publication can be started at the College without the appnml
the Publications Board.

FACULTY REPORTS
Each member of the Faculty is required to report montblJ •
the standing of all students who are failing in his classes.

MID-SEMESTER AND SEMESTER REPORTS
After November 15 for the first semester and March 30 for die
second semester, reports concerning class attendance and sc:bolaf.
ship of all Freshmen and Sophomores will be sent to parents or
guardians. At the close of each semester final reports of class lttendance, courses, grades, and quality-points of all students will be
sent to parents or guardians.

h
ester are due and payable,
All fees a~d expe~ses for eac re s~ation at the beginning of
otherwise specified, upo.n g 'tted to classes until arrangesemester, and no student is adm1
d
.th the President
concerning their settlement has been ma e w1
the College.

GENERAL FEES AND EXPENSES
Resident Students

Tuition
College Fees

Room
Board
Total

Day Students

$125.00
125.00*
60.00**
170.00

$125.00
110.00

$480.00

$235.00

Laboratory and Special Fees
Laboratory Fees in Science
Courses-Laboratory Fee in Sociolo~ 112
Laboratory Fee in Accounting
Courses-Per Semester
Music and Art Fee-Per Semester
Extra Subject-Per Semester Hour
Physical Education Fee-Per Semester
Basic ROTC Fee-Per Semester
Student Teaching Fe:
Graduation Fee (Senior Year)

10.00***
4.50
5.00
3.00
3.00
1.50
1.00
40.00
10.00

DORMITORY BREAKAGE DEPOSIT
.
.
.
fall semester each boarding
At r~gistration m !11~e sit of $10.00 to pay for
be require? to n;te
~ the furnishings thereof.
clone by him to ids room have been repaired will be
ckpolit left after amages
the student at the close of the school year.

student will
any dama~e
Any of this
refunded to

~udes $lS.OO Medical Fee (see Page 103) .
teFor Carlisle, Snyder, and Black H3!!iditional

Greene Hall-$10.~ per semester
~e-semeeter advanced courst.S.
-ror two-St.melter mtiodudOry courses or
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FEES AND EXPENSES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS
Charges for each term :
$ 15.00
Registration Fee
7.00
Tuition Fee, per semester hour
85.00
Room-rent and Board
2.00
Library Fee
2.00
Medical Fee
All fees and expens es are due and payable at the time of
tration.
Teachers in active full-f
.
.
orphans from Epworth Orph1me service m. sch<;><>ls and coll
and sons of M th d.
.
anage, Methodist mmisterial stu
only $5.00 per :e~e~~~rm~~~s:e~~ a::d~;quired ~o pay a tuition fee
andSthe expenses for room-:ent and1 ~~~r~o t e fee for reg:J!'ltlllial
tudents taking courses in 1 b
·.
oratory fees required in
1 a oratory science must pay the
.
regu ar term.
. .
S tudents roommg in th d
with _them their own bed-~ot~[:11tort1~s will be expected to
dormitory beds are all single bedg,
s. p ow cases, and towels.

EXPLANATION OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE
. . ~tudents undertake each ear b
.
tlVlhes-literary, social athle~c
y c~P:rattve effort various
an essential part of c~llege lif' an~ ~ehgious. !hese activities
value. Formerly they
e an
ave considerable educatiolll
or by the method of 7ere supported by voluntary contril>utm
carefully considering t~:ss a~d s~dent body assessments. After
College came to the conclu~i~n e~h owever, the authorities of
ally and efficiently mana d
at they could be more economicfits could be brought w1~teh.mand
time,
d
b their. .beaereacthhat,ofatallthest same
ee
wholly
devoted
to
th"
.
u
ents
y requ1nng I
f
ministered
as the "Stud ist Apu~s~. This fee is known and _...
en
cttv1ttes F
Th"
student, without additional cost ( 1)
ee.
is secures to elCla
nual*; (2) partici ation i
'
one. copy of the College A.athletic; (3) membership ~1 c~~ss ~unctions-literary, social ml
( 4) Lyceum tickets . ( )
. e . tu dent Christian
subscrip~ions to stud~nt 5peri~di~~1:1.on to athletic games; and (6)
11

~

A~·

In view of this fee, no assessment b cl
can be made except by special pe rm1ss1on
. .Y oafsses
by student body
theorAdministration.
•The annual staff has the
h .
photographs which appear in a~e ~~

~~~e

additional charges for perlGllll

LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
Snyder and Black Halls are dormitories for Freshmen; Carlisle
Greene Halls are dormitories for upperclassmen. Generally,
students are assigned to each dormitory room.
A resident student, in order to retain his room for -the succeedyear, is requested to make application, accompanied by a reser• fee of $10.00, between April 12 and April 16 at the office
the Bursar. This reservation fee is deducted from the room-rent
the time of registration for the first semester, but is not refunded.
All rooms which have not been reserved on or before April 16 will
considered vacant for the succeeding year and will be reserved
the order in which applications are made.
Rooms are reserved only for applicants for admission as resident students. A reservation fee of $10.00 is required. The reserwtion fee is deducted from the room-rent at the time of registration

lor the fall semester.

The exchange of rooms may be arranged within fifteen days

after the opening of the semester. A charge of $2.00 will be made
lor the change of rooms after that period.
BENEFITS OF MEDICAL FEE
In consideration of the payment of the medical fee of $30.00
( 15.00 per semester), Wofford College provides the following
Hospital, Surgical, and Medical Care insurance in addition to the

ftCUlar

infirmary care:

1. Reimbursements of charges for hospital

room and board up to
(Maximum 31 days for each disability)
2. Miscellaneous hospital expenses reimbursed
up to maximum of
(For each disability)
3. First aid treatment for accidental bodily
injuries up to a maximum of
4. Surgical charges reimbursed up to maximum of
(In accordance with schedule on file
with College Bursar)
5. Otarges by doctor or physician for treatment
in a hospital for non-surgical disability reimbursed up to

$6.00 per day

60.00
60.00
150.00

3.00 per day
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REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS
The following regulations of the Board of Trustees govern
payment of all college fees. The President, Dean, or Bursar
no authority to suspend or in any way alter these regulations.
1. General fees and expenses are due and payable upon rep.,
tration at the beginning of each semester or summer term, and
student is admitted to classes until arrangements concerning tbeit
settlement have been made with the Bursar of the College.
2. All special fees are due and payable when the bill for die
same is rendered by the Bursar of the College.
3. Matriculation and tuition fees are not refunded.
4. A charge of $1.00 per day is made for delay in matricalttion, except in case of sickness or unavoidable detention at home.
5. No refund in room-rent and board will be allowed, except
in case of permanent withdrawal or except in case of absence It
home on account of sickness for a period of at least fifteen days.
6. The sons of Methodist ministers and any young man of tbe
graduating class of any orphanage in South Carolina are exempt
from payment of tuition, but are required to pay all other fea
Methodist ministerial students may give notes for their tuitioa.
These loan notes are cancelled when the student enters upon active work of the ministry.
7. Ministerial students, not sons of ministers, will make nolll
for their tuition for a semester at a time. The right to make lll1
additional semester note is subject to the regulations govemmc
scholarships and free tuition.
8. Wofford College is a member of Tuition Exchange, and
remits full tuition fees to children of faculty members at other
institutions which are members of Tuition Exchange.
9. A reduction of $10.00 per student per semester is made in
tuition where two or more brothers are enrolled in College at tbe
same time.
10. No student who has not settled all his bills with the Burm
of the College is allowed to stand the mid-year or final examinations of the academic year or the final examinations of the summer
term.
11. A fee of $1.00 is charged for any change in a student'•
course card after it has been approved, provided the change is nat
required by the College.
12. A charge of $2.00 will be made for every special examina·
tion given to a student.
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of $10 00 is required of all students who
d f. or the next academic year. This
to have a room reserve
.
f
·
. f e is deducted from the room-rent at the ttme o reg1~~e first semester. If a student wishes to cancel his
'on he must notify the College before August 1; otherthe ;eservation fee of $10.00 is not refunded.
.
14 No student or former student who has not settl;d all h;s
• 'n bills with the Bursar, or paid his loan fun. notes o
: accordin to the terms of payment, may receive a tranB":r.iis work u!til his obligation has been cleared on the records
.

f

13. A reservation ee

ti:

tbe College.

.

.

· d t

the
o pay d
~f replacement of apparatus and materials broke? or da:age him. This amount is to be paid to the Bursar pnor to t e ex

15 In all laboratory courses a student is require
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KUEL DIBBLE MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $1,600.00.-By his
, Mrs. Agnes Dibble Moss of Orangeburg, S. C.
JAKIN N. DUKE ENDOWMENT FUND, $100,000.00-By Mr.
amin N. Duke of Charlotte, N. C.
ADEN DuPRE MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $1,000.00.-By his
, Mrs. Carrie Duncan DuPre of Spartanburg, S. C.
M. EvANS ENDOWMENT FUND, $5,000.00-Established by
estate of J. M. Evans, May 9, 1952.
JAKES D. HAMMETT MEMORIAL FUND, $20,000.00.-By Mr.
D. Hammett of Anderson, S. C.
WILLIAM HOWARD JACKSON MEMORIAL FUND, $1,000.00.-By
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Jackson of Spar-

'J.

DI.

Special Endowment:, Scholarshi
and Loan Funds
Through the years b
.
the College has been' b Y.l~~ner~us gifts from friends and 11
Scholarship, Endowed L~anmg its Special Endowment, E
financial stability to its
' and Loan Funds. These funds
service in accord with r~:gr~m an~ h~lp ~o provide an edu .
pleased to list below th.
highest mshtu.tional standards. We
is constantly enlargmg group of funds.

SPECIAL ENDOWMENT FUNDS
SAM ORR BLACK AND HUGH
B
gr. Sam Orr Black and

~~b~Z~~

s

0

S=

CAR~ISLE MEMORIAL FuND $36141
.
H. Carlisle, established by th~ I , ..OOd~emonal to

~~r~~ghout

the State at large

~u~~~rt~~ula~~~enf::f

AND MRS. N. F . KIRKLAND MEMORIAL FUND, $1,000.00.their son, Dr. William C. Kirkland of the South Carolina Con-

RICHARD I. MANNING, JR. MEMORIAL FuND, $6,000.00.-By
heirs of Spartanburg, S. C.
J. THOMAS PATE MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $5,318.59.-By
widow, Mrs. Alice G. Pate of Camden, S. C.
H. N. SNYDER CHAIR OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE,
.~ubscribed and directed through the Wofford of TomorCampaign.
1854 SouTH CAROLIN A CONFERENCE ENDOWMENT FUND, $77.50.
ubscribed and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Cam-

fliln.
T.

D~~c~u:~R;~fa! 0f~

Dr. ].._

JAMES H. CARLISLE CHAIR OF RE
$C70.00.:--Subscribed and directed through ~~c:owNoffAoNDd PfHTII.OSOPBT,
ampa1gn.
r o omorrow
A Aue. M. AND CEMA S. CHREITZBERG FUND $9 22
ug. M. and Mrs. Cerna s 01 't b
'
, 1.911.-By Mr.
MR. AND MRs Jos K ·
rei z erg of Spartanburg S. C.
By Mr. and Mrs." Jos." K. g:v~~s oINsoowrtanMEbNT FuND, $1,CXX>.00.
pa
urg, S. C.

, s. c.

B. STACKHOUSE CHAIR oF EcoNoMrcs AND BusrnESs ADllJNISTRATION, $50,000.00.-Established in 1949 by the Board of
ruatees in memory of Mr. Stackhouse, who, in 1937, gave to the
Offord College Endowment Fund the sum of $50,000.00. The
laolder of this chair will be determined by special resolution of the
loud of Trustees.
W. FRANK WALKER MEMORIAL FUND, $20,563.67.-By Mr.
• Frank Walker of Greenville, S. C.
HINRY P. WILLIAMS ENDOWMENT FUND, $1,359.58.-By Mr.
Henry P. Williams of Charleston, S. C.
BENJAMIN WOFFORD ENDOWMENT FUND, $125.00.-Subscribed
-1 directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign.
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• Endowments, Scholarships, and Loan Funds

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

BISHOP ]AMES ATKINS M
Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Hooker o/MORIAL, $1,000.00.-Established
as an endowed scholarshi f Spartanburg, S. C., in April 1
qualities of scholarship
or worthy students with ou '
BERNARD M B
' c aracter and leadership.
. ARUCH $1000000 E b .
M . Baruch of New
York' Ci 'and. . - sta lished by Mr.
1939, as an endowed schol tyh.
Georgetown, S. C., in ~
outstanding qualities and ars ~p for worthy students who
M
promise.
RS. BETTY G. BEDENBAUGH/ $1 784
!Jetty G. Bedenbaugh in her .
f '
.64-.-Established by
is to be used as an annual s w111 o ~ugust 22, 1953. The .
and needy student, with her ~~~larsh1p t? be .awarded to a
DR. LEw1s Jom:s Bu
smen bemg given preference.
1945, by Mrs. Louise H B~~ $2£500.00.-Established in
e 0 S~rtanburg, S. C. u 1
morial to her husband Th
basis of character lead h.e scholarship is to be awarded on
THE ROBERT 'M cers lp and scholarly achievement
· ARLISLE MEM
S
'
?ewable scholarship of $ 300
ORIAL CHOLARsHIP.-A
00
income on the Robert M
. . per year, made possible by
mately $5 000 00 h Id . · Carlisle Scholarship Fund of aJ>PrOli.
tion.
,
.
e m trust by the Spartanburg County FOUlllfl;.

t

THE CARROLL SCHOLARSHIP FuN
Mrs. Hattie Carroll and M E . D, $2,631.00.-Established
by their gift of $3,250.00. r. dwm Carroll of Cltar!eston, S.
Cr.IFTON MANUFACTUR!N
Clifton Manufacturing C
G O~PANY, $4,700.00-Established If
for t~e purpose of establ~~f:ny o Oift?n, S. C., in March, 1943,
of Clifton Mills eligible for c!11:~~olarsh1ps to be awarded to boJI
I ULius E. CoGs WELL s
·
lished by Mr. Julius E
CHOLARSHIP FUND, $1,000.00.-~
dowed scholarship fund. Cogswell on December 31, 1953 aa

c

ID•

THt D. E. CoNvtRSJ'; CoMPANY $1 '7
The D. E. Converse Co
'
,,00.00.-Establiahed Jr
for the purpose of awar::l~an; of G!e!'ldale, S. C., in April, 1943,
Converse Company eligible ~ cholllarships to the boys of the D. &
THE M
A or co ege entrance.
RS. nLP'JU:D I DUP
Established by Mrs. Al.fred ~N~ CHOLARSHIP FuND, $15,00>.00for worthy students.
· uPont as an endowed scholarlllip

s

. FAIRFORtST FINISHING CoMPANY
Fa1rforest Finishing Com
f S / $1,000.00.-Established bJ
1943, the annual proceed;~;:,~ ranburg, s.
in Dec:emher,
permanent scholarship for an
l s endowment to be used u a
emp oyec or son of an empJ~ of

c.,
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orat Finishing Company. However, when there is no applifor this scholarship, it may be diverted to some other worthy

.CHISLEY C.

HtRBERT, $2,035.00---Established by Rev. C. C.
Jr., and his brother, Dr. T. W. Herbert, as a memorial
their father, Rev. Chesley C. Herbert, of the Oass of 1892. The
'pal of this fund is to be invested by the college and the inused as a scholarship grant to worthy students.
TBI 0. C. KAY SCHOLARSHIP FuND, $200.00---Established in
by the gift of Mr. 0. C. Kay.
Wn.LIAM A. LAw, $50,000.00.-Established by Mr. S. Oay
•
of Winston-Salem, N. C., in February, 1937, as a memorial
Mr. William A. Law of Philadelphia, Pa., of the class of 1883,
income from this endowment to be used to pay college fees of
carefully selected group of students to be known as the "Wm. A.
Scholars." They are to be selected on the basis of scholarship,
er, and leadership.
MILLS MILL, $3,000.00.-Established by Mills Mill of Wood' S. C., in December, 1943, the annual proceeds from this enlllD!nnt!llt to be used as a permanent scholarship for an employee or
of employee of Mills Mill. However, when there is no applifor this scholarship, it may be diverted to some other worthy

toy.
!UPBJtASIA ANN MURPH, $4,266.37.-Established by her son,

• D. S. Murph of St. Andrews, S. C., and Washington, D. C.,
income to be used to assist students of scholarship, character
promise.
PACOLET MANUFACTURING CoMPANY, $5,000.00.- Established
Pacolet Manufacturing Company of Pacolet, S. C., in January,
IM3. Students of Pacolet Manufacturing Company must be given
consideration. If there is no student who is desirious of availbimself of this opportunity, Wofford College shall have the right
uae the proceeds in granting other scholarships.
THI DARWIN L. Rtm MEMORIAL, $3,000.00.-Established by
Kn. D. L Reid of Sandy Springs, S. C., and her daughter, Mrs.
Jahn D. Rogers of Easley, S. C., in March, 1950.
Snu-LYLEs-DAWKINs-MARTIN, $2,000.00.-Established by Mr.
IDCl Mn. T. P. Sims of Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be used
a a scholarship for orphan boys from Spartanburg, Union, and
lirfield Counties.
SPAllTAN MILLS, $5,000.00.-Established by Spartan Mills of
Spartanburg, S. C., in February, 1943. If a student connected in
IOIDC way with Spartan Mills meets the qualifications for admission
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to college, the income from this fund will go to that person. U
one qualifiies in a particular year from Spartan Mills the •
may be used to aid some other student.
'
. COLEMAN B.
ALLER SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $1,200.00.hshed by Dr. Coleman B. Waller, Emeritus Professor of Lllil!lllilli
at Wofford College, for the purpose of awarding scholarsbipl
qualified and deserving young men at Wofford College.

w
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f1AR.CY P. WANNAMAKER, $3,500.00.-By Mr. John E. Wano£ St. Matthews, S. C., the income to be used for loans
llllbitious and worthy boys. Accumulations $4,285.83.
)Luy A. WATTS, $1,500.00.-By Mrs. Mary A. W~tts.of AbS. C., in December, 1917, the income from ~h~ch ts to be
in assisting students preparing to enter the mm1stry of the
• Church, who, in the judgment of the College, are unable
Wp themselves. Accumulations $3,738.13.

ENDOWED LOAN FUNDS
COKESBURY CoNFERENCE SCHOOL, $10,000.00.- By
Suber of Cokesbury, S. C., the income to be used for the assiiltlllll
of students studying for the Christian Ministry. Accum
$7,802.14.
A. MASON DUPRE, $1,000.00.-By Mrs. E. P . Chamben
Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be used as a fund for the •
ance of worthy and ambitious students. Accumulations $1,377
MRs. E. C. HODGES, $68.75.-By Mrs. E. C. Hodges of
son, S. C., on December 25, 1925, the income therefrom to be
in assisting poor boys to obtain an education. Accumulations $43
~OHN W. HUMBER!, $1,800.00.-By Rev. John W. H
t~e m~ome .to be used m a loan to an outstanding student to
him with his expenses. Accumulations $3,382.96.
A . . w. Lov:: AND WIFE, $1,000.00.-Memorial by A. W. Lent
and wife of Hickory Grove, S. C., the income to be used in
'
ing worthy students. Accumulations $1,377.12.
Jos. A: McCuLLOl!GH, $1,000.00.-By Mr. Jos. A. McCuUoap
of Greenville, S. C., m March, 1934. Accumulations $678.48.
THE LILLIAN LANCASTER OWEN LoAN FUND $200 00-~
lish~d September 1, 1956, by Mr. J. Mack Owe~ of ~
the mcome to be used to help worthy students.
A NIE NA~MI McCARTHY_ SHIRLEY, $30,000.00.-By Mrs. Sbirle.y .of ~olumb1a, S. C., the mcome to be used in loans to neeclJ
mm1stenal students of the Methodist Church. Accumulations $22,
556.76.
HuGH MILTON STACKHOUSE, $1 ,000.00.-By Mr. H. M. Stickhouse of Oemson College, S. C., the income to be used as a lolll
to help some worthy, needy students, preferably from Marlboro
County. Accumulations $1,202.06.
]AMES WILLIAM STOKES, $2,000.00.-By his widow, Mrs. Ella
L. _Sto~es of Orangeburg, S. C., in July, 1904, the income from
which is to be used as a loan fund in aiding deserving and neeclJ
students from Orangeburg County. Accumulations $3,806.84.

LOAN FUNDS

H. W. ACKERMAN FuND.-By Mr. H. W. Ackerman of Lands. C. Value $129.10.
JlilNW!LL LoAN FuND.-Given by Mrs. F. W. Barnwell of
For naturcitizens or sons of naturalized citizens. Value $100.00.
H. C. B!TH!A FuND.-By Mr. H. C. Bethea of Dillon, S. C.

anaer Robins, Ga., in memory of Wilbur D. White, '19.

J.

$74.03.
N. B!TH!A FuND.-By Mr. J. N. Bethea of Dillon, S. C.

$118.00.
BITB!L MJtTHODIST CHURCH FuND.-By Bethel Methodist
Spartanburg, S. C. Value $987.21.
EDWARD P. CHAMBERS FuND.-By his daughter, Mrs. Marion
ficley of Greenville, S. C. Value $128.05.
Crr1z!N OF FORT MILL, s. c. Value $50.00.
Cl.Ass OF 1880.-T. B. STACKHOUSE FuNo.-By Mr. T. B.
use of Columbia, S. C., and his classmates. Value $4,568.83.
Cuss OF 1905 FuND.-By the class of 1905. Value $118.50.
Cuss OF 1939 STUDENT EMERGENCY LoAN FUND.-Established
Mr. Cecil G. Huskey and other members of the ~la.ss of 1939
enable third and fourth year students to meet incidental exValue $2,740.30.
Wu.LIAM CoLEMAN FUND.-By Mr. William Coleman of Union,
C. Value $107.86.
BLAND CONNOR MEMORIAL FUND.-By his mother, of Fort
S. C. Value $353.59.
MASON DuPRE MEMORIAL FuND.-By Wofford College
Body 1949-'SO, $62.75, and Mr. Eugene M. Anderson of
i..,,..,.,~hurg, $300.00. Total value $362.75.
WADEN DuPRE FuND.-By the Rotary Oub of Spartanburg,
C. Value $888.97.
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BoYD M. McKJO:oWN FuND.-By Mr. Boyd M. McKeown of

EuBANKs MEMORIAL FuNo.-Established by J. Evans
~s a memorial to his wife, Frances Stackhouse Eubanks,

113

and

mfant son, Evans, Jr. Value $1,000.00.
A FRIEND.-From New York City. Value $4,514.39.
C. E . GAILLARD FuNo.-By Dr. C. E. Gaillard of
burg, S. C., Value $15.78.
WM. BUTLER GA!tRETT, III FuNo.-By his father and
Rev. and Mrs. W. B. Garrett of the Upper South Carolina
ference. Value $355.50.
ADDIE F. GARVIN FuNo.-By Mrs. Addie F. Garvin of
tan burg, S. C. Value $104.50.
}AMES D. HAMMETT FuNo.-By Mr. James D. Hammett,
derson, S. C. Value $23,432.95.
CHARLES T. HAMMOND FuNo.-By Mr. Charles T. ffllaa•
of Greenwood, S. C. Value $359.79.
MARY ELIZABETH HILLS FuNo.-By Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
of. <;olumbi~, S. C.•. as a loan fund for students preparinr for
mmistry, with special reference to service in the mission
Value $100.00.
J . KELL. HINSON LOAN Fu No, $400.00-The income to be
for the assistance of students studying for the Christian · ·
or other worthy students.
W. H. HODGES FuNo.~By Rev. W. H. Hodges and familJ
the South Carolina Conference. Value $1,041.01.
MR. AND MRs. W. A. Hoon FuND.-By Mr and Mrs. W
Hood of Hickory Grove, S. C. Value $404.40. .
'
TH~ W. E. HUNTER FuNo.-Established by Mr. W. E. ff
of Covington, Kentucky. Value $50.00.
A. W. JACKSON FuNo.-By Mr. A. W. Jackson. Value $8.3'
WALTER G. JACKSON FuND.-By Mr. Walter G. Jacbon
Spartanburg, S. C. Value $211.75.
MR. AND MRs. T. J. }oRDAN FuNo.-By Mr. and Mrs t J
Jordan. Value $477.27.
· '
. R. L. KIRKWOOD FuND.-By Mr. R. L. Kirkwood of &nneu.
ville, S. C. Value $644.14.
W. E. LuCAs FuNo.-By Mr. W. E. Lucas of Laurens S C.
Value $124.00.
' '
WILLIAM ANDREW LYON FuNo.-By his widow and son, ]um
Fuller Lyon, and daughter, Inez St. C. Lyon, in memory of their
father. Value $121.00.

· e, Tennessee. Value $74.50.
WALTER S. MONTGOMERY FuND.-By Mr. Walter S. Mont' Sr., of Spartanburg, S. C., in memory of Frank and
Montgomery. Value $307.50.
W.R. PERKINS FuND.-By Mr. W. R. Perkins of New York
• Value $519.46.
]AMIS T. PRINC£ FuNo.-By Mr. James T. Prince of Atlanta,
· Value $2,321.13.
BIN]. RrcE REMBERT-ARTHUR G. R£MB£RT FuND.-By Dr.
Mn. A. G. Rembert of Spartanburg, S. C. Value $190.35.
Roc1t HILL DISTRICT FuNo.-By the Rock Hill Distruct, Upper
Carolina Conference. Value $208.21.
F. W. SESSIONS FuNo.-By Mr. F. W. Sessions. Value $143.10.
SBANDON EPWORTH LEAGU£ FuND.-By Shandon Methodist
, Columbia, S. C. Value $75.29.
Con SMITH FuND.-By Rev. Coke Smith. Value $192.42.
SIMS, LYLES, DAWKINS, MARTIN LoAN FuND.-Value $67.00.
J. T. SMITH AND Wm!., FuNo.-By Mr. J. T. Smith. Value

1.53.

TBI Z. A. SMITH FuND.-By his widow, Mrs. Z. A. Smith
ef Greenville, S. C. Value $2,000.00.
H. N. SNYDER TRUSTEE FuNo.-By a friend, Spartanburg, S. C.
Value $505.90.
A. J. STAFFORD FuNo.-By Rev. A. ]. Stafford, Spartanburg,
C. Value $2,366.45.
SuMTEJl SuB-DISTRICT MINISTERIAL LOAN FuNo.-By Young
Adult classes of Sumter, S. C., District. Value $85.00.
J.P. THOMAS FuNo.-Dr. John 0. Wilson. Value $203.12.
JoBN W. TRUESDALE FuND.-By Mr. John W. Truesdale,
Kenbaw, S. C. Value $2,956.61.
GloRGE WILLIAM WALKER FuND.-By Dr. G. W. Walker of
Aapsta, Georgia. Value $666.24.
D. D. WALLACE MEMORIAL FuND.-By Mr. Samuel S. Kelly
cl Statesville, N. C. Value $35.00.
Glo. W. WANNAMAKER FuND.-By Col. Geo. W. Wannaaker, Atlanta, Georgia. Value $100.00.
TBI REV. w. PINCKN£Y WAY INCIDENTAL LoAN FUND, $200.00.
-latablished in 1957 as a memorial to their father by the children
af the Rev. W. Pinckney Way. Loans from this fund to be made
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to third and fourth
d
year stu ents to be used for the
textbooks only.
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Purchue

EDWARD WELLING FUND -B M
ton, S. C. Value $89B.60. ·
Y
r. Edward Welling,
REv. WHITFIELD B WHA
widow, Mrs. Mattie J ·
RToN ME:-roRIAL FuND.-By
Laughlin, w . Carlisle £~~:~~· and children, Mrs. Louise
ton. Value $262.10. '
urray, and Rev. Martin T.

J. T . wn.KERsoN Fu ND -B h w ·
.
Grove, S. C. Value $146.4-0. y t e
dkerson family of Hi
W. S. WILKERSON FUND -B h W '
.
Y t e 1lkerson family of
Grove, S. c. Value $669.73 . ·
WOFFORD COLLEGJ'; DAMES Lo
lege Dames Club for benefit f AN F~ND.-By the Wofford
0 a married student. Value $175
JULIAN D · w'YATT F UND-By
M J I'
S. C. Value $10.00.
·
r. u ian D. Wyatt of Pi

holarships and Loans
SCHOLARSHIPS
Through the generous gifts of endowed scholarship funds by
els of the College several scholarships have been established for
ing students. These scholarships are supported by the infrom invested funds. All scholarship endowments are held
trust and are kept separate and distinct from other holdings of
College. All income is applied in accordance with the terms
the gift.
All scholarships are awarded for one year by a committee of
• 'strative officers and are to be used exclusively in the payof college fees. The holder of an endowed scholarship in one
may apply for a renewal of this scholarship for the succeeding
J'flll', which may or may not be granted.
Any student enrolled in the College, or any prospective student
y apply for a scholarship. No application, however, may be
mde formally by a prospective student until application for admiuion has been made, all necessary credentials presented, and
llltification of acceptance given.
The College reserves the right to withdraw the grant of a scholarllaip or of free tuition, at the close of any semester, from a student
whole scholarship is not satisfactory and who, for any other reason,
regarded as not in accord with the ideals and standards that the
College seeks to maintain. By satisfactory scholarship is meant the
mking of at least an average grade of C on the semester's work.
No grant of scholarship or free tuition will be made to help defray the expenses of a student enrolled in the Summer School.
All applications for scholarships should be made to Dean Philip
Covington, of Wofford College.
WORK SCHOLARSHIPS

A limited number of work scholarships for students are availIble on the campus. Applicants for such scholarships should apply
to the Dean of Students.
HONORARY SCHOLARSHIPS
SPARTANBURG HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP-A one-year scholarlbip of $250.00 is awarded annually, on the basis of scholastic attaimnent and character, to a young man of the graduating class in
the Spartanburg High School.
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SPARTANBURG JUNIOR COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP.-A onescholarship of $250.00 awarded annually, on the basis of sch
attainment and character, to a young man of the graduating
in the Spartanburg Junior College.
VALEDICTORY ScHOLARSHIPs.-Twenty one-year scholarship1
$100.00 each, offered annually to male students who rank first
their graduating class. Application for such a scholarship mUlt
made prior to July 1.

SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
WALTER DEMOPOULOS ScHOI.ARSHIPs.-Five one-year renewable
scholarships valued at $250.00 each per year, awarded to empl
or sons of employees of Beaumont, Oifton, Drayton, Pacific, ml
Spartan Mills. In case there should be no qualified applicant fn19
one or more of these mills for a given year, that scholarship llllJ
be awarded to an employee or child of an employee of one of die
other mills, provided there should be more than one qualified applicant from that mill. In case, in any given year, there should be
less than five qualified applicants from the above-named mills, die
remaining scholarship or scholarships may be awarded to qualiW
applicants from the Spartanburg area.
THE MRS. ALFRED I. DUPONT ScHOLARSHIPs.-Two renewable
scholarships valued at $550.00 each per year, awarded by Mn.
Alfred I duPont. These scholarships are outright grants. However the donor hopes that the recipients, when they have an eamq
capacity, will pass the same amount that they have received on ID
some other student to assist in financing the education of thlt
worthy student.
EPWORTH ORPHANAGE ScHOLARSHIPS.-Graduates of Epwortla
Orphanage are not required to pay tuition.
KING TEEN ScHOLARSHIPS.-Awarded to South Carolina male
high school seniors who are nominated by their classmates as pol"
sessing outstanding qualities of character, scholarship and leader·
ship.
Ist Place.__..........._.... $1,600.~$400 per year for four years.
2nd Place.................- ....$ '800.~$200 per year for four years.
3rd, 4th, and 5th place-$100.~for one year only.
Contest closes first week in March. Full information aboat
King Teen Scholarships will be made available to high school prindpals and guidance counselors by January 15.
METHODIST MINISTERIAL SCHOLARSHIPS.-Students studying for
the Methodist ministery are not required to pay tuition. Sons of

ships and Loans
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'st ministers in full connection with the Methodist Con-

ce are granted free tuition ( $250.00 per year) .
TB! NASH ScHOLARSHIP.-Made possible by the annual donaof $250.00 by Mr. Boyd Nash of Spartanburg, S. C.
NATIONAI. METHODIST ScHOLARSHIPs.-Three one-year scholarwlued at $400.00 each, awarded annually by the Board of
'on of the Methodist Church.
SrAJtTANBURG CouNTY FOUNDATION ScHOLARSHIP.-One fouracholarship to Wofford College valued at $400.00 per year,
ed annually to a Spartanburg County student.
Sav-A1a AVIATION ScHOI.ARSHIP. -Two renewable scholar• wlued at $250.00 per year for students preparing themselves
the Methodist ministry, awarded by the Serv-Air Aviation
~r~-...... tion.
SNYDER- DuPai;: ScHOI.ARSHIP-A one-year renewable scholarlldp of $250.00 per year, awarded by the Washington, D. C. Alumni
Amociation, in honor of President Henry Nelson Snyder and Dean
Arthur Mason DuPre.
•

LOANS

Loans are made to worthy students for the purpose of helping
them to complete their college course. The College, therefore, inthat the beneficiaries shall be worthy in scholarship, character,
lld conduct.
Loans are administered through an advisory committee of offiof the College. In the case of endowed loan funds, only the

lll'llings of these funds are used for loans and the amount available
mmually depends upon the income from investments and on the
mDOl1llt repaid on loans previously made to students. There are

ather loan funds in which both the principal and the interest are
wad for loans, and the amount available annually depends on the
llDOUDt repaid on loans previously made to students.
The following regulations govern the making of all student loans :
1. No loan shall be made to a student who violates any of the
ftplations of the College or whose scholastic work is unsatisfactory.
2. A student is not eligible for a Joan until he has been in resicleace for one semester.
3. Loans will be made only to students who are taking a regular course leading to a degree.
4. Every applicant for a loan must present with the application
sh security as the Bursar of the College may approve, and no
Diiie)' shall be advanced before a note with approved security is in
tbe hands of the Bursar.
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5. No loan may be made to defray any other expenses than
of matriculation, tuition, room-rent, or board.
6. The amount of the loan that may be made in any one
shall not exceed the sum of $250.00.
7. Interest at the rate of 4 per cent annually shall be
for all loans, and the interest must be paid annually.
8. In the event of a student's leaving college prior to his
ation, his note becomes due at once.
9. Applicants for loans should be made to Mr. H. S. S '
man, Bursar of the College, on blanks secured from the B
office. The granting or withholding of a loan is a matter
within the discretion of the advisory committee.

Honors, Prizes, and Awards
HONORS
The degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science '
honors is conferred under the following rules:
Students who have completed a minimum of ninety-two •
mester hours in Wofford College are eligible for general honors
graduation. Those who earn an average of at least three and oaehalf quality-points per semester hour are recommended for a degne
magna cum laude. Those who earn three and three-fourths qualitJ
points per semester hour are recommended for a degree sumMa ~
laude. All semester hours taken in Wofford College on which the
students receives a grade are counted in the determination of bonon.
PRIZES AND MEDALS
B. CARLISLE AWARD IN iliATORY. -Mr. Howanl
B. Carlisle, Oass of 1885, of Spartanburg, and former Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, gives an annual award to that member of
one of the 'Wofford literary societies who is the winner of the InterSocicty Oratorical Contest held in the spring of the year. The winner of this contest represents Wofford in the State Inter-Collegiate
Oratorical Contest.
THE HowARD

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS
Departmental awards are granted each year to outstanding senior
students in the various departments of the college. These awards
~re made on the basis of academic achievement, character, IDll
mtellectual promise. Not more than one such award is made in
any one year by a department.

tudent Organizations
STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

5·

1879 there has been an active Young Men's Christian

~on

in the College. For better adaptation to local

purpo~es

tllia Association has developed into the present-day Student Christian Association.
. .
. .
.

The purpose of the Wofford Student Chri~tta~ Association ?s

to unify the student body into an interdenomm~ttonal fell?wship
and to help develop a Christian college com~umty. It strives to
promote Christian leadership in campus affairs.
.
By providing an open forum, it offers a.n opportumty for student discussion and opinion on issues of vital concern .. Through
worship, it attempts to promote spiritu~l ~rowth ~nd enrichment ..
Opportunities are provided for Christia? service and lea~ersh1p
through student participation in the plannmg and presentation of
programs and projects, both on and off the campus.

STUDENT BODY ORGANIZATION
Matters of interest to all students may be consi?ered by. the
ltUdent body of the College. Such interests as social fu~c~1ons,
athletics, publications, and petitions to the faculty .or a~m1stra
tion may be brought to the student body for consideration .. The
ltudent body has an organization includin~ re~ularly elected officers.
A ltUdent council is also a general orgamzation for the purpose of
planning matters of interest to Wofford students.
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.
BLUE KEY
Blue Key is a nation J h
signed to honor th
a donorary leadership fraternity
.
ose stu ents wh h
b
.
curricular activities and wh h
o . av~ een active in
above the average.
o ave maintained a scholastic
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Pl GAMMA MU

Pi Gamma Mu is a national social science honor fraternity. The

THE BLOCK " W" CLU
The Block "W" Cl b ·
B
eligible for membership" isl an fhonorary organization. A student
th
.
on y a ter he has
I
.
. e seven ma3or sports: football b k
won a etter m one
nts, golf or swimming.
, as etball, track, or baseball,

of this fraternity is to ingrain in its members the ideals of
idealism, and scientific procedure in dealing with the comsocial problems of our day. This fraternity, which enrolls
with high ratings in social science courses, does not seek
support any particular economic pattern for society. It does,
er, encourge its members to adopt objective research and
lllimlltallti':ng fact-finding before coming to any specific decision.

.
SENIOR ORDER OF GNOMES
e Senior Order of Gnomes
h
prominent and influential
b gat ers together four of the Dllllt
near the end of the sessi:mthers of. ~he Seni?r Class. Each 1w.
new members.
, e retmng Senior Order electa •

DELTA PHI ALPHA
D1lla Phi Alpha, the national honorary German fraternity, seeks
honor excellence in German and to give students thereby an inantive for higher scholarship. Upperclassmen of high scholastic
• g in German are eligible to membership.

Th

DEBATING COUNCIL
Each year Wofford partici
·
debates with the leading c 11 pates in a ~um~~r of intercoUega
Teams are made up f o eges and _universities of this sectiaa,

trained by members oof t~enFchosen in competitive try-outs ad
and conducted under the e a~~lty. The debates are scheduled
the Faculty.
superv1s1on and control of a member ol
. THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
n view of present world cond" .
of our own country to th
itions and the necessary relatima
ership of a member of th:~aac:iumber of stud~nts, under the leada club for the better under t d" ty, have organized themselves inll
bers of the club underta~/~oinJ of th:se cond_itions. The memaspects of international relations ~ . spe~1al reading upon variom
College, and meet every two
rfing important lecturers to die
wee s or an hour's discussion.
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE GLEE
Students interested in choral and
~~UB
see~ membership in the College Glee c~~~rt training a~e invited to
trained by a competent director
· The Oub 1s especially
throughout the State.
and makes an annual concert toar
I

k

M

. .THE WOFFORD COLLEGE BAND
embersh1p m the Wofford C II
approved by the Director of the o ege Band is open to students
by the College and the ROTC SB~n1. I~struments are furnished
members of the Band.
. c o arships are offered for some

llillllrlllM~,

SIGMA DELTA Pl

Sigma Delta Pi is the national honorary Spanish fraternity which
llaaors excellence in Spanish. It is open to upperclassmen who
exhibited their skill in both the written and spoken language.

STUDENT AFFILIATE CHAPTER OF A.C.S.
This is a local chapter of undergraduates affiliated with the
American Chemical Society. A charter was granted the Wofford
IOCiety in 1949. The aims of this student group are pre-professional
and are achieved through bi-monthly meetings. Lecture-demonstrations of new processes and theories of general interest are presented
iD the meetings of the organization.
PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY
The Pre-Medical Society was organized in 1946 for the purpose
of 1equainting the pre-medical students with the field of medicine
and furthering their interest in the profession. Lectures by promiMllt persons in the field of medicine feature the monthly meetings,
and one meeting each year is of the lyceum type, with the public
bnited to attend. Membership in the society is limited to Juniors
and Seniors.
FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA
This organization, known at Wofford as the DuPre-Herbert
O.pter of the Future Teachers of America, promotes a program
of interest for students who plan to enter the teaching profession.
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES
The following social fraternities have chapters in the College :
Jflllsa Sigma Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
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Student Publications
The following publications afford to those students who
special aptitudes for such matters, excellent training in j
and in business management. Interested students are assisted
encouraged by the Faculty in their efforts.

THE OLD GOLD AND BLACK
The Old Gold and Black is a newspaper edited by the
It keeps the record of the news and happenings of the campaa,
gether with editorial comments and interpretations of mattm
special interest to students.
THE JOURNAL
The Journal was established in 1889 and is a magazine ·
to represent the best intellectual life of the student body. In
dition to its editorials, the material in it consists of essays on
ous topics, stories, and poems, and the method of treatment
literary in character. It is published five times during the
year.
THE BOHEMIAN
The Bohemian is a handsome, illustrated volume published
nually near the close of the year by the student body. It is a
tory of the Senior Class throughout its college course, and a
of all student activities and achievements for the current
literary, oratorical, athletic, social, and religious-and the i
tions include photographs of various groups and college o
tions and pictures of campus scenes and buildings.
S. C. A. HANDBOOK
The S. C. A. Handbook is an annual publication of the S
Christian Association, and is intended primarily for freshmen
all new students coming to Wofford for the first time. It is
tributed to all students during the first days of each college
It attempts to give to all new men an introduction to the life of
College and is a valuable source of information on practically
phases of student life at Wofford.

BACHELOR Of ARTS DEGREE
David Neil Johnson
Jacob Rowell Jones, Jr.
1llCk Monroe Armstrong
John Newton Kellett, Jr·
!'lal Kenneth Babb
Russell Calvin King, Jr.
Jmies Herbert Bailey
Ben Lewis Koon
Qm\es Henderson Bates
Ralph Hervey Lawson
Wdmd Franklin Beam
Lucile Ezelle Lee
loddeY Cobb Bell
Norris Timothy Lee
Carl Bernard Beust, Jr.
William Vance McCown
. beth Howell McElrath
Paa1 Bryan Black
. ,
El1za
TliomlS League BondaY
Alfred Chester McGmms
William DuRant Brown, Jr.
David Laurence ?.1clntosh
William Wade Burley
Thomas Kirkland Mcintyre
labert Adair Burnett
Glenn Milton Mason
Claude Weldon Burns, Jr·
Dennis Earl Mathis
Jolm Robert Capes .
James Lee Maxwell
Crace Mason Champion
Thomas Travis Medlock
Vhian Ray Clayton
John Thomas Meek
James Felder Moseley, III
Carles Henry Coker
Lawton Rutledge Connor
ell Gwynne Neuburger
Edward Powell Osteen
Paul Vernon Cope
Otto Anderson Davis
William Earl Penny
Paul DeWitt Petty
z. E. Dobbins, Jr·
llichard Patrick DuBose
Jack Ellison Phillips
William Allen DuBose
Clair Daniel Pitts
Fred Belton Porter, Jr.
Bvch Blanton Easler
Jla1mond Converse £:W>anks, Jr·
William Augustus Powell
William Wells Francis
Elbert O'N ea\ Ray
William Eddins Galloway
Edward Lang Reed
Francis Luther Glenn
Donald Lee Reeder
Joeeph Vincent Gobolos
John Marshall Reid
James Leonard Richardson
James Leonard Golden
perry Jeter Hamm~nd, Jr.
Billy Lynch Roach
Jack Donald Roberson
Earl Thomas Hardin
Jack Augustus Roddy, Jr.
J)pid Furman Herbert
William Eugene Seifert
Curtis Wesley Hipp
Walter Woodrow Sessoms
Hubert Howard Hodgin
Dan Wallace Shealy
Charles Myers Hollis
Claudius Osborne Shuler, Jr.
BobbY Joe Howell
llJcbard Arden Howle
Leon Jan Sisk
Talmadge Boyd Skinner, Jr.
Jlllles Earl Hudgens, Jr.
Don Carlos Snelgrove
BDlJ' Hobert Inman: Jr·
llobert Dennis Jenmngs

amin Harrison Allen
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David Burris Spivey, Jr.
Kester Garner Sprouse
B. B. Stevens
John Alexander Stevenson
Alan Don Stewart
Carl McWilliams Styles
Thomas Abram Summers
Willie Reed Swann
Thomas Reginald Thackston
Buford Earl Trent

Richard Strong Wallace
William Clarkton Wallace
Ted Holt Walter
Donald Ferrell West
Joe Ramsey West, Jr.
Carol Elton Whatley
Grover Cleveland Whitmire
Robert Edward Wilburn
Howard Ray Wilkinsan
Edward Allen Wilson

Roger Lee Marshall
Samuel Harlston Maw, Jr.
Willie Ansel Owens
William Freeman Parker, Jr.
Samuel Graham Parler
English Brown Pearcy
Raymond Leland Phillips, Jr.
Charlie Dom Smith, Jr.
William Hugh Stanton
Ronald Keith Terrell
Howard Eldred Toole
William Miles Tunno
Harry Hart Wallace
James Thomas Wiggins
Tommy Martin Williams

Vernon Wilson Goodlett
Edwin Clyde McGee

Honorary Degrees
Maldwyn L. Edwards, D.D.
J oab Mauldin Lesesne, LLD.

CLASS OF 1956
A. B. Graduates
B. S. Graduates

James Larry
Charles Robert
David Edward
James Harrison
Larry Thomas

Georre John
Do,ce William, Jr.
Earle Davies
James Edward
Thomas Nunn
Wilbur June
Albert Heywood
Samuel Marvin, Jr.
Frank Giles

R. Warren
James Kenneth
Jack G.
'Robert L.
Martin Luther

Magna Cum Laude

James Alfred Chapman, LL.D.
Francis Thornton Cunningham, D.D.

Earl, Jr.
Rkhard Crook
, James Sullivan
Lema J. Jr.
CIJde William, Jr.
John LeRoy, Jr.
Mitchell H.

, Harold Walker, Jr.

HONORS IN GRADUATING CLASS
Benjamin Harrison Allen
Robert Adair Burnett
Hugh Blanton Easler

John

Steve D.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECREE
David Glenburn Askins, Jr.
Flynn Augustine Barbare
Charles Major Bauknight
James Dickerson Dennis
William Boyd Evins, Jr.
Douglas Randal Forbis
Jack Edward Foster
Julian Harris Foster
Robert Edward Fox
Vernon Wilson Goodlett
Clyde Henry Hamilton, Jr.
Edgar Randolph Hensley
Leslie Wheeler Howard, Jr.
George Francis Lawrence
Robert Sydney Loryea
Edwin Clyde McGee

-

LL OF STUDENTS
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31

135

William Hawksley
Ernest Roy
William Wade
Tommy Lee
Archie Ingram
Kenneth Ray
Emsley Pittman
William Peebles, III
Horace Theo, Jr.
Heber Felder, Jr.
, Charles Eugene
Jack Dempsey
Don E.

Joe Malcolm

Class Rank

Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Senior ·
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore

City and State

Rock Hill, S. C.
Fort Mill, S. C.
Hendersonville, N. C.
Conway, S. C.
Great Falls, S. C.
Arcadia, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Williamston, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sevierville, Tenn.
Woodruff, S. C.
Tryon, . C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Hamer, S. C.
Timmonsville, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lake City, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Dublin, Ga.
Landrum, S. C.
Chester, S. C.
Weaverville, N . C.
Turbeville, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Warwick, Va.
York, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Bishopville, S. C.
Bishopville, S. C.
Savannah, Ga.
Piedmont, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Toronto, Ohio
Columbia, S. C.
Gaffney, S. C.
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Name
Beard, Marion L.
Beasley, Jimmy Tarlton
Bedenbaugh, Jimmy B.
Beleos, Billy Gus
Belk, William Herbert
Bennett, James Arthur
Bennett, James Crosland
Bennett, J ohn ewton, Jr.
Bennett, Sterling Austin
Bennett, Virgil Price
Bennett, William N.
Berry, James Anderson, Jr.
Berry, Robert Olee
Bethea, Marcus Carlisle
Bivens, Charlie Nolan
Black, Ray Gideon
Blackmon, Ernest Earl
Blackmon, Rudolph D.
Blair, Jimmy Sheppard
Blanchard, Ma rion Jewel
Blankenship, Jon Hubert
Blanton, Gary W .
Blanton, Joseph Nates, Jr.
Bobo, Kenneth Gordon
Bogan, Walter Lorantz
Boggan, Robert Edmond, Jr.
Bolan, James Paul
Bond, Cecil G.
Boozer, Fred D.
Boozer, James Michael
Boozer, John Morgan
Bowen, Bobby Mayton
Bowen, Tommie Lewis
Boyter, Thomas E.
Bozard, Asbury Cecil
Brabham, J ohn Risher
Bradford, William Nettles, Jr.
Bradshaw, Charles Jackson
Brannon, Michael Jerome
Breeden, Dee C.
Breeland, Samuel W., Jr.
Breland, Holland Carter
Breland, Marshall W.
Brickle, William P.
Bridges, Dan D.
Bridges, Sammie B.
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Class Rank
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
F reshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Special
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
F reshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior

..,

City-4
Spartanbarr,
Spartanbarr,
ProsperitJ,

, Robert B.
Bill Drew
David L., Jr.

c--.

Bobb1 Dean
Ralph L., Jr.
Charles W., Jr.
Boyce F.
Eatil Herbert
Jolm R.
Kendall Lagran
Lloyd Raeford
Richard Allen
Ronald Preston
, Nils K
Jolm E.
Basford Belew, Jr.
Robert H., Jr.
Lewis P.
Joe T.
Arthur Leon
Donald L.
Cecil M.
George M.
Junes Calvin
Julius Weyland
Thomas H.

Rocle Hil.
Spartanbarr,
BennettniDt,

Ricbbar&
Paalllt.
l.ow"'9

Bennettmlle,

umc..

laal.

warm.
Rallt.

Spartanbarr,

Gllllt.

Spartanbcq,
Spartanbcq,

Spartanbarr,
Fort Mil,
Gaffaq,
Oranrebarr,
Pacolet Mill,
Spartanbarr,
Greensboro.

• lnin

RussellYillt,

Grm,
Grm,
Lexinctaa,
Mountain ai,.
Mountain at,,
M00rt,
Manniq,

Florence,

Swmer,
Dublia,
Drayton, It
Bennettnille,
Holly HiD, S.
Williams, S.

Luray,
North Charlestm, S.

Duncan,
Chester,

s.

, Roy Deforest
Alvis Jesse
Jolm Lewis

Sena,

s.
s.

Junes Palmer
Philip Ead
Robert Earle
James E.
Carl Herman
James
Jerry P.
Kenneth H.
Victor Clyde
James M., Jr.

Robert P.
William Paul
, William Twitty.Jr.
Clifford Charles
Clark Robert

Class Rank
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
F reshman
Senior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior

City and State
Darlington, S. C.
Newton, . c.
Darlington, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Drayton, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
LaGrange, Va.
Manning, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Converse, S. C.
Floral Park, N. Y.
Belton, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Campobello, S. C.
Tryon, N. C.
Lancaster, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Alcolu, S. C.
Summerville, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Kershaw, S. C.
Henrietta, N. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Westfield, N. J.
Drayton, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
Hephzibah, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
North Augusta, S. C.
Rutherfordton, . c.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Name
Beard, Marion L.
Beasley, Jimmy Tarlton
Bedenbaugh, Jimmy B.
Beleos, Billy Gus
Belk, William Herbert
Bennett, James Arthur
Bennett, James Crosland
Bennett, John ewton, Jr.
Bennett, Sterling Austin
Bennett, Virgil Price
Bennett, William N.
Berry, James Anderson, Jr.
Berry, Robert Olee
Bethea, Marcus Carlisle
Bivens, Charlie Nolan
Black, Ray Gideon
Blackmon, Ernest Earl
Blaclamon, Rudolph D.
Blair, Jimmy Sheppard
Blanchard, Marion Jewel
Blankenship, Jon Hubert
Blanton, Gary W.
Blanton, J oseph Nates, Jr.
Bobo, Kenneth Gordon
Bogan, Walter Lorantz
Boggan, Robert Edmond, Jr.
Bolan, James Paul
Bond, Cecil G.
Boozer, Fred D.
Boozer, James Michael
Boozer, John Morgan
Bowen, Bobby Mayton
Bowen, Tommie Lewis
Boyter, Thomas E.
Bozard, Asbury Cecil
Brabham, J ohn Risher
Bradford, William Nettles, Jr.
Bradshaw, Charles Jackson
Brannon, Michael Jerome
Breeden, Dee C.
Breeland, Samuel W., Jr.
Breland, Holland Carter
Breland, Marshall W.
Brickle, Wmiam P.
Bridges, Dan D.
Bridges, Sammie B.
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Class Rank
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
F reshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Special
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
F reshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior

..,

Citytal

Spartanbaq,

, Robert B.
Bill Drew
David L., Jr.
Bobby Dean
Ralph L., Jr.
Charles W., Jr.
Boyce F.
Eatil Herbert
Jolm R.
Kendall Lagran
Lloyd Raeford
Richard Allen
Ronald Preston
, Nils K.
Jolm E.
Buford Belew, Jr.
Robert H., Jr.
Lewis P.
Joe T.
Arthur Leon
Donald L.
Cecil M.
George M.
James Calvin
Julius Weyland
Thomas H.

Spartanbaq.
ProsperltJ,

c--.

Rocle

1111.

Spartanbarr,

BenncttS'fillt,

Ricbbar&
Paalial,
Lowr,t.
Bcnnettmllt.

um..

Latta.
Mari-.
Rudi,

Spartanbarr,
Glblt,

Spartanbmr,

Spartanbarr.
Spartanbart,
Fort MDI,

GaiaeJ,
Orangebarr,
Pacolet Mill.
Spartanbart,
Greensboro.
RussellTIDt.
Seneca,

I

Greer,
Greer,
Lcxingtoa,
Mountain at,,
Mountain at,,
M00rt,
Manniai,
Flormc:e,

Smiter,
Dublla,
Drayton,
Bennettnille,
Holly Hill, S.
Williamt, S.

Luray,
North Charlestm, S.

Duncan,
Chester,

lnin S,

, Roy Deforest
Alvis Jesse
Jolm Lewis

s.
s.

Jama Palmer
Philip Ead
Robert Earle
James E.
Carl Herman
James
Jerry P.
Kenneth H.
Victor Clyde
James M., Jr.
Robert P.
William Paul
, William Twitty,Jr.
Clifford Charles
Clark Robert

Class Rank
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Senior

Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior

City and State
Darlington, S. C.
Newton, N. C.
Darlington, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Drayton, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
LaGrange, Va.
Manning, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Converse, S. C.
Floral Park, N. Y.
Belton, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Campobello, S. C.
Tryon, N. C.
Lancaster, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Alcolu, S. C.
Summerville, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Kershaw, S. C.

Henrietta, N. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Westfield, N. J .
Drayton, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
Hephzibah, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
North Augusta, S. C.
Rutherfordton, . c.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Name
Carter, Charles Joe
Carter, Joseph Franklin
Carter, Lemuel Corydon
Carter, Ronald Allen
Cartrette, Arthur L., Jr.
Cavin, Michael Eugene
Chamblee, Cater Robertson
Chewning, James Boyd
Childs, Paul Eugene
Christopher, Everett Wendell
Christopher, Harley H ., Jr.
Clardy, Cermette J.. Jr.
Clardy, Sammy O.
Clark, Donald Wayne
Clary, Jerry Fay
Clayton, Joseph A.
Cleveland, Samuel C.
Cline, Maxwell Ezell
Clyburn, Robert Beaty
Cochran, Beverly O' cal
Cochran, Theron G.
Coker, Samuel B.
Cole, William Howard
Coleman, John William
Collins, Gene E.
Combs, F ranklin D.
Cook, Gerald Owen
Cook, J erry O'Neil
Cook, Lonnie Lee
Cooper, Gary C.
Cooper, Ralph E.
Copeland, George E., Jr.
Copeland, Sam E.
Copes, Jerry B.
Cox, Sidney L.
Cromer, Jerry H.
Crosland, Cliff B.
Crowe, James L.
Crowe, William E Jr.
Cudd, Wilson E. .,
Culbertson, Wylie J.
Culp, William Wallace, Jr.

Class Rank
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Special
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Junior
Special
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Special
Freshman
Fre hman
Sophomore
Senior

Davenport, Ronald H.
Davis, Jerry Thomas
Davis, Kenneth J.

Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
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Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshman

City and State
Dillon, S. C.
Cheraw, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
W. Warwick, R. I.
Marion, S. C.
ewberry, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Johnstown, Pa.
Columbia, S. C.
Enoree, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Savannah, Ga.
Whitmire, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Eutawville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Conway, S. C.
Washington, D. C.
Olanta, S. C.
Siler City, . c.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.

Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman

Scranton, S. C.
DePoy, Ky.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Mm Spring, . c.
Smyrna, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Starke, Fla.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.

Class Rank

, Charles E., Jr.
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Ellis, Edgar H., Jr.
Ellison, Jack C.
Ellison, Thomas M.
Elmore, Roland G., Jr.
Elsner, Harold E.
Emery, Carroll E.
England, Bobby F.
English, George L.
Ervin, Laurie N.
Eubank, Graham M.
Eubanks, Harry Lee
Eubanks, Larry Lee
Evans, Bennett L.
Evans, James E.
Farmer, Larry Bert
Farmer, Thomas E.
Farr, Harry G.
Faw, Stanley V.
Federline, A. Marshal~ Jr.
Felder, Clarence B., III
Ferguson, Don P.
Few, Robert P.
Hcklin, Charles A.
Fi hburne, Cotesworth P.
Fleming, James Harry
Fletcher, Frank T., Jr.
Fletcher, Oscar J., Jr.
Floyd, Jessie Bryan
Fogarty, Robert S., Jr.
Ford, Jerry A.
Foster, Alton LeRoy, Jr.
Foster, Charlie Monroe
Fowler, Donald Lionel
Fowler, James E.
Fowler, James W., Jr.
Fowler, Johnnie M.
Franklin, Loy Glenn
Fredland, Richard A.
Free, Willard M.
Friddle, James R.
Fuller, Gary Thomas
Funderburk, Donald F.
Furse, Thomas R.
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Class Rank
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Special
Senior
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Special
Freshman
Junior

City9'
Spal'tlllbq
SPlrtanllarr.
Spartanbaq,

Sameer,
SPlrtanllarr.
Piedmaat,

Sl>indllt,
Columli9,

om..

Fayettnillt.
Spartanliaq.
Spartanhaq,
Forest at,,
Timmonnlllt,
Travelcn Rat,

Oiarles J. D.
Ted Hamilton
Philip o.
Thomas J.
J1me1 M.
Sidney J.
Franklin C.
Samuel A., Jr.
Richard H.
Gerald w.
Henry E.
John Richard
Joseph H.
Jolm v.
James 0.
Russell T.

Greer,
Unicm,
Piedmaat,
Starta,
St. Mattbewl,
Rocle Hi1,
Anderq,
S(lal'tanbmr.
Walterboro.
Spartanbart.
McColl,
McColl,
Loria,
Spartanbart.
Pacolet Milla,
Spartanbmr,

Eulq,
Spartanbart.
Paulint,
Spartanbart.
Chesnee,
Ander90a,
Florence,
Lyman, S.

Greer, S.
CampcbeUo, S.
Lancaster, S.
Summerton, S.

Henry Davis, Jr.
James F.
William D.
James B., Jr.
James W.
Reuben Frank
, Gary Dennis
Donald H.
Newell C.
John P.

Class Rank
Special
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Special
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Special
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore

City and Stale
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Plant City, Fla.
Marion, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Sparta, Ga.
Lexington, S. C.
Fort Lawn, S. C.
Pauline, S. C.
Ehrhardt, S. C.
Shelby, N. C.
Pauline, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Andrews, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
Lake City, S. C.
Grover, N. C.
Conway, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Ruth, N. C.
Walterboro, S. C.
Smoaks, S. C.
Walterboro, S. C.
!fullins, S. C.
Alpharetta, Ga.
Loris, S. C.
Charlotte, . c.
Loris, S. C.
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Walhalla, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Conestee, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Moncks Corner, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Pacolet Mills, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Leicester, . c.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Pinewood, S. C.
Saluda, S. C.
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Junior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshma!l
Freshma.1
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Fresh=
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman

City and State
Balfour, N. C.
Easley, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Fairforest, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lancaster, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Spindale, N. C.
Drayton, S. C.
Forest City, N. C.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Lincolnton, N. C.
Ruffin, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
North Augusta, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Moncks Comer, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Scranton, S. C.
Spartanbur.g, S. C.
Lancaster, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.

Senior
Sophomore
Freshman

Union, S. C.
Buffalo, S. C.
Upper Darby, Pa.

Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore

Spartanburg, S. C.
Horatio, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Latta, s. c.
Charleston, S. C.
Easley, S. C.
orth Augusta, S. C.
Newton, N. C.
Lincolnton, N. C.
Lake Gity, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Loris, S. C.

Closs Rank
Name
Griggs, James L.
Grimes, James M., Jr.
Guilford, Morgan B.
Guy, Walter C., Jr.

Closs Rank

Hagy, Roger G.
Hall, Albert Cleveland
Hall, Albert Kent
Hall, Robert F .
Ham, Charles H.
Hamilton, Marion P ., Jr.
Hammack, Dennis W.
Hammond, Dempsey B.
Hammond, Robert Lee
Hand, Joel W .
Hardee, Donald F.
Harding, Robert L.
Harley, George R.
Harmon, Sam L.
Harrelson, Alvin 0.
Harrelson, Robert A.
Harris, Carl N.
Harris, Charles S.
Hart, Robert W .
Hart, Trapier K
Hawkins, Jack M.
Hayes, Frederick B.
Haynsworth, William S.
Heatherly, Broadus E.
H eaton, Joseph A., Jr.
H efner, Kenneth H.
H emphitl, J erry N.
Henderson, J o eph W .
Henderson, Max B.
Hendricks, Melvin E.
Herbert, John G.
H erlong, Everett E ., Jr.
Hickman, Ben L.
H igh, Rudolph T.
H itl, Roy E.
Hitl, Thomas E.
Hines, Donavan D.
Hines, Eugene F.
Hiott, James C.
H odge, Jimmy W.
H offmeyer, W4ttiam C.

Junior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Senior
Senior
Special
F reshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
F reshman
Senior
Senior
F reshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman

City IMll

Junior
Senior
Junior
Freshman

Tazewell,
Comerw,

Saner,
Spartanburr,
Darlington,
F.dgefield,
Radford,
Spartanburr,
Spartanburr,
Bamberr,
Loril,
Cheraw, S.
Spartanburr,
Spartanburr, S.
Henrietta, lf.
Columbia,
Union, S.
Jacksonville,
Greenwood, S.
Greenwood, S.
Chamblet,
Rock Hill, S.
SpartanbUJ'f, S.
Jonesville, S.
Reevesville, S.
Newton, N.
Greer, S.
Alpharettl,
Roebuck, S.
Ridgeland, S.
Roanoke,
Rock Hill, S.
Loris, s.
Duncan, S. C
J oncsville, S.
Enorce, S.
Campobello, s.
Campobello, s.
St. Matthews, S. C.
Pacolet Mills, S. C.
Florence, S. C.

c.
c.

James W.
Julian LaVal, Jr.
Lonny June
Doane E.
Larry Bernie
Larry Dean
Joseph H.
Cecil H.
David M.
William H., Jr.

w.

Douglas
Robert P.

Johnny

w.
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Johnson, David Garland
Johnson, David Oneal
Johnson, Everette Keith
Johnson, James R., Jr.
Johnson, Joseph D.
Johnson, William B.
Jones, Albert R.
Jones, Donald C.
Jones, Freddie D.
Jones, Hubert E.
Jones, John Earl
Jones, James Harold
Jones, Robert p.
Jones, Rome E.
Jordan, Harry T.
Jordan, Wallace H.
Justice, F. Marion
Justice, Royce A.

Catalogue
Class Rank
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Junior

Kang, Andrew Ho
Kanos, Chris J.
Karegeannes, Harry G.
Kay, Robert A.
Keels, Tommy W.
Keels, William A.
Keesler, James M.
Keller, John R.
Kennan, Richard B., Jr.
Kennedy, William A., Jr.
Killian, Bobby J.
King, Daniel E.
King, Wayne M.
Kingsmore, Fred L.
Kirkland, E. Earl
Kirkley, Francis E., Jr.
Kfrkpatrick, Bill Wayne
Knox, Augustus ].

Senior
Junior
Junior
Special
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Junior
Special
Senior
Senior

Lancaster, James E., Jr.
Lane, David L.
Lane, James A.
Large, Junius Kenneth
LaTorre, Donald R.
Laurens, James H.
Lawson, Louie C.
Laye, Frank W.

Junior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
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CilJ-'
Marioa,
Woodraf,
Spartanbq
Campobel)o.

Charlota,

Imma,
Spartanbars.

Bream,
Pacolet,
KnoXYille,

Grw,
Whitmift,
Pacolet,
HickorJ,
Marion, S.
T irnmonsvilJe, S.

Charlottf, N.
$partanbq

Seoal,
Fayetteville,

H.

St>artanbarr. s.

Spartanbarr, S.
Smnter, S.
Greenwood, S.
Spartanburr, a,

Stuart,
Chevy Chut,
Greenvillt, S.
Newton, lf.
Forest Qty, lf,
St. Georse, &.

Union, S.
Si>artanOOrr, S.
Central, s.
Spartanbura; S.
Greenville. s.
Spartanburr, S.
Bishopvillt, S.

Lamar,

a.
s. c.

Rocle Hill, S. C.
Charleston,
Spartanburr, s, C.
Jonesville, S. C.
Colmnbil, S. C.

Jr.

Class Rank
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore

City and State
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Dillon, S. C.
Rochester, N. Y.
Greer, S. C.
Conway, S. C.
Winnsboro, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lyman, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Forest City, N. C.
Fort Mm, S. c.
Wellford, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Gastonia, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.
Smyrna, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lillington, N. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.
Kershaw, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Whitmire, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Lamar, s. c.
Pacolet Mills, S. C.
Drayton, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Name
Maness, George L.
Maners, Jimmy Albert
Mann, Frank M.
Marlar, William R
Marsh, Carroll
Marshall, Malvin H.
Martin, Archie E.
Martin, George B.
Martin, James E.
Mason, Billy Hugh
Massey, Reese M., Jr.
Matthews, Thomas F.
Meares, George A.
Melton, Chance c.
Melton, William C.
Merritt, Brevard, Jr.
Metcalf, Billie C.
Metcalf, John S.
Metcalf, Ronald C.
Miller, Edward A.
Miller, Jerry W.
Miller, Samuel Kramer
Miller, Raymond L.
Miller, Thomas P.
Miller, William D., Jr.
Millwood, Roy A.
Mims, Dwight H.
Mitchell, John Donald
Montieth, Marion J.
Moore, Lewis J.
Moore, Stanley J.
Morgan, Ray H.
Morgan, Ristine M.
Morri , William R.
Morrisett, James S., Jr.
Morrow, Jesse Lawrence
Moseley, George B.
Moyer, William B.
Myers, Marion D.

Class Rank
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Senior
Senior
Sephomore
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Freshman

Nagle, Robert F.
Neely, William G.
eighbors, Clyde R.
ettles, John S., Jr.
Nettles, William F., III
eves, Charles A., Jr.

Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

w.°

Class Rank
Sophomore
Junior

Cil1-'

Whitmltto
Rock Bil,

City cmd State
Anderson, S. C.
Charlotte, !if. C.

Spartaobmr.

Moon.
Spartanbaq.
Orangebaq,

a.a..

Bamber&.
Lama.
Joncmut.

Rocle Hill,

Coward.

Columbia,

GafneJ,
Sardinia,
Charlotte,
Spindalt,
Rutherfordtaa,
Spindalt,
Spartanbiq,

Bou,
Grm,
L11111D.
Spartanbars.
Spartanbarr,

Coover-.
Darlinitaa,

L1DW1.
Rutherfordtoa,
Spartanbarr,
Spartanbarr,
Spartanburr. S.
Spartanbarr,
Charleston Heigbta. S.
Spartanburr, S.

Inman, S.
Smnter, S.
Spartanburr, s,
Swnter, S.
Drayton,

s.

Greenville, S.
Spartanbara; S.

Camdm,
Camden,

Greer,

s.

s.
s.

Jr.

Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Special
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman

Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Rocle Hill, S. C.
Estill, s. c.
Aiken, S. C.
York, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Forest City, N. C.
Winnsboro, 5. C.
Florence, s. c.
Meridian, Miss.
Cavalo, Greece
Latta, s. c.
Savannah, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Beaufort, S. C.
Fairforest, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Dorchester, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
High Point, N. C.
Inman, S. C.
Raleigh, . c.
Darlington, S. C.
Whitney, S. C.
Kershaw, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Inman, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Rock Hill. S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Timmonsville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Travelers Rest, S. C.
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Name
Poston, Robert H.
Potter, Ned W.
Poteat, Johnny D.
Poteat, Max G.
Pounds, George L.
Powell, Clarence W.
Powell, David Lee
Powell, Miles Phil
Presley, Robert F.
Prewett, Ernest W.
Price, Ila Curtis
Prince, Frank Don
Propst, Clarence W., Jr.
Pruett, Carl Allen
Pruette, Charles Allan
Pugh, Joe Thomas

Class Rank
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman

Queen, Bobby J oc

Sophomore

Rampey, John M.
Rampey, William J.
Reasonover, Carl R.
Reeves, Gerald A.
Reeves, Wallace R, III
Reitzel, Jerry W.
Reno, Douglas W.
Rhodes, Major C.
R1ce, George R.
Richardson, Edward Dennis
Richardson, Jerome J.
Riebling, Louis P.
Robertson, William Glenn
Robinson, Lindsay Cody
Roche, Patrick, W .
Roddy, John Robert
Rogers, Dwain K.
Rogers, Thomas Glenn
Rothrock, William Roby
Rowell, Maxcy Webber
Russell, James H.
Rutledge, Charles T.

Junior
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Special
Freshman

Salley, George B., Jr.
Salley, Lawton H.
Sams, James E.
Sanders, Franklyn F.

Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Freshman

Class Rank

City-'
JohnsomiJle.

Cowpa,

Imma.

Cowpa,

Sum,
Spartanbarr.

TIJ'lll.
Mullial,
Spartanbarr.

walterboro.

Spartanbarr.

Si>artanbarr,
Spartanbarr,
Sbclbf,

T1'7111.

Grw,

Duneu.

Sut-.

Camden,
Camdea, s.
Camdea,
Newton, M.
J onesvillt, S.
111111111, s.
J acksonYillf.
Birmingham,

Fayetterille, M.
Spartanbarr,
Chester,

S.

s.

Oover, S.

Sumter,

s.

Tryon, M.
Mullim, S.
Florence, S.
Spartanbarr.

Andrews,

S.

s.

Spartanburr, S.

Otcsnee,

s.

Orangebuq. r..
Orangebuq. S. C.

Cover, S. C.
Oiarlestoa,
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of Students

s. c.

Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior

City and State

Charleston. S. C.
Rocle Hill, S. C.
Darlington, S. C.
York, S. C.
Blacksburg, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Rutherfordton, N. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Charlottesville, Va.
Gaffney, S. C.
Chester, S. C.
Spartanburg, 5. C.
Bethesda, Md.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Florence, S. C.
Thunderbolt, Ga.
Union, S. C.
Elloree, S. C.
Summerton, S. C.
Valley Falls, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
N. Charleston, S. C.
. Augusta, S. C.
Prosperity, S. C.
Warwick, Va.
Charlotte, . c.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lake Junaluska, · C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
Garnett, S. C.
Forest City, N. C.
Darlington, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Bishopville, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Camden, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Blenheim, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
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Smith, Wallace T .
Smithyman, Harold S.
Smoak, Glenn David, Jr.
Smoak, John M.
Snow, William Gerald
Solesbee, Carroll D.
Soule, Samuel Akin
Southworth, William H.
Splawn, Rhett E.
Stamper, Walton B.
Stanton, Frank C.
Stephens, Bobby Gene
Stephenson, Robert S.
St>ill, Reddick Bowman, III
Stockman, Abner Pierce
Stokes, Hunter R.
Stokes, Leonidus M., III
Stokes, Troy Furman
Stokes, William F., Jr.
Stone, Frank B.
Stone, Henry O., Jr.
Streater, Jerry
Stuart, David
Stuckey, James A., Jr.
Suarez, Gilberto J.
Sudduth, David S.
Summers, Alton J .
Summers, Thomas J.
Sutcliffe, George R.
Sutton, Tommie Boyce
Swanson, James M.
Swofford, Perry A.

Tappe, James C.
Tate, John Louis
Tatum, Ben Moore
Tatum, Thomas H.
Taylor, Arthur H.
Taylor, Clyde C.
Taylor, Leon Sandifer
Taylor, Rex Adams
Taylor, Walter Newton
Teal, Jerry E.
Teaster, Frank W.
Teaster, Perry H.
Templeton, Craig
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Catalogue
Class Rank
Sophomore
Special
Freshman
Special
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Special
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore

Freshman
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Senior

°"'

Class Rank
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore

City
Walhalll,
Spartanbarr.
Yonges Island,

Pacolet,

Greer,
Chemet,
H1111111m,
Johnson Cit:J,
Spartanbarr,
Oiarlotte,
Spartanbarr,
Glendalr,

Marioa,
Spartanbmr,
Greenwood,
Florenct,
Walterboro, S.
Simpson'fille,
Hendersonville,
Spartanbarr,
Spartanbarr, S.

Junior
Freshman

RubJ, S.
Greenwood, S.
Bishopville, S.
Holguin,
Spartanburr, S.
Whitmire, S.
Forest Qty, N.
St. George, s.
Lyman, S.
South Boston.
Chesnee, s.
Spartanburr, S.
Burlington, N.
McColl, S.
McColl, S.
Greenville, S.
Columbia, S.
Spartanburr, S.
Fountain Inn, S.
Dillon,
Pageland, S. C.
Glendale, S. C.
Spartanburg. S. C.
Newburgh, N. Y.

s.

Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Junior

, Milton Dale

, Robert A.
F.cbnund W.
George T., Jr.
Junes G., Jr.
John Travis
Thomas C., Jr.
Wallace S.

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Senior
Special
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior

City and Stale
Swnmerton, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Buffalo, S. C.
York, S. C.
Rutherfordton, 5. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Aberdeen, N. C.
Bamberg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Lake City, S. C.
Anderson, Ind.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Everett, Mass.
Inman, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Little River, S. C.

Bennettsville, S. C.
St. George, S. C.
Union, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Kingstree, S. C.
Rutherfordton, N. C.
Middlesboro, Ky.
Hendersonville, N. C.
Wellford, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Jonesville, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Mullins, S. C.
Jones ville, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Asheville, N. C.
Timmonsville, S. C.
Saluda, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.
Pelzer, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
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Watts, G. C.
Way, John G.
Way, Samuel A.
Weathers, Marvin W., Jr.
Webber, Oliver B., Jr.
Weesner, Charles B.
West, David P.
West, George B., Jr.
West, Lon Hugh, Jr.
West brook, Sidney H.
Wheeler, Felder B., Jr.
Wheless, Albert E.
Whitesell, Robert F .
Whitley, William H., Jr.
Whitlock, Myles W., Jr.
Whitmire, Glenn H.
Whitmire, Robert Van
Whitt, Bobby E.
Whitted, Francis Dean
Wiggins, Lemuel E.
Wilder, Hugh 0.
Wilkes, Thomas B., Jr.
Wilkins, Eddie W.
Williams, Herbert H.
Williams, Jake W.
Williams, James Kendree, Jr.
Williams, John K
Willis, Arthur N.
Wilson, Billy C.
Wilson, Bobby Gray
Wilson, Donald T.
Wilson, Harlan E., Jr.
Wilson, James B.
Wilson, Maurice E.
Wilson, Ray M., Jr.
Wilson, Theodore L.
Wingo, John C.
Wise, Fred, Jr.
Wolfe, Robert H .
Warnick, Grady P.
Wood, Johnny H.
Wood, Russell Paul
Woodard, Charles Ray
Woodham, Alva L., Jr.
Wright, Marion F., Jr.
Wright, Stephen L.
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Catalogue
Class Rank
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Junior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Special
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore

CltJ,
GreemiDt.

Forest

Orangebarf.

Junior
Freshman
Junior
Freshman

Spartanbarr,

Spartanbarr,
Spartanliarr.

Salisbar)',
Spartanbars,
y adkiirrillt,
Rocle HiJJ.
Meaett,
Timmonnillf,

Rocle

Kannapo&.

Greer,
DraJtm,

Greermtlt,

S.

s.

Unlcm,
Spartanburr, S.
Spartanburt,
Avondale, lf.
Spartanburr, 8.
Spartanburr,
Pine Level, N.
Bishopville, S.

s.

Oio,

S.
S.
S.
S.

C.
C.
C.
C.

Columbia, S. C.

SPECIAL-NURSES CLASS OF
SPARTANBURG GENERAL HOSPITAL

Spartanbarr,
L,_.,

woodruff,

Darlington,
Fort Mill,
Saluda,
Spartanburg,

Sophomore

mu.

Swnmenillt,
Spartanbarr.
Woodrul,
Cowpem.
Spartanburr,
Spartanbars.
Mullim,
Spartanbarr,
Spartanburr,
Fort Mill,
Spartanbmr,
Fort Mill,
Shelby,
Spartanburr,
Spartanburr,
Spartanburr,

City and State
Alcoa, Tenn.
Chester, S. C.

Class Rank
Junior
Senior

City°"'

s.

Spartanburr, S.

YYODne

Carrie Lee
Mary Ann
, Mary Katherine
Betty Jo
Barbara Rebecca
Elizabeth Kay
Pltricia Rose
Tru Merle

City and State
Lyman, S. C.
Woodruff, S. C.
Pacolet, S. C.
Pacolet, S. C.
Gaffney, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greer, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.
Henrietta, N. C.
Mt. Airy, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Dacusville, S. C.
Woodruff, S. C.
Fernandina Beach, Fla.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
Caroleen, N. C.
Tryon, N. C.
Chesnee, S. C.
Eastman, Ga.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Roebuck, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Forest City, N. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
York, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Ramsey, Joyce Roberson
Randall, Barbara Ann
Roach, W yvone Lou
Robinson, Peggy Jean
Shepherd, Nancy Carolyn
Thomason, Vera Estelle
Watts, Roberto Sue
White,Barbara Elaine
Wyatt, Gwendalyn Carolyn
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by C011nties and States

Catalogue of
Ci'7 Mi
Forest ae,,
Forest City,
Rutherfordtm,

STUDENTS BY COUNTIES AND STATES, 1956-1957
CoNftlits

Jonenillt.
Spartanbarr.
Wbitnq,

Clintm,
Pacolet Milli,
Henrietta,

talboan
O...leston
Cllllobe
a.ta'
a-terfield

Clanadon
Cal1etan

Dlirlinlton

STUDENTS BY CLASSES, 1956-l 9S7

Diilon
Dalcbelter

Senior Class
Junior Oass
Sophomore Class
Freshman Class
Special Students

~

Nrfield
1'lonnce

Gearptown

Gnanil1e
Gnmwood

Total

Hampton

8arrJ

Special- urses Cl ass of S partanburg General Hospital

Juper

Kenbaw
l.lmcater

Total
Summer Session, 1956, 1st Term
Summer Session, 1956, 2nd Term

I.areas

Lee
Laiqton

Total
Less Duplicates in Summer School

912

Marion

310

Marlboro
McCormick
ewberry

Total Net Registration for Summer School, 1956

602

0
6
1
13
6
0
1
3
1
13

7
7
4
8
8
9
8
7
1
2
36
2
31
8
2
9
1
9
5
5
7
3
17
11

0
5

Counties
Oconee
Orangeburg
Pickens
Richland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Williamsburg
York

12
2
320
9
28
1
18

States
South Carolina
North Carolina
Georgia
Virginia
Florida
New York
Tennessee
Kentucky
Pennsylvania
Alabama
New Jersey
Washington, D. C.
Massachusetts
Ohio
Rhode Island
Mississippi
West Virginia
Maryland
Indiana

668
74
19
12
7
5
4
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
13

7

Countries
Cuba
Greece
Korea
Total

1
1
1
809
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